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Zusammenfassung
Adipositas, definiert als übermässige Ansammlung von Fettgewebe, ist ein bedeutendes
weltweites Gesundheitsproblem und hat in Europa und anderen Regionen bereits epidemische
Ausmaße erreicht. Neben der körperlichen Einschränkung ist Adipositas auch mit einem
erhöhten Risiko für die Entwicklung zusätzlicher metabolischer Erkrankungen, wie z.B. Typ2-Diabetes, verbunden. Das Fettgewebe spielt eine zentrale Rolle in der Regulation des
Energiestoffwechsels und lässt sich prinzipiell in zwei funktional unterschiedliche Arten
unterteilen: Weißes und braunes Fettgewebe. Weißes Fettgewebe speichert überschüssige
Energie und stellt ein endokrines Organ dar, das eine Vielzahl aktiver Proteine, sogenannter
Adipokine, freisetzt. Diese gelangen in die Zirkulation und üben so einen endokrinen Effekt
auf andere Organe aus, wie z.B. die Entstehung von Insulinresistenz im Skelettmuskel. Die
Funktion sowie Struktur des Fettgewebes verändert sich im Laufe der fortschreitenden
Adipositas, und geht mit einer Veränderung des Adipokin-Sekretionsprofils einher. Die
veränderte Freisetzung von Adipokinen im adipösen Zustand ist für das erhöhte Risiko zur
Entstehung

anderer

metabolischer

Erkrankungen

verantwortlich.

Daher

ist

die

Charakterisierung von Adipokinen und deren Regulation im adipösen Zustand in vivo von
besonderem Interesse. Basierend auf einer früheren Studie unserer Arbeitsgruppe wurde eine
in silico Analyse durchgeführt, um die Regulation von mehr als 300 potentiellen Adipokinen
in der Adipositas und deren funktionales Spektrum zu analysieren. Mit Hilfe eines
Bewertungssystems wurden alle Adipokin-Kandidaten evaluiert, um diejenigen mit potentiell
hoher Relevanz im Kontext der Adipositas zu selektieren. Die Faktoren mit der höchsten
Bewertung könnten neue therapeutische Ansatzpunkte zur Eindämmung der Entwicklung von
mit Adipositas assoziierten Erkrankungen darstellen.
Braunes Fettgewebe spielt ebenso wie weißes Fettgewebe eine bedeutende Rolle in der
Regulation des Energiestoffwechsels. Die Funktion brauner Fettzellen ist die Bildung von
Wärme im Rahmen der sogenannten zitterfreien Thermogenese unter Verbrennung von
Energie, vermittelt durch das Protein uncoupling protein-1 (UCP1). Es existieren zwei
verschiedene Typen von braunen Fettzellen mit unterschiedlichem Entwicklungsursprung.
Klassische braune Fettzellen mit myogenem Ursprung und beige Fettzellen, die aus weißen
Präadipozyten durch bestimmte Faktoren induziert werden können. Beide Subtypen kommen
im erwachsenen Menschen vor und exprimieren UCP1. Eine erhöhte Bildung brauner sowie
beiger Fettzellen könnte den Gesamtenergieumsatz erhöhen und somit der Entstehung von
Adipositas entgegenwirken. Primärer Fokus dieser Doktorarbeit war daher die Identifizierung
von Faktoren, welche die Entwicklung beiger Fettzellen im weißen Fettgewebe fördern. In
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diesem Rahmen wurde der Wachstumsfaktor bone morphogenetic protein 4 (BMP4) als
Vermittler der Induktion von beigen Adipozyten in einem primären humanen Zellsystem
identifiziert. Weiterhin könnte BMP4 seine Wirkung in einer auto-/parakrinen Weise ausüben,
da die Expression und Sekretion von BMP4 in primären humanen Adipozyten gezeigt wurde.
Eine überschüssige Energiezufuhr in Kombination mit Bewegungsmangel resultieren in einer
positiven Energiebilanz und stellen die primären Ursachen für die weltweite AdipositasEpidemie dar. Neben der absoluten Energiezufuhr spielt auch die Qualität der Nahrung,
insbesondere die Fettsäurekomposition, eine bedeutende Rolle für die Funktion des weißen
und braunen Fettes. In diesem Zusammenhang wird langkettigen mehrfach ungesättigten
Fettsäuren (LC-PUFA, long-chain polyunsaturated fatty acid) der n-3 Familie ein hemmender
Effekt auf die Gewichtszunahme zugesprochen, während n-6 LC-PUFAs die Entstehung von
Adipositas fördern sollen. Diese Annahmen basieren hauptsächlich auf Studien in
Mausmodellen und der direkte Effekt von n-3 und n-6 Fettsäuren auf die beige
Adipozytendifferenzierung in humanen Präadipozyten war bisher nicht bekannt. Die Daten
der vorliegenden Doktorarbeit zeigen, dass von den getesteten Fettsäuren ausschließlich die n3 LC-PUFA Eicosapentaensäure (EPA) die Induktion beiger Adipozyten fördert. Im
Gegensatz dazu hemmt die n-6 LC-PUFA Arachidonsäure (ARA) die Differenzierung beiger
Adipozyten und führt zur Bildung eines weißen Adipozytenphänotyps. Dieser hier
beschriebene Effekt von EPA auf die beige Adipogenese in einem primären humanen
Zellsystem stellt einen neuen Mechanismus für die „anti-Adipositas“ Effekte von n-3 LCPUFAs dar.
Kürzlich hat ein neues Hormon, welches die Bildung beiger Adipozyten induzieren soll,
beachtliches Interesse hervorgerufen. Der Skelettmuskel stellt wie auch das Fettgewebe ein
endokrines Organ da, das durch die Freisetzung von Faktoren in die Zirkulation mit anderen
Geweben kommunizieren kann. Irisin soll ein solches Myokin sein und wurde erstmals 2012
beschrieben. Durch Spaltung des Transmembranproteins FNDC5 in der extrazellulären
Domäne soll Irisin vermehrt nach sportlicher Betätigung freigesetzt werden und die
Generierung beiger Fettzellen im weißen Fettgewebe fördern. Bis heute wurden bereits 207
Studien über Irisin publiziert, wobei die Datenlage sehr kontrovers ist. Diese Arbeit liefert
einen bedeutenden Hinweis darauf, dass Irisin nicht oder nur marginal im Menschen
exprimiert ist und weiterhin keinen Effekt auf die weiß-zu-beige Transdifferenzierung von
primären humanen Adipozyten hat. Des Weiteren wurde die Literatur zu Irisin im Rahmen
eines Übersichtsartikels aufgearbeitet und hohe Widersprüche zwischen verschiedenen
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Studien aufgedeckt, welche die Relevanz von Irisin in der beigen Adipogenese im Menschen
in Frage stellen.
Abschließend lässt sich sagen, dass die weiß-zu-beige Transdifferenzierung von humanen
Adipozyten durch endogene Hormone, wie BMP4 gefördert wird. Darüber hinaus wurde
gezeigt, dass auch mit der Nahrung zugeführte Komponenten, speziell die n-3 LC-PUFA EPA
die Bildung beiger Adipozyten fördert. Im Gegensatz dazu hatte das vielversprechende
Myokin Irisin keinen Effekt auf die beige Adipogenese und die Existenz von Irisin im
Menschen ist fraglich. Die Daten dieser Arbeit tragen zum Verständnis der Regulation der
beigen Adipozytendifferenzierung im Menschen bei und weisen darauf hin, dass eine
ausgewogene EPA-reiche Ernährung eine potentielle Strategie gegen die fortschreitende
Entwicklung von Adipositas darstellen könnte.
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Summary
Obesity is a major global health problem associated with a higher risk to develop other severe
metabolic complications, such as type 2 diabetes mellitus. The adipose organ plays a major
role in the regulation of energy homeostasis and consists of two functionally different types:
white and brown adipose tissue (WAT and BAT). WAT stores excess energy and has been
recognized as an active endocrine organ, releasing several adipocyte-derived factors, the socalled adipokines. The progression of obesity and WAT growth is accompanied by
morphological and functional changes of WAT. In this state, the adipokine secretion profile is
concomitantly altered, providing a causal link between obesity and its associated metabolic
diseases. The characterization and regulation of adipokines in human obesity is therefore of
considerable interest. Based on a previous study from our group, an in silico analysis was
performed aiming to evaluate the broad function of more than 300 recently identified
adipokine candidates and to analyze their regulation in human obesity in vivo. Using a scoring
system, potential adipokine candidates of high interest in the context of obesity were
identified and selected. These high-score factors may represent novel therapeutic targets to
prevent the development of obesity-associated diseases.
BAT as the second functional type of adipose tissue plays a major role in the regulation of
energy homeostasis as well. The function of BAT is the generation of heat in response to a
cold environment. This process called non-shivering thermogenesis expends energy and is
mediated by uncoupling protein-1 (UCP1). Two types of UCP1-expressing thermogenically
active adipocytes are currently known: Classical brown adipocytes derived from the myogenic
lineage and brite (brown-in-white) or beige adipocytes which can be induced in WAT depots
in response to certain stimuli. Both, classical brown and brite adipocytes are present in adult
humans. Promoting the recruitment and activity of these adipocytes may increase energy
expenditure and represent a strategy to counteract the development of obesity. As part of the
search for approaches promoting white-to-brown conversion in human adipocytes, bone
morphogenetic protein 4 (BMP4) was identified as an inducer of brite adipocyte
differentiation in primary human adipose-derived stem cells (hASCs). Furthermore, BMP4
may regulate brite adipocyte differentiation in an auto-/paracrine manner, since it is expressed
and secreted from hASCs.
Overnutrition and physical inactivity lead to a positive energy balance and are the main
causes of weight gain. In addition to the energy content of diet, food composition and in
particular the presence of certain fatty acids may have a specific impact on WAT and BAT
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function. In particular, long-chain polyunsaturated fatty acids (LC-PUFAs) from the n-3
family exert anti-obesity effects in rodents, while n-6 LC-PUFAs are thought to promote
obesity. However, the underlying mechanisms and the role of individual n-3 and n-6 LCPUFAs in the white-to-brown conversion remain unclear. The present thesis reveals that the
n-3 LC-PUFA eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) and the n-6 LC-PUFA arachidonic acid (ARA)
differentially regulate white versus brite adipocyte formation in hASCs. EPA induced a brite
phenotype and improved mitochondrial function in hASCs, providing a novel mechanism for
the anti-obesity effects of n-3 LC-PUFAs.
Recently, a novel hormone gained considerable interest as a potent inducer of WAT
browning. Similar to WAT, skeletal muscle is considered as an endocrine organ releasing socalled myokines which enter the circulation and may affect adipose tissue function. Irisin is
the cleavage product from the transmembrane protein FNDC5 and has been described in 2012
as an exercise-regulated myokine inducing the browning of WAT in mice. Until today, 207
studies have been published about this protein. However, the data of this thesis indicate that
irisin is not expressed in humans and does not trigger brite adipogenesis in hASCs. As part of
this thesis, a systematical review about the presence of irisin and its effect on WAT browning
in humans was performed. Striking inconsistencies between studies were noted, questioning
the relevance of irisin as a therapeutic tool in humans.
Taken together, white-to-brown conversion of primary human cells is regulated by
endogenous hormonal factors like BMP4. This thesis further indicates that nutritional
compounds, in particular the n-3 LC-PUFA EPA, promote brite adipocyte formation as well.
In contrast, the promising exercise-regulated myokine irisin turned out to play a negligible
role in humans, since it is likely to be not expressed and had no effect on white-to-brown
conversion in primary human adipocytes. The here observed effect of EPA on white-to-brown
conversion illustrates that diet quality is of importance and that a healthy diet may have
beneficial effects on the development of obesity and its associated disorders in humans.
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Introduction

1.1
1.1.1

Obesity and associated diseases
Obesity

Obesity is a major global health problem with increasing prevalence mainly due to life style
changes. Increased food intake and reduced physical activity result in a positive energy
balance. Excess energy intake leads in consequence to the development of overweight and
obesity, defined as abnormal or excessive fat accumulation (1). The body mass index (BMI) is
the most commonly used measure to classify different levels of overweight. BMI, a simple
relation of body weight to body height is defined as the weight in kg divided by the square of
the height in m [kg/m2]. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), a BMI greater
or equal than 25 kg/m2 is considered as overweight and a BMI greater or equal than 30 kg/m2
is defined as obese (Table 1) (1). However, BMI is only a rough measure of weight and does
not distinguish between fat and lean mass. The worldwide prevalence of obesity has
dramatically increased over the last decades, with only 5% of men and 8% of women being
obese in 1980 to a rate of 10 % for men and 14 % for women in 2008 (2). A high proportion
of 35 % of adults aged over 20 years were estimated to be overweight (BMI  25 kg/m2) in
2008. Overweight and obesity impair life quality and have severe consequences for health.
Thus, overweight and obesity are associated with an increased risk for other metabolic
disorders, such as insulin resistance, type 2 diabetes and cardiovascular diseases (3). The costs
for treatment of obesity and its associated disorders are increasing and estimated between
$147 and $210 billion per year, accounting for nearly 10 percent of all medical expenses (4).

Table 1: WHO weight classification according to BMI
Category
BMI range – kg/m2
Very severely underweight
less than 15
Severely underweight
from 15.0 to 16.0
Underweight
from 16.0 to 18.5
Normal (healthy weight)
from 18.5 to 25
Overweight
from 25 to 30
Obese Class I (Moderately obese)
from 30 to 35
Obese Class II (Severely obese)
from 35 to 40
Obese Class III (Very severely obese)
over 40
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1.1.2

White adipose tissue as an endocrine organ

Due to the increasing prevalence of obesity, the accompanied risk to develop other diseases
and its impact on economic costs, research in the field of obesity is of particular relevance. In
order to understand the link between obesity and the development of these associated
disorders, research has focused on adipose tissue biology. Regarded for a long time as an inert
depot to store excess energy, WAT is now considered as active endocrine organ, releasing a
wide range of different bioactive factors, so-called adipokines (5;6). WAT is a complex organ
composed of different cell types. Besides lipid-laden mature adipocytes, also macrophages,
perivascular cells, preadipocytes, adipose-derived stem cells and blood cells coexist in the
adipose organ and contribute to the whole secretory output (7). Classical adipokines, such as
adiponectin and leptin are primarily secreted by mature adipocytes within WAT, while
adipose-tissue resident macrophages and other cells from the stroma-vascular fraction release
different cytokines and chemokines. Thus, the adipose tissue secretome is dependent on the
tissue structure as well as cell composition (8). Moreover, the secretome differs between
different anatomical locations and subcutaneous and visceral adipose tissue, the major WAT
depots, display unique adipokine secretion profiles (9). In addition to their auto- and paracrine
effects on adipose tissue-resident cells, adipokines are released into the circulation and
thereby exert endocrine effects on peripheral organs (3). Several endocrine actions of
adipokines are already known, including effects on skeletal muscle insulin sensitivity,
vascular function, central regulation of food intake and pancreatic -cell function (3). In order
to understand this complex network, several studies aimed to characterize the human fat cell
secretome (10;11). The identification of novel adipokines as potential therapeutic targets
represents a relevant strategy to reduce obesity-associated disorders.
1.1.3

Impact of WAT-dysfunction on metabolic diseases

Weight gain and the progression of obesity are often accompanied by morphological and
functional changes of WAT, defined as adipose tissue dysfunction. The main determinants of
adipose tissue dysfunction are an enlargement of adipocytes (adipocyte hypertrophy) and a
chronic low-grade inflammatory state, linking obesity to metabolic disturbances (12). Both,
increasing the number as well as enlargement of adipocytes can occur during the expansion of
adipose tissue mass (13). Increased energy intake and subsequent fat storage leads to
increased adipocyte size and is thought to be the main mechanism contributing to adipose
tissue growth (14;15). When enlarged adipocytes reach their maximum capacity to store
triglycerides, postprandial circulating lipids cannot be buffered by WAT and remain in the
circulation. In consequence, this may lead to the accumulation of fat in tissues originally not
2
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conceived to store energy, such as the liver, skeletal muscle or the pancreas. This ectopic fat
accumulation disturbs normal function of organs or tissues and represents a potential cause for
the development of obesity-linked diseases (12). In particular, skeletal muscle insulin
sensitivity is impaired by increased circulating levels of free fatty acids (FFA) (16).
Interestingly, the number of fat cells stays relatively constant during adulthood and about 10%
of adipocytes are annually renewed (13). Thus, de novo differentiation of adipocytes is an
important process to maintain adipocyte number and to prevent adipocyte hypertrophy.
Adipocyte size is highly variable between individuals within the same BMI range (17) and is
linked to metabolic disturbances independently of BMI (18). Remarkably, individuals with
hypertrophic adipose tissue display a reduced annual adipocyte turnover rate (17) and have a
reduced capacity to recruit and differentiate new adipocytes (18). Such impairments of
adipocyte turnover and adipogenesis may even promote the development of a hypertrophic
adipose tissue phenotype.
Besides an impaired storage capacity of enlarged adipocytes, a shift towards a rather proinflammatory adipokine secretion profile occuring in hypertrophic obesity contributes to the
development of metabolic dysfunction (3). This pro-inflammatory shift in the adipose tissue
secretory output is the result of adipocyte size itself as well as changes in adipose tissue
composition (8). Isolated human mature adipocytes which have been separated according to
their size display a positive association between the secretion of pro-inflammatory adipokines
and adipocyte size (19). Moreover, composition of WAT is concomitantly altered during the
progression of obesity. Thus, macrophage marker expression is enhanced in WAT in different
mouse models of genetic and diet-induced obesity (20). In contrast, weight loss results in a
significant decrease of adipose tissue-resident macrophages in obese individuals (21). A
histological feature of the obesity-associated chronic low-grade inflammation of WAT,
especially in the visceral depot, is the accumulation of macrophages in so-called crown-like
structures. In those arrangements, macrophages surround dead or non-functional adipocytes,
probably in order to remove apoptotic cells (8). Not only quantity of macrophages is increased
in obesity-associated adipose tissue inflammation, but macrophages also differ in their quality
and function. In healthy adipose tissue from lean subjects, mainly macrophages from the
“alternatively activated” M2 phenotype are present. M2 macrophages secrete antiinflammatory cytokines, such as interleukin (IL)-10, and are involved in tissue repair and the
resolution of inflammation. In obesity, a shift from M2 towards “classically activated” M1
macrophages occurs which secrete pro-inflammatory cytokines like tumor necrosis factor
alpha (TNF) and IL-6 (8).
3
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Therefore, the increased release of pro-inflammatory factors from dysfunctional adipose
tissue is due to both, secretory changes of the enlarged adipocyte as well as a higher
abundance of macrophages, especially from the M1 phenotype. This low-grade chronic
inflammation of WAT and a disturbed lipid-buffering capacity represent the major causal link
between obesity and its associated metabolic diseases.

1.2
1.2.1

The adipose organ in the regulation of energy homeostasis
Functionality and distribution of white and brown adipose tissue

All adipose tissue depots, differing in their anatomical location and function, build the
adipose organ (22). The adipose organ consists of two main functionally different types and
plays an important role in the regulation of energy homeostasis. As explained in the previous
chapter, WAT is the main site of energy storage and an endocrine organ. Due to their function
to store excess energy in the form of triglycerides, white adipocytes consist of one large
unilocular lipid droplet, a relatively low proportion of cytoplasm and a peripherally located
nucleus (Figure 1a). During negative energy balance, breakdown of triglycerides leads to the
release of glycerol and FFA into the circulation. This process called lipolysis guarantees
nutrient supply for other tissues in starving times. Two major WAT depots can be
distinguished according to their anatomical location: the subcutaneous and visceral depot.
Subcutaneous WAT is located under the skin, while visceral WAT surrounds the inner
organs. The latter can be further subdivided into the omental depot superficially lying on the
intestines, the mesenteric depot deeply surrounding the intestines and the retroperitoneal
depot close to the kidneys (Figure 1b). Moreover, several smaller depots such as pericardial,
perivascular or epigastric adipose tissue exist surrounding specific organs (23). Several depotspecific differences between subcutaneous and visceral WAT have been described.
Subcutaneous WAT harbors more preadipocytes with a higher capacity for adipogenesis than
visceral WAT (24). In contrast, the visceral depot displays a lower ability to expand by
hyperplasia, is more prone to develop obesity-associated chronic low-grade inflammation and
secretes more cytokines than subcutaneous depots (25). Increased visceral WAT mass has
been proposed to be a cause of reduced storage capacity or expandability of subcutaneous
WAT and may be considered as ectopic fat accumulation (26). In line, body fat distribution is
an important factor and visceral fat accumulation is accompanied with a high risk for
metabolic complications (27).
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Figure 1: Characteristics and anatomical location of brown and white adipose tissue. (a) Electron
micrograph of murine brown and white adipose tissue and schematic illustration of brown and white adipocyte
morphology. Brown adipocytes are thermogenically active due to expression of uncoupling protein 1 (UCP1),
have a high number of mitochondria and small multilocular lipid droplets. White adipocytes function as temporary
energy storage site, have a unilocular lipid droplet and only few mitochondria. (b) Anatomical sites of brown and
white adipose tissue depots in humans. Brown adipose tissue is abundant in newborns and still present in the
adult human, located mainly in the interscapular region. The main sites of white adipose tissue are the
subcutaneous and visceral depots (modified from Bartelt and Heeren, Nat Rev Endocrinol (2014) (a); and Gesta
et al., Cell (2007) (b)).

In contrast to WAT, BAT dissipates energy to maintain body core temperature in a process
called non-shivering thermogenesis (NST). This unique function of brown adipocytes is due
to a high abundance of mitochondria, containing uncoupling protein 1 (UCP1) in the inner
5
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mitochondrial membrane. During cold exposure, sympathetic neurons activate brown
adipocytes which in turn oxidize lipids, stored in small multilocular lipid droplets, and
generate heat by UCP1-mediated thermogenesis. Therefore, UCP1 dissipates the
electrochemical proton gradient generated during oxidative phosphorylation under the
generation of heat (28). The expression of ATP synthase, which also needs this
electrochemical energy to generate ATP, is relatively low in BAT compared to WAT,
reflecting the thermogenic function of brown adipocytes (29). In mice, BAT is mainly located
in the interscapular, cervical and axillary depots (30). Until recently, BAT was believed to be
absent in the adult human and only to play a role in newborns, where it is crucial to
compensate for the decrease in ambient temperature after delivery. However, in 2009 five
groups have independently discovered the presence of active BAT in adults by measuring
uptake of the glucose analogue

18

F-fluorodeoxyglucose (18F-FDG) using a combination of

positron-emission tomography and computed tomography (PET-CT) (31-35). Similar to the
anatomical location in mice, BAT depots in humans are found in the deep neck region, such
as the supraclavicular and cervical localization (Figure 1b).
The presence of BAT and WAT allows mammals to adapt to changes in nutrient supply and
ambient temperature, due to their ability to dissipate (BAT) or to store (WAT) energy.
Interestingly, the adipose organ displays high plasticity in response to environmental changes.
Especially the discovery of active BAT in the adult human led to high interest in this field and
numerous studies have focused on the question, if BAT has a significant impact on energy
expenditure in humans and therefore represents a potential target to treat obesity.

1.2.2

Control of BAT thermogenesis

The physiological function of BAT is the maintenance of body temperature. Thus, NST is
only necessary when ambient temperature decreases and BAT has to be activated under these
conditions. Similar to WAT, BAT is a complex organ consisting of different cell types
surrounding the brown adipocytes and controlling their function. BAT is highly innervated
with nerve fibers responsible for activation of brown adipocytes. Moreover, a high
vascularization guarantees sufficient supply with oxygen and substrates needed for NST, and
mediates the transport of heat into the periphery (28). The activation of UCP1-mediated
thermogenesis in BAT is summarized in figure 2.
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Upon cold exposure and excess energy intake, the catecholamine norepinephrine (NE) is
released from sympathetic nerve ends leading to brown adipocyte activation via -adrenergic
receptor (-AR) signaling. -ARs are G protein-coupled receptors and three subtypes exist,
the 1-, 2- and 3-AR. The latter being the most abundant in brown adipocytes and mainly
responsible for thermogenesis. Upon binding of NE to the -AR, adenylate cyclase is
activated leading to increased cellular cylic AMP (cAMP) levels. Subsequently, cAMP
triggers the activation of cAMP-dependent protein kinase (PKA) which in turn
phosphorylates several downstream targets. PKA-mediated phosphorylation of lipid-droplet
coating proteins, such as perilipins, allows triglyceride breakdown. Hormone-sensitive lipase
(HSL), also activated by PKA, catalyzes the first step of lipolysis leading finally to the release
of FFA and glycerol into the cytosol. Interestingly, the presence of FFAs in the cytosol is
sufficient to induce UCP1-mediated thermogenesis independently of NE-stimulation (28). In
the basal non-stimulated state, purine di- and triphosphate nucleotides, mainly ATP, bind to
the cytosolic side of UCP1 and thereby prevent proton flux (36). When brown adipocytes are
treated with FFA or lipolysis is induced by -adrenergic stimulation, the inhibitory effect of
ATP on UCP1 is overridden. Thus, UCP1 has been recently described as FFA/H+ symporter
and long-chain fatty acids directly bind to the cytoplasmic side of UCP1 and serve as
substrates for the H+ symport (37). Moreover, FFA levels must exceed ATP levels by roughly
100x to activate UCP1, indicating that UCP1 and thermogenesis are blocked under basal
physiological conditions (37).
In white adipocytes, the process of lipolysis occurs in the fasted state and is driven by adrenergic stimulation as well. While white adipocytes release FFA into the circulation,
brown adipocytes are able to retain most of the FFA as substrates for UCP1-mediated
thermogenesis. This is due to a relatively high expression of fatty acid-binding proteins
(FABPs) in brown adipocytes compared to white adipocytes and expression of the heart type
of FABP (H-FABP) encoded by the FABP3 gene (28). Furthermore, H-FABP expression is
dramatically upregulated upon NE treatment preventing release of FFA from adipocytes (28).
Additionally, a prominent expression of carnitine palmitoyltransferase 1B (CPT1B),
mediating the transport of FFA from the cytosol into the mitochondria, assures substrate
supply for -oxidation and oxidative phosphorylation. Besides FABP3 and CPT1B
expression, several other genes encoding for proteins related to fatty acid metabolism and oxidation are differentially expressed in brown and white adipocytes, in line with their
specialized metabolic functions (29).
7
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Figure 2: Activation of UCP1-mediated thermogenesis in brown adipocytes. (a) Upon cold exposure or
excess food intake norepinephrine is released from sympathetic nerve fibers and binds to -AR. Mainly mediated
by the 3-AR, PKA is activated leading to phosphorylation and activation of downstream targets involved in
lipolysis, such as HSL. FFAs released from lipolysis or taken up from the circulation serve as substrates for oxidation and activate UCP1, which is repressed in the basal state by binding of ATP. (b) Function of UCP1 as a
+
symporter of long-chain fatty acids (LCFA) and H (modified from Kajimura and Saito, Annu Rev Physiol (2014)).

1.2.3

Developmental origin of brown and brite adipocytes

Brown adipocytes
As putative therapeutic target, identification of the origin of brown adipocytes is of
importance. The anatomy of BAT was already described in 1551 as “neither fat nor flesh”
(38). In the recent decade, knowledge about the developmental origin and the regulation of
white and brown adipocyte differentiation has highly advanced. One of the most striking
observations in this field was the lineage determination of brown adipocytes. In contrast to
previous assumptions, brown adipocytes to do not share a common progenitor with white
adipocytes. Seale and colleagues reported by lineage tracing studies in vivo, that brown
adipocytes derive from precursor cells expressing the muscle-specific Myf5 gene (39;40). In
this context, the transcriptional regulator PR domain zinc finger protein 16 (PRDM16) was
identified as central regulator controlling cell fate of Myf5+ progenitor cells. Thus,
knockdown of PRDM16 in murine brown preadipocytes prevented adipocyte differentiation
and abrogated expression of UCP1 and other thermogenic genes. Vice versa, forced
expression of PRDM16 in myoblasts blocked myogenesis and allowed differentiation into
brown adipocytes (39). Accordingly, classical brown adipocytes can be characterized by
expression of myogenic marker genes, such ZIC1 or LHX8, as well as the expression of UCP1
8
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and other thermogenic genes (30) (Figure 3). From a functional point of view, it seems
conclusive that white and brown adipocytes, which exert different functions, have no common
precursor cell. Indeed, brown adipocytes are rather related to skeletal muscle cells which also
take up and store macronutrients for their own consumption, whereas white adipocytes serve
as a temporary energy storage depot for other tissues.
Brite adipocytes
In parallel to the lineage determination of brown adipocytes, a third type of adipocyte has
previously been identified. So-called brite (brown-in-white) or beige adipocytes are found
interspersed in classical WAT depots of mice after chronic cold exposure (41). Brite
adipocytes share functional features of classical brown adipocytes due to expression of UCP1,
a higher mitochondrial density and the ability to respond to -adrenergic stimulation (42;43).
In contrast to classical brown adipocytes arising from Myf5-expressing cells, brite adipocytes
do not express muscle-specific genes and can be induced in preadipocytes isolated from WAT
in response to certain stimuli (42;44-46). However, it is still unclear if brite adipocytes arise
from white preadipocytes or even from a certain subpopulation of cells present in the stromavascular fraction (SVF). Petrovic and colleagues showed that only a subset of lipid-laden
adipocytes treated with the anti-diabetic drug rosiglitazone display positive staining for UCP1
protein (42). Supporting the idea of a specific brite precursor cell, cloning of individual cells
in the SVF isolated from the inguinal WAT of mice revealed differences in the gene
expression pattern between the adipogenic clones. Clones classified as brite expressed
selective genes allowing the differentiation from white and brown, in addition to the use of
myogenic marker genes (43). In this context, tumor necrosis factor receptor superfamily
member 9 (TNFRSF9) also called CD137 and transmembrane protein 26 (TMEM26) were
identified as brite-enriched cell surface markers, allowing cell-sorting of brite precursor cells
(43). On a molecular level, brite adipocytes can be characterized by a lack or low expression
of myogenic markers, expression of thermogenic genes and enrichement of beige-selective
genes, such as CD137 (Figure 2). Nevertheless, the existence of a specific brite precursor cell
is still unclear and several sources of brite adipocytes seem to exist. At least in the visceral fat
pad of mice, bipotent plateled-derived growth factor receptor- (Pdgfr-) expressing
precursor cells are present and give rise to both white and brite adipocytes (47).
Besides the aforementioned concept of de novo generation of brite adipocytes from several
precursor cells, a second process resembling transdifferentiation might coexist. There is
evidence from studies assessing morphological characteristics of adipose tissue, that direct
9
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conversion of unilocular white adipocytes to multilocular brown-like adipocytes is possible
(48). Cold exposure of mice for only 10 days leads to remodeling of WAT in mice containing
multi-locular UCP1-positive adipocytes after this short cold period, suggesting direct
conversion of mature white adipocytes (22). This idea is further supported by a recent study
performing in vivo lineage tracing. Interestingly, brite fat cells in the inguinal WAT
“whitened” after a period of warm acclimation and were able to regain their brite morphology
after a subsequent period of cold adaptation (49).

Figure 3: Developmental origin of white, brite and classical brown adipocytes. Classical brown adipocytes
share a common precursor with skeletal muscle cells and derive from Myf5+ progenitor cells. Besides UCP1,
classical brown adipocytes express muscle-specific genes (ZIC1 and LHX8) and display a high expression of
mitochondria-related genes (PGC1 and CPT1B). White adipocytes on the other hand, are not derived from the
myogenic lineage and exhibit a lack of myogenic marker gene as well as UCP1 expression. Brite adipocytes
share functional features with classical brown adipocytes, but develop from a non-myogenic origin. Several nonmyogenic precursors may give rise to brite adipocytes, such as white preadipocytes, specific brite precursors or
bipotential Pdgfr-+ progenitors. Additionally, brite adipocytes may appear by direct conversion from mature white
adipocytes. The absence of myogenic marker expression, enrichement of UCP1 and mitochondrial genes, and
expression of brite-specific genes such as CD137 characterize brite adipocytes on a molecular level.
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Taken together, brite adipocytes derive from different non-myogenic precursor cells in
response to certain stimuli. Moreover, remodeling of WAT occurring during cold adaptation
is likely to be due to both, de novo differentiation as well as transdifferentiation of mature
white adipocytes.

1.2.4 Relevance of BAT as a therapeutic target in humans
BAT thermogenesis contributes to energy expenditure and protects against obesity in mice,
since UCP1 (-/-) animals develop obesity under thermoneutrality (50) and UCP1
overexpression in adipose tissue protects against obesity (51). However, the role of BAT in
humans and the contribution to whole body energy expenditure is less clear. Measuring the
uptake of the glucose analogue 18F-FDG by PET-CT is an indirect method to trace metabolic
activity of tissues, such as BAT. The tracer 18F-FDG enters glycolysis and is then trapped in
the cell, since it cannot be further metabolized in the citric acid cycle. Using this method,
active BAT has been discovered in humans and the regulation of BAT dependent on age,
gender and obesity has been investigated. BAT mass and activity declines with increasing age
and is higher in females compared to males (31). Moreover, a negative association between
BAT activity and BMI was found in several studies (32;33;35), suggesting a potential
protection against obesity by increasing BAT mass and activity (52). However, the simple
presence of BAT and UCP1 protein does not mediate thermogenesis and BAT has to be
activated by NE, which is released upon cold exposure. In consequence, only 7.5 % of women
(n=1013) and 3.1 % of men (n=959) have been described to be positive for BAT under
thermoneutral conditions (31), while 96 % of metabolically healthy male subjects (n=24)
were BAT positive under mild cold exposure (16°C) (32).
Since the discovery of UCP1-positive BAT in the adult human and the description of the brite
adipocyte, several studies have been performed in order to assess the nature and cell
composition of human BAT. As described above, brown, white and brite adipocytes can be
discriminated according to their unique gene expression pattern (Figure 2), allowing the
characterization of the fat cell composition of a certain adipose tissue depot. In this context,
human BAT from the supraclavicular region and proven to be BAT-positive by
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PET-CT imaging, has been shown to display a gene expression profile rather resembling that
of murine beige adipose tissue (43). Thus, potential differences between the origin of murine
and human BAT from the deep neck region may exist. However, recent studies revealed that
classical brown adipocytes derived from a myogenic origin are still present in the adult
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human. Cypess and colleagues assessed the gene expression pattern of paired biopsies taken
from 5 different adipose tissue depots from adult individuals. They observed that the
adipocytes from the deepest neck adipose tissue depot display a multilocular morphology and
were stained positive for UCP1. Moreover, expression levels of UCP1 and the classical
brown marker genes ZIC1 and LHX8 were elevated in human deep neck fat, along with
decreased leptin mRNA expression (53). Two other studies also confirmed the expression of
classical brown marker genes in human deep neck fat (54;55), strongly indicating the
presence of classical brown adipocytes in the adult human. Thus, classical brown and brite
adipocytes probably coexist in human BAT and both types represent potential drug targets
due to their thermogenic function.
Besides acute activation of BAT by cold exposure, little is known about the plasticity of the
human adipose organ in response to chronic long-term interventions. Current clinical trials
aim to assess if humans have the ability to recruit active BAT (comprising brown and brite
adipocytes) in response to cold acclimation, similar as observed in mice (30;49). A recent
study showed that daily cold exposure (10° C, 2h) for 4 weeks significantly increased BAT
volume and oxidative capacity in young healthy lean males, providing evidence for the
recruitment of active BAT in humans (56). Furthermore, morbidly obese patients being BATnegative prior to bariatric surgery recruited BAT during weight loss after bariatric surgery
(57). Taken together, active BAT is present in the adult human, is likely to be composed of
both classical brown and brite adipocytes, and probably can be recruited during long-term
interventions. Thus, BAT represents a very attractive therapeutic target in humans.

1.3
1.3.1

Regulation of brown and brite adipocyte development
Transcriptional control

PPAR and C/EBPs
The major transcriptional regulators controlling adipocyte differentiation are peroxisome
proliferator-activated receptor-gamma (PPAR) and the family of CCAAT/enhancer-binding
proteins (C/EBPs) (58). PPAR is essential for both white and brown adipogenesis. Although
required for brown adipocyte differentiation, PPAR is not sufficient since ectopic expression
of PPAR in fibroblasts leads to the formation of white adipocytes (59). Moreover, PPAR
regulated distinct sets of target genes in brown and white adipocytes (60). In contrast to
PPAR, the C/EBP family member C/EBP is only required for white adipocyte formation
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but not for brown adipocyte development (61). C/EBP displays higher expression in BAT
compared to WAT and plays a role in the regulation of brown adipocyte thermogenesis (62).
Taken together, PPAR and C/EBPs are important but not sufficient regulators of brown
adipocyte differentiation, suggesting that other factors and co-regulators are necessary to
drive the brown fat program (63).

PGC1
PPAR coactivator 1 (PGC1) has been recognized as another transcriptional regulator of
brown adipocyte function and a main driver of UCP1 gene expression. Generally, PGC1 is a
major regulator of mitochondrial biogenesis in many cell types (64). Intriguingly, PGC1 has
been originally described as a cold-inducible transcription factor in brown adipocytes,
suggesting a major role in adaptive thermogenesis (65). Indeed, ectopic expression of PGC1
in white adipocytes is able to increase mitochondrial biogenesis and to enhance thermogenic
gene expression, including UCP1 expression (65). The deletion of PGC1 in brown
adipocytes leads to an impairment of cold-induced thermogenesis and -adrenergic response.
Interestingly, only thermogenic function but not brown adipocyte differentiation is affected in
PGC1-lacking cells (66). Mechanistically, PGC1 forms complexes with the nuclear
receptors PPAR, PPAR and retinoid X receptor (RXR) which drive UCP1 expression by
binding to PPAR response elements (PPRE) in the UCP1 promotor (Figure 4).

PRDM16
As mentioned in the previous section, PRDM16 controls the developmental fate of Myf5+
myogenic precursor cells to classical brown fat or muscle (39). Besides its role in the
formation of classical BAT, PRDM16 may also be involved in the recruitment of brite
adipocytes in mice. Expression of PRDM16 has been shown in the subcutaneous inguinal but
not in the visceral epididymal depot, a rather pure white depot, suggesting a specific role for
PRDM16 in white-to-brown conversion of subcutaneous white adipocytes (67). The induction
of thermogenic gene expression driven by PRDM16 is related to its direct interaction with
PPAR and C/EBPs (39). If PRDM16 plays a specific role in the white-to-brown conversion
of human adipose-derived stem cells remains unclear (68).
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Figure 4: -adrenergic control of UCP1 expression. Activation of -AR leads to increased cytosolic cAMP
levels which in turn activate PKA. Besides the acute effects of PKA on thermogenesis (figure 2), PKA mediates
induction of UCP1 gene transcription. P38 MAPK is a main downstream target of PKA and activates the
transcription factors ATF2 and PGC1, which directly bind to CRE in the UCP1 promotor or interact with PPAR.

1.3.2

Pharmacological agents and endogenous signaling pathways

Given that brown and brite adipocytes may protect against obesity due to their thermogenic
function, there is a high interest to identify endogenous signals and pharmacological agents
promoting browning of WAT. UCP1 expression is the hallmark of thermogenic function in
both brown and brite adipocytes. Many factors inducing UCP1 expression drive other aspects
of browning, such as increased mitochondrial biogenesis and oxidative metabolism (69). A
selection of pharmacological factors and endogenous signals regulating browning and their
potential mechanism are summarized below.
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Catecholamines and -adrenergic signaling
The thermogenic process in brown and brite adipocytes is mainly activated by NE-induced adrenergic signaling (Figure 2). As described above, cAMP levels are increased after NE
binding to the 3-AR leading to PKA activation. In addition to the acute effects of PKA on
lipolysis and UCP1-mediated thermogenesis, 3-AR signaling exerts effects on thermogenic
gene expression allowing long-term adaptation to cold acclimation. In this context, p38
mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) and the transcription factor cAMP response
element binding protein (CREB) have been identified as central downstream targets of PKA
(70). PKA-mediated p38 MAPK activation leads in turn to the phosphorylation and activation
of activating transcription factor 2 (ATF2) and PGC1, which induce UCP1 transcription
(Figure 4). Phosphorylated CREB directly binds to cAMP response elements (CRE) in the
UCP1 promotor and also induces transcription of type 2 iodothyronine deiodinase (DIO2) via
CRE. These findings raised tremendous interest in the development of specific 3-AR
agonists as anti-obesity drugs in humans. However, treatment of humans with these agonists
turned out to be not as effective as expected and 3-AR agonists did not successfully enter the
market of anti-obesity drugs (71). Nevertheless, the discovery of active BAT in humans has
reactivated the development of effective 3-AR agonists and a novel agonist is currently in
clinical trial phase 2 (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier: NCT01783470).
Thyroid hormones
Hyperthyroidism is associated with increased BAT thermogenesis in humans, while
hypothyroidism reduces -adrenergic response in BAT (72). DIO2 which is activated by adrenergic signaling mediates the conversion of thyroxine (T4) to the more active form
triiodothyronin (T3). Moreover, DIO2 null mice display an impairment of cold-induced
thermogenesis, suggesting an important role for thyroid hormones in the activation of
thermogenesis. In line, T3 has recently been shown to increase UCP1 expression,
mitochondrial biogenesis and oxygen consumption in human mesenchymal adipose-derived
stem cells (hMADS) (46). The in vivo effects of thyroid hormone treatment on BAT activity
(NCT01379170,

NCT01376648),

mitochondrial

function

and

insulin-sensitivity

(NCT01379170) in humans are currently investigated in clinical trials.
PPAR agonists
Thiazolidinediones (TZDs), such as rosiglitazone or pioglitazone, are synthetic PPAR
ligands and have insulin-sensitizing properties. TZD binding to PPAR and activation
increases expression of PPAR target genes, such as PGC1 and UCP1. Though PPAR is
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crucial for white and brown adipocyte differentiation and not sufficient for the latter, TZDs
have been shown to promote browning of WAT in rodents (73). In this context, chronic
activation of PPAR by rosiglitazone has been shown to be necessary to induce browning of
primary murine white preadipocytes (42). The degree of agonism exerted by a certain PPAR
ligand seems to be a crucial determinant. Thus, full agonism (rosiglitazone) is required to
promote browning, while PPAR ligands with weak agonism fail to enhance expression of
brown-specific genes (74). Stabilization and accumulation of PRDM16 protein has been
proposed as potential reason for the browning effect of rosiglitazone (74). Despite promising
effects on browning and whole energy metabolism in mice, the use of TZDs in humans is
heavily discussed. Rosiglitazone has been authorized as drug for the treatment of type 2
diabetes in 1999 in the US, followed by Europe in 2000. Nevertheless, concerns about its
cardiovascular safety have been raised leading to suspension of rosiglitazone from the
European market in 2010 (75). Pioglitazone is the only TZD which is currently authorized in
the EU and has been shown to increase WAT oxidative metabolism in humans (76). The
specific effects of pioglitazone treatment on BAT activity are unknown so far, and
pioglitazone is only authorized as anti-diabetic drug.
Bone morphogenetic proteins
Bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs) belong to the transforming growth factor  superfamily
(TGF) and play a role in the regulation of several developmental processes. Until now, more
than 20 BMP family members are known (77). BMPs are synthesized as precursor proteins
and cleavage by extracellular proteases leads to release of mature BMPs. Mature BMPs
dimerize and bind to specific type 1 or type 2 Ser/Thr kinase receptors, mainly signaling via
Smad1/5/8 but also through other non-canonical pathways. The specific BMP signaling is
dependent on the ligand availability, the receptor composition and the presence of BMP
antagonists (78). Several BMP members (BMP2, BMP4, BMP6, BMP7) are regulators of
general adipocyte differentiation (79). In the context of BAT, BMP7 was the first BMP
member described to be an important regulator of BAT function and whole-body energy
expenditure. Thus, BMP7 knockout mice display decreased BAT mass (80) while systemic
BMP7 administration to obese mice triggered weight loss, partly due to increased energy
expenditure (81). BMP7 induces the full brown fat program in murine brown preadipocytes
isolated from classical BAT depots, involving the activation of p38 MAPK and PCG1 (80).
Besides its regulatory function in classical brown adipocyte differentiation, BMP7 also
enhanced thermogenic gene expression in a subset of precursor cells isolated from murine
subcutaneous WAT (82). In contrast to BMP7, the family member BMP4 was assumed to
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promote white adipocyte differentiation while inhibiting BAT development (83). However,
recent evidence from a transgenic mouse model and in vitro studies in murine cells suggest
that BMP4 might also promote white-to-brown conversion (84). Further investigations are
needed to clarify the role of BMP4 in the regulation of human adipose tissue plasticity, which
is one focus of this thesis.

1.3.3

Life style factors

The major life style factors playing a role in the development of obesity are nutrition and
physical activity. While overnutrition leads to growth of WAT and the development of
obesity, physical activity is an energy consuming process leading to increased whole-body
energy expenditure and thereby prevents the development of obesity. In addition to this
simple evaluation of nutrition and exercise based on their contribution to energy balance, they
exert additional effects on adipose tissue plasticity and function.
1.3.3.1 Nutritionandlongchainpolyunsaturatedfattyacids
The main determinants of a healthy diet are total energy content, food composition and
quality. Chemical energy in diet is delivered by the three macronutrients, carbohydrates, fat
and protein. Diets rich in fat and lipids display a high energy density and promote body
weight gain in mice and men. Interestingly, mice fed a high fat diet (HFD) do not only gain
weight and WAT mass, but also increase BAT mass and UCP1 protein content (50;85). Thus,
excess energy intake may also impact white-to-brown transition. In addition to the total
amount of dietary lipids, quality of lipids and especially fatty acids is an important factor for
the specific effect of a HFD on adipose tissue (86-88).
Fatty acids are generally distinguished according to their length and degree of saturation.
Polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) contain at least two double-bonds in their backbone.
According to the position of the first double binding, counted from the methyl-end of the
molecule, PUFAs can be subdivided into the n-3, n-6 and n-9 family. Due to the lack of a
certain desaturase, introducing double bonds in the n-3 or n-6 position, PUFAs from the n-3
and n-6 family cannot be synthesized by mammals. Since n-3 and n-6 PUFAs possess several
important biological functions, they are considered essential and have to be supplied by diet.
Linoleic acid (LA; 18:2n-6) and alpha-linolenic acid (ALA; 18:3n-3) represent the basic
members of the n-6 and n-3 PUFA family. After digestion, LA and ALA can be further
metabolized by several elongation and desaturation steps, leading to the formation of long17
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chain PUFAs (LC-PUFAs) (89). However, this conversion process may be inefficient and
dietary supply of LC-PUFAs is recommended by the WHO and national health organizations,
such as the German Society for Nutrition.
The best studied LC-PUFAs are arachidonic acid (ARA; 20:4n-6), eicosapentaenoic acid
(EPA; 20:5n-3) and docosahexaenoic acid (DHA; 22:6n-3), which play a role in the
development of several metabolic complications like obesity, cardiovascular diseases or type
2 diabetes (90-92). Most of the biological functions of LC-PUFAs are mediated by their lipidderived mediators, the eicosanoids, including prostaglandins (PG), prostacyclins (PGI),
leukotrienes (LT) and thromboxanes (TX). These molecules are synthesized upon release of
LC-PUFAs from membrane phospholipids and further conversion by several oxygenation
steps, mainly mediated by the enzymes cyclooxygenase type 1 (COX1) and type 2 (COX2).
Both EPA (n-3) and ARA (n-6) are substrates for COX enzymes, leading to the formation of
functionally different series of eicosanoids. While the n-6-derived eicosanoids (series 2 of PG,
PGI and TX; series 4 of LT) are considered to be pro-inflammatory, n-3-derived eicosanoids
(series 3 of PG, PGI and TX; series 5 of LT) have rather anti-inflammatory properties (93). In
addition, the n-3 LC-PUFAs EPA and DHA signal by binding and activation of the G-protein
coupled receptor GPR120 (alternatively called FFAR4). GPR120 is highly expressed in
macrophages and mature adipocytes and mediates anti-inflammatory and insulin-sensitizing
effects (94).
LC-PUFAs from the n-3 family possess other health benefits in addition to their antiinflammatory effect. In mice, dietary supplementation with EPA and DHA reduces HFDinduced body weight gain, reduces WAT mass and improves systemic glucose metabolism
(88;95). Interestingly, the anti-adipogenic effects of EPA and DHA were not accompanied by
decreased food intake, but rather mediated by an improved oxidative metabolism in WAT
(95). Moreover, it has also been shown that UCP1 expression in BAT is increased when diet
was enriched with n-3 LC-PUFAs (87). Therefore, these animal studies suggest a positive
effect of n-3 LC-PUFAs on white-to-brown conversion. This notion is supported by the fact,
that LC-PUFAs and their metabolites represent potential ligands for PPAR (96) and may
therefore promote browning analogously to TZDs. Furthermore, the main enzyme of
eicosanoid synthesis COX2 has been shown to be involved in adaptive thermogenesis and is
upregulated in brown adipocytes after -adrenergic stimulation (44;97).
In contrast to studies in mice, a potential relationship between n-3 LC-PUFA intake and
decreased adiposity has been proposed by some studies in humans, but inconsistent results
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exist (90). Since nutritional intervention studies in humans are difficult to control, in vitro
studies assessing the direct effect of n-3 and n-6 LC-PUFAs in primary human cells may help
to understand the role of LC-PUFAs on adipose tissue development and function in humans.
1.3.3.2 Physicalactivity
Physical activity and regular exercise have beneficial effects on the progression of several
chronic-inflammatory diseases, such as cardiovascular diseases and type 2 diabetes. On the
other hand, physical inactivity is associated with a high prevalence of these diseases (98). The
positive effects of regular exercise can be partly explained by increasing whole-body energy
expenditure and glucose clearance. In addition, skeletal muscle is also recognized as an
endocrine organ, releasing several proteins termed myokines. Like adipokines, myokines are
released into the circulation allowing the communication with other organs, such as adipose
tissue (99). Changes of the myokine secretion pattern during and after exercise provide
another mechanism of the beneficial effects of exercise (100).
Several studies in rodents have shown that regular training affects adipose tissue plasticity.
While mass and UCP1 content of classical BAT has been found unchanged (101-103) or even
decreased (85;104) after exercise intervention, alterations of the WAT phenotype have been
observed. Hence, trained animals displayed a higher abundance of multilocular adipocytes
and expression of brown marker genes in the epididymal WAT depot (103-105) and
subcutaneous depot (85;106). Recently, the exercise-regulated myokine irisin has been
identified and characterized in mice as a causal link between training and WAT browning
(106). Irisin is released after cleaveage from fibronectin type III domain containing protein 5
(FNDC5), which was considered to be upregulated in skeletal muscle of mice and humans
after exercise. Moreover, irisin induced browning of primary murine adipocytes isolated from
the subcutaneous depot, indicated by increased expression of UCP1, PGC1 and other marker
genes (106). Since irisin/FNDC5 also induced WAT browning accompanied by protection
against diet-induced obesity and insulin-resistance in vivo, irisin gained a high interest as
potential novel therapeutic target. However, the concept of exercise-induced browning of
WAT has been questioned from a physiological point of view (107). Particularly, considering
that muscle-contraction is an energy-consuming and heat-generating process itself, it seems
puzzling that exercise would promote a WAT phenotype switch which also requires substrates
for thermogenesis. The presence of the irisin peptide in humans, its regulation after exercise
and its potential to induce browning in humans is still under discussion and has been a major
topic of this thesis.
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1.4

Objectives

A sedentary lifestyle and unhealthy nutrition represent the main causal factors for the
worldwide growing prevalence of obesity. Obesity is associated with several metabolic
disturbances, such as type 2 diabetes, hyperlipidemia and cardiovascular complications. WAT
dysfunction, characterized by a chronic low-grade WAT inflammation, adipocyte hypertrophy
and a shift in the adipokine secretion profile, has been identified as pathogenic link between
obesity and its associated diseases. In the light of the obesity epidemics, WAT as endocrine
organ and the characterization of adipokines as potential therapeutic targets to prevent the
development of metabolic disturbances has been a major research focus in the recent decade.
Our group previously described the WAT secretome and identified more than 300 proteins
potentially secreted from WAT. Among those, 44 were described as novel adipokines.
The first aim of the thesis was the functional evaluation of the adipose tissue secretome
in order to identify highly interesting candidates in the context of obesity.
While WAT is the main site of energy storage, BAT expends energy to generate heat. Besides
classical brown adipocytes derived from the myogenic lineage, the brite adipocyte has been
discovered as a second type of thermogenically competent adipocyte, with a distinct
developmental origin. Due to their function, both increasing the recruitment of brown as well
as brite adipocytes may increase energy expenditure and counteract the development of
obesity. Since both types of adipocytes are present in the adult human, this may also represent
a relevant strategy in humans. Not surprisingly, the identification of factors involved in the
regulation of brite adipocyte formation and activity has been a major research focus since the
discovery of the brite adipocyte in 2009. Several hormonal and pharmacological factors
promoting white-to-brown conversion have been described until now. Though, most of these
factors have been characterized in mouse models and their role in humans still remains
unclear.
The second aim of the thesis was to validate potential endogenous regulators of white-tobrown conversion in primary human adipocytes.
Besides endocrine regulation, life style factors have a major impact on adipose tissue function
and the development of obesity. Overnutrition leads to a positive energy balance and
subsequent storage of excess energy in WAT. Besides food quantity, also diet composition
and quality is of importance. In particular, fatty acid composition has been shown to influence
WAT growth and weight gain in rodents.
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Introduction
The third aim of the thesis was to assess the effect of n-3 LC-PUFAs, which are
considered to have anti-obesity effects in rodents, on white-to-brown conversion in
human adipocytes.
Regular exercise is another life style aspect exerting several beneficial effects. First, muscle
contraction during physical activity is an energy consuming process, increasing whole body
energy expenditure. Secondly, skeletal muscle has been recognized as active endocrine organ,
releasing several so-called myokines. In a multi-directional inter-organ crosstalk scenario,
myokines may also affect adipose tissue function and plasticity. Similar to WAT as an
endocrine organ, the myokine secretion pattern varies dependent on the skeletal muscle type
and is also influenced by exercise and contraction. Irisin has previously been proposed to be
an exercise-regulated myokine in mice, mediating browning of WAT.
The fourth aim of the thesis was to determine if irisin is an inducer of brite adipogenesis
in humans as well. Moreover, general effects of exercise on white-to-brown conversion
and the role of irisin in humans were reviewed.
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   in silico analysis of their expression during adipocyte differentiation, regulation by obesity and adipose region. The gene expression in
human adipose tissue was investigated in microarray studies using samples from different adipose depots
from lean or obese patients.
  *   
      *          pose region. Eight adipokines, all novel, scored particularly high in the in silico analysis. Among those, four
were both regulated by obesity and adipose region, namely WNT1-inducible-signaling pathway protein 2,
   

!!          &_!~@
Furthermore, many adipokines were extracellular matrix proteins.
&    {      
analysis.
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Obesity is associated with increased risk of type 2 diahuman WAT such as increased expression of proinbetes and cardiovascular disease, which has been rela    "     " 
 #&  
ted to metabolic disturbances in adipose tissue (Arner,
et al., 2004; Henegar et al., 2008). However, there is
2005b; Reaven et al., 2004). Human white adipose
limited information about global expression of potentissue (WAT) participates in regulation of whole body
tial adipokines in adipocytes and other cells of adipose
metabolism by secretion of hormones and other peptissue. Recently, proteomics have been applied to detides, i.e. adipokines (Arner, 2005b). Some of these
termine the secretion pattern of peptides from human

               subcutaneous progenitor cells undergoing   dif            
  
ferentiation to fat cells (Kim et al., 2010; Zhong et al.,
(Hotamisligil et al., 1995). Others directly regulate in'*<*>@ \        ^_` 
   sulin sensitivity. One example is adiponectin which, in
                  
experimental models, have been shown to promote infrom primary human   differentiated adipocytes
sulin sensitivity (Koerner et al., 2005). Among adipo {|{!}~&!{!{{ '! 
 
se tissue depots, the intra-abdominal WAT is believed
SDS-PAGE/MALDI-MS (Lehr et al., 2012). Howeto be the most important contributor to the metabolic
ver, the  expression pattern of these newly dedisturbances in obesity (Wajchenberg, 2000). This
tected adipokines in relation to various clinical measumay be related to depot differences in adipokine seres is largely unknown.
cretion (Arner, 2001). Some adipokines are primarily
expressed by fat cells. However, the stroma vascular     ^_`
     
fraction contributes to WAT endocrine and paracrine proteomic analysis of human fat cells (Lehr et al.,
function.
2012), henceforward termed adipocyte secretome, we

Introduction
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here attempt by in silico analysis of the corresponding
genes to narrow down the list of putative important
new adipokines to a few interesting candidates for future in depth functional evaluation. In one analysis,
           pose tissue from large cohorts of obese and lean women to determine to what extent genes that are regulated by obesity and adipose tissue depot are included
in the adipocyte secretome. In a second analysis, we
exploited public databases and proprietary gene expression datasets to rank the adipocyte secretome pro         
 
annotated as secreted, and whether gene expression is
enriched in fat cells, and/or regulated by adipogenesis
and adiposity.

    ~  '<**   #~ 
   }~ &~>@



Microarray analysis
From non-degraded high-quality total RNA we prepared and hybridized biotinylated complementary RNA
to Gene 1.0 ST arrays (obesity project) or U133 array
sets (adipose tissue depot samples) using standardized
   #~  "  @ {  & &~>@ } !
processing of the Gene 1.0 ST arrays were performed
   ~  ""  &     <@<
     
 @ {    }
  &    }!&    
Global Median. Processing of the U133 array set has
been described (Dahlman et al@'**>@

\      { ~     ' #   @    @    >       
gene sets were over-represented in the adipocyte secPatients and clinical investigation
Subjects were recruited by local advertisement for the retome. In this analysis we applied a hypergeometric
purpose of studying genes regulating obesity and fat test and the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure for multi     @              ple comparisons, and limited the analysis to gene sets
     containing a minimum of three adipokines, and the top
_*2    
2
 ' . Informed consent was recei- 10 over-represented gene sets. The Affymetrix 1.0 ST
ved from all subjects involved in the study. The pro- array, which contains >22,000 annotated transcripts,
ject was approved by the Regional Ethics committee was used as reference in the analysis.
 { @              In silico analysis
     <`   # _* In order to prioritize candidates for further in depth
<_  '^<2> <`   functional evaluation, we have to narrow down the list
woman with BMI > 40 kg/m2# _*   of putative new adipokines. Therefore, keeping the
__2). An abdominal subcutaneous fat biopsy known properties of adipokines like leptin in mind,
was obtained by needle biopsy in the morning after    "      "
 
     @&    "
  - adipocytes and highly regulated on mRNA level duween paired samples of abdominal subcutaneous and      
         
visceral adipose tissue was based on a previously pub- could characterize such an adipokine. We assigned
lished microarray study on 24 women with a wide va- these priorities through two major types of annotati    # _*<<  ^`<*2);   #<>                 
eight of these women had type 2 diabetes (Dahlman itself as a protein and (2) is there information at the
et al@'**>@            gene expression level which may allow us to speculate
operated with anti-obesity surgery and the non-obese about a function in adipocyte biology. To address the
for uncomplicated gall stone disease. Pieces of adipo-         
         
se tissue were obtained at the beginning of surgery. all available information regarding cellular localizatiTissue pieces were rapidly rinsed in saline and frozen on and secretory sequences (Gene Ontology, UniProt,
        `*&@
 &>@ "      -

Methods

RNA preparation
RNA for the obesity project was extracted using the
Nucleospin RNAII kit (Macherey-Nagel, Düren, Germany). RNA from the adipose tissue depot samples
were extracted using the RNeasy kit (QIAGEN, Hilden, Germany). RNA concentration, as well as purity
was measured spectrophotometrically using a Nanodrop ND-1000 Spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher
{
   &>@  !  ~  

cyte biology, we exploited proprietary gene expression datasets for all proteins found in the supernatant of
          
A.
Regulation (at least 2-fold, p < 0.001, no differentiation between up- or down-regulation) during the tro differentiation of subcutaneous or visceral human
adipocytes.
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B.
mRNA level in adipocytes (subcutaneous and/or visceral) display tissue selectivity (in comparison to ex   '*       tilage, cerebellum, colon, dorsal root ganglion, heart,
kidney, leucocyte, liver, lung, pancreas, pancreatic
islet, platelet, prostate, skeletal muscle, spinal cord,
spleen, testis, thyroid).

Statistical analysis
Gene expression between two groups were compared
by t test (two sided). We used the Benjamini-Hoch    |    
comparisons due to analysis of multiple genes.

Results

C.
Regulation (at least 1.5 fold, p < 0.001, no differentiation between up- or down-regulation) in obese patients in subcutaneous or visceral depots (comparison
lean vs obese)

As previously reported a comprehensive proteomic
              ^_` 
 #  et al@ '*<'>@ \      
examined adipose tissue expression of all adipocyte
secretome genes in relation to human obesity; 222

          "
  
D.
  !     Regulation in epididymal WAT (at least 1.5 fold, p   '<`
regulated,
Table
1.
Nine genes were not represented
<0.05, no differentiation between up- or down-reguon
the
arrays.
We
performed
pathway analysis of the
lation) in an animal disease model (ZDF rats versus
'<` !   
       { ~  
lean controls).
 @     !   

In total, six searches were performed. If the search at mRNA level included extracellular matrix organi       !                   
was assigned to the hit. The search criteria and the as- response, Table 2.
       
       ^_`     
   _¡
       (1) Genes expressed highest in human subcutaneous 
and/or visceral adipose tissue in comparison to the tis- dence as secreted proteins, and expression regulated
sues described above and found to be regulated during by fat cell differentiation or adiposity in humans or
          '     in sili  adipocyte differentiation. (Score 1.5)
co analysis described in the methods section (Table
(2) Genes annotated as described above coding for 3). The eight genes with the top score, score >3, are
secreted proteins and found to be regulated during in considered the most promising for further characteri  adipocyte differentiation. (Score 1.5)
       #     
(3) Genes not known to be a secreted protein (no in-         ^       >@  !   _¡
   ' 
formation available) and found to be regulated during
up-regulated and one gene, adiponectin, down-regu  adipocyte differentiation. (Score 1)
lated at mRNA level in subcutaneous adipose tissue
(4) Genes highly expressed in human subcutaneous or         |@    
visceral adipocytes and considered as present in a ma-   
 !    ximum of 10 of 22 tissues. (Score 1)
  #  ^>@    
  \<!   !
signalling pathway protein 2 (WISP2), transmembra(5) Genes found regulated as described above in sub- ne glycoprotein NMB (GPNMB), inter-alpha-trypsin
cutaneous or visceral adipose tissue in comparison of inhibitor heavy chain H5 (ITIH5), glia-derived nexin
obese versus lean patients. (Score 1)
(SERPINE2)   &_!~(C4A) (Table 4).
#>
          sue of ZDF rats compared to lean controls when ana  `<''*   @#{ <>
                  
assigned scores. Matrix-protein genes and well known
enzymes/pharmacological targets were excluded from
the ranking since an in depth validation seems not to
be desirable, possible or is already under evaluation
for such genes.

Table 1. Adipose tissue expression of secretome genes in relation
to obesity and depot.
Visceral vs
Obese vs lean
subcutaneous
Up regulated
217
62
Down regulated
5
127
Not regulated
116
153
Note: Groups were compared with T-test with BH-adjustment for
multiple comparisons.
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Table 2. Extracellular matrix components, adhesion molecules and inflammatory mediators expressed as proteins in primary human
adipocytes and upregulated at mRNA level in adipose tissue of obese subjects.
Extracellular matrix organization
Biological adhesion (continued)
COL5A3
Collagen/type V/alpha 3
1.30
O = 19; E = 1.28; adjP = 1.11 × 10–14
MMP9
Matrix metallopeptidase 9
3.34 CD44
CD44 molecule
1.69
NID1
Nidogen 1
1.41 VCL
Vinculin
1.26
COL6A2
Collagen/type VI/alpha 2
1.61 NID1
Nidogen 1
1.41
COL5A2
Collagen/type V/alpha 2
1.82 COL6A2
Collagen/type VI/alpha 2
1.61
COL4A2
Collagen/type IV/alpha 2
1.31 LAMC1
Laminin/gamma 1
1.16
LAMC1
Laminin/gamma 1
1.16 THBS2
Thrombospondin 2
1.56
HSPG2
Heparan sulphate proteoglycan 2
1.24 COL1A1
Collagen/type I/alpha 1
1.61
COL1A1
Collagen/type I/alpha 1
1.61 CLSTN1
Calsyntenin 1
1.29
LUM
Lumican
1.46 ACTN1
Actinin/alpha 1
1.55
COL18A1
Collagen/type XVIII/alpha 1
1.30 LAMA2
Laminin/alpha 2
1.24
B4GALT1
UDP-Gal:betaGlcNAc beta
1.30 GPNMB
Glycoprotein nmb
1.70
1.4- galactosyltransferase
TGFBI
Transforming growth factor
1.63 TGFBI
Transforming growth factor/beta
1.63
COL3A1
Collagen/type III/alpha 1
1.71 NID2
Nidogen 2
1.40
FKBP1A
FK506 binding protein 1A/12kDa
1.39 THY1
Thy-1 cell surface antigen
1.89
CCDC80
Coiled-coil domain containing 80
1.87 CCDC80
Coiled-coil domain containing 80
1.87
COL5A1
Collagen/type V/alpha 1
1.53 MFAP4
Microfibrillar-associated protein 4
1.48
CST3
Cystatin C
1.38 VCAN
Versican
1.94
COL5A3
Collagen/type V/alpha 3
1.30 CSF1
Colony stimulating factor 1
1.48
COL1A2
Collagen/type I/alpha 2
1.59 COL15A1
Collagen/type XV/alpha 1
1.41
LAMB1
Laminin/beta 1
1.26
Biological adhesion
ARHGDIA
Rho GDP dissociation inhibitor alpha
1.27
DPP4
Dipeptidyl-peptidase 4
1.38
O=43; E=10.45; R=4.11; adjP=1.64x10–13
AEBP1
AE binding protein 1
1.49 SVEP1
Sushi/von Willebrand factor type A/
1.51
FN1
Fibronectin 1
2.15 ISLR
Immunoglobulin superfamily containing 1.37
leucine-rich repeat
HSPG2
Heparan sulphate proteoglycan 2
1.24
CPXM1
Carboxypeptidase X/member 1
1.41 Acute inflammatory response
COL18A1
Collagen/type XVIII/alpha 1
1.30 O = 13; E = 1.37; adjP = 7.35x10–8
B4GALT1
UDP-Gal:betaGlcNAc beta
1.30 C1QB
Complement component 1/q
2.07
1.4- galactosyltransferase
subcomponent/B
TNC
Tenascin C
2.49 C3
Complement component 3
1.51
COL3A1
Collagen/type III/alpha 1
1.71 SERPINA1
Serpin peptidase inhibitor/clade A/
1.54
member 1
LGALS3BP
Lectin/galactoside-binding/solu1.19 CFH
Complement factor H
1.76
ble/3 BP
COL6A3
Collagen/type VI/alpha 3
1.35 FN1
Fibronectin 1
2.15
WISP2
WNT1 inducible signalling pathway
1.77 A2M
Alpha-2-macroglobulin
1.27
protein 2
IGFBP7
Insulin-like growth factor binding
1.34 B4GALT1
UDP-Gal:betaGlcNAc beta
1.30
protein 7
1.4- galactosyltransferase
THBS1
Thrombospondin 1
1.77 C1R
Complement component 1/r
1.51
subcomponent
1.62
MCAM
Melanoma cell adhesion molecule
1.23 C1S
Complement component 1/s
subcomponent
COL5A1
Collagen/type V/alpha 1
1.53 CFB
Complement factor B
1.80
SPON2
Spondin 2/extracellular matrix
1.61 CLU
Clusterin
1.57
protein
COL6A1
Collagen/type VI/alpha 1
1.65 C2
Complement component 2
2.55
LAMB2
Laminin/beta 2
1.33 PRDX2
Peroxiredoxin 2
1.26
Notes: Among 347 proteins identified in a proteomic analysis of medium from primary human adipocyte culture, 217 were up-regulated at
mRNA level in adipose tissue from obese versus lean subjects. These 217 genes were analysed using the Gene Set Analysis Toolkit and the
genes in the most significantly up-regulated gene sets listed above. O = observed number of genes. E = expected number of genes.

We next examined adipose tissue expression of the
^_`       
        
adipose depot. Sixty-two genes were up-regulated and
<'`
 !        
subcutaneous human adipose tissue (Table 1). Five
genes were not represented on the arrays. Pathway
analysis of these genes did not highlight any clear
biological differences between these adipose depots
(results not shown). Analysis of the 48 proteins with

 ' in silico analysis revealed that 33 were
differentially expressed between subcutaneous and
           | #  ^>@ 
eight genes with the top score, score >3, of which six
are differentially expressed between adipose depots,
are considered the most promising for further characterization in adipose tissue (Table 3). The genes downregulated in visceral as compared to subcutaneous adipose tissue are vascular endothelial growth factor D
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Table 3. Adipose tissue expression of top-score secretome genes
(≥2) in relation to obesity and depot.
Obese vs lean
Visceral vs subcutaneous
Score
>3
2–3
>3
2–3
Up regulated
5
27
1
10
Down
0
1
5
17
regulated
Not
3
12
2
13
regulated
Note: Groups were compared with t-test with BH-adjustment for
multiple comparisons.

(FIGF), ITIH5, WISP2, complement factor D (CFD)
and GPNMB #  _>@ &   &_!~ (C4A) is
up-regulated in visceral adipose tissue. Four of the top
ranked genes WISP2, GPNMB, ITIH5, and C4A were
regulated by both adipose region and obesity.

Discussion
Proteomic analysis of culture medium from   
  
           
   al new fat cell produced proteins (Lehr et al., 2012).
Their clinical role is in most cases unknown. We presently show a number of potentially important features of these adipokines. The gene expression of the
majority of the adipokines is regulated by obesity and/
or adipose region. Most of the genes are up-regulated
in obesity. Many are either up- or down-regulated in
visceral versus subcutaneous adipose tissue. Adipocytes are shown to be an important source of adipose
tissue extracellular matrix and adhesion proteins as regards their gene expression pattern. Furthermore, our
ranking of the adipocyte secretome genes, based on
annotation and expression pattern of the genes, have

      
   
our opinion, should be prioritized for future functional
evaluation. Of particular importance might be WISP2,
GPNMB, ITIH5 and C4A. These genes both scored
among the highest in the in silico analysis of potential
important adipokines, and were regulated by obesity,
and well as adipose region.

primarily expressed in adipose tissue resident macro              #&  et
al., 2004). It is thus unknown what triggers expression
           @~  
tissue extracellular matrix protein expression has been
               # negar et al@'**¡>@&  "
     
        #{  et al.,
'*<*>  
       "  
matrix proteins protect against insulin resistance (Li
et al@ '*<<>@               
adipocytes are a source of many extracellular matrix
proteins are compatible with a model in which adipocyte, via expression of extracellular matrix proteins,
               
tance in obesity.
For our in silico         
to prioritize proteins for a further in depth validation.
This scoring is mainly based on gene expression data
obtained from gene array experiments and therefore
could be, especially if gene expression changes are included in the scoring criteria, biased, for example, by
sensitivity. We therefore validate our scoring criteria,
for example, for leptin or adiponectin, for those well
   
      ^ spectively. In order to broaden the base of datasets for
the scoring, we include also data from gene expression
     ¢|  @      
has been used for the characterization of anti-diabetic
drug candidates in numerous pharmacological experiments and is therefore considered as a validated Type
2 Diabetes animal model on the path to the clinic.

Our in silico analysis of the adipocyte secretome
genes, based on known annotation and pattern of
"      
    


with top score (>3). Within this group, the six genes
which display altered mRNA expression in adipose
in obesity are particularly interesting and constitute
candidates for further studies in obesity. These genes include WISP2, which is a member of the WNT
signalling cascades. WNT signalling is known to be
                   
   !    
  #&  
extracellular matrix genes in human adipose tissue. and Lazar, 2011). The second gene is the extracelluWeight loss of obese reduces extracellular matrix ex- lar matrix protein ITIH5. Although ITIH5 has to our
pression (Henegar et al., 2008; Kolehmainen et al., knowledge not been studied in adipose tissue previ2008). Furthermore, these genes are down-regulated ously, extracellular matrix has a potentially important
by cancer cachexia in human adipose tissue (Dahl-                 
man et al., 2010). Extracellular matrix could also be insulin resistance as described above. The third gene,
involved in obesity associated insulin resistance. As SERPINE2, is a serine protease inhibitor that modula
    
          tes the activity of plasminogen activators. The fourth
to be an important cause of adipose tissue insulin re- protein is C4A. The detection of a complement factor
  @               is in agreement with the emerging evidence of adipose
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Table 4. Top-score secretome genes (≥2) in relation to obesity and depot.
Gene
Up regulated in obesity
WISP2
GPNMB
ITIH5
SERPINE2
C4A
AKR1C3
SEMA3G
SVEP1
SLIT3
CHRDL1
CHI3L1
SERPINE1
TIMP1
VCAN
CFH
CTSD
ANPEP
CLU
C3
PCOLCE
TPSAB1
CPE
DPP4
IGFBP4
ERAP1
MCAM
CD44
S100A4
PEA15
ABI3BP
ASAH1
IGFBP7
Down regulated in obesity
ADIPOQ
Not regulated
FIGF
CFD
CALB2
CRYAB
TIMP4
AGT
ENPP2
GGH
PDXK
IGFBP5
C7
HEBP2
RARRES2
SOD3
SELENBP1

Score

Obese/lean

BH P

4.0
3.5
4.0
3.5
3.5
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

1.77
1.70
1.50
1.78
1.36
1.39
1.67
1.51
1.50
1.31
5.68
2.40
2.29
1.94
1.76
1.71
1.62
1.57
1.51
1.44
1.41
1.39
1.38
1.33
1.27
1.23
1.69
1.53
1.48
1.45
1.39
1.34

0.0001
0.0036
0.0007
0.0002
0.0027
0.0007
0.0001
0.0006
0.0001
0.0036
0.0011
0.0006
0.0000
0.0002
0.0002
0.0001
0.0006
0.0000
0.0008
0.0021
0.0068
0.0106
0.0270
0.0013
0.0043
0.0055
0.0001
0.0075
0.0001
0.0090
0.0001
0.0046

3.0

0.89

0.0299

6.0
4.0
3.5
3.0
3.0
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.0

0.76
1.15
1.02
1.09
1.04
1.19
1.18
1.17
1.10
1.09
1.08
0.95
0.90
0.84
1.05

0.0756
0.1393
0.8468
0.3500
0.7719
0.1356
0.0599
0.2445
0.2170
0.4514
0.7555
0.6162
0.2412
0.0927
0.6249

tissue and adipocytes as a source of complement components, which have been proposed to be important in
tissue maintenance and apoptosis (van Greevenbroek,
'**>@   GPNMB has been shown to be
important for osteoblast differentiation (Singh et al.,
2012). To our knowledge SERPINE2, C4A and GPNMB have not been studied in adipose tissue previously.

Visceral/
Gene
Score
subcutaneous
Down regulated in visceral adipose tissue
FIGF
6.0
0.82
ITIH5
4.0
0.41
WISP2
4.0
0.43
CFD
4.0
0.73
GPNMB
3.5
0.91
AKR1C3
3.0
0.37
SEMA3G
3.0
0.39
CRYAB
3.0
0.73
CHRDL1
3.0
0.89
VCAN
2.5
0.45
CLU
2.5
0.53
ENPP2
2.5
0.54
MCAM
2.5
0.57
PDXK
2.5
0.60
CFH
2.5
0.65
CHI3L1
2.5
0.82
CTSD
2.5
0.85
ERAP1
2.5
0.87
RARRES2
2.5
0.88
ASAH1
2.0
0.58
S100A4
2.0
0.66
CD44
2.0
0.70
Up regulated in visceral adipose tissue
C4A
3.5
1.33
SVEP1
3.0
1.78
IGFBP4
2.5
1.27
AGT
2.5
1.54
DPP4
2.5
2.07
PCOLCE
2.5
2.32
CPE
2.5
3.09
TIMP1
2.5
3.67
C3
2.5
3.92
C7
2.5
13.07
SELENBP1
2.0
1.42
Not regulated
CALB2
3.5
1.07
SERPINE2
3.5
1.09
ADIPOQ
3.0
0.90
SLIT3
3.0
1.10
TIMP4
3.0
1.19
SOD3
2.5
0.88
ANPEP
2.5
0.92
HEBP2
2.5
0.92
GGH
2.5
1.10
IGFBP5
2.5
1.13
SERPINE1
2.5
1.16
TPSAB1
2.5
1.27
PEA15
2.0
0.97
IGFBP7
2.0
1.01
ABI3BP
2.0
1.49

BH P
0.005000
2.6 × 10-08
1.4 × 10-06
1.2 × 10-07
0.033000
8.0 × 10–10
4.1 × 10–10
0.00094
0.014000
9.2 × 10-06
1.7 × 10-06
6.0 × 10-09
2.6 × 10-08
1.7 × 10-08
0.000400
0.003800
0.036000
0.021000
0.017000
6.8 × 10-07
4.7 × 10-05
9.7 × 10-06
3.1 × 10-05
3.8 × 10-05
0.001700
0.002800
9.59E-06
0.002694
6.66E-08
1.65E-08
5.89E-08
1.36E-10
2.6E-06
0.955520
0.793270
0.060796
0.469813
0.256568
0.056055
0.056434
0.119572
0.770743
0.315896
0.380438
0.398775
0.396736
0.769020
0.133261

Visceral adipose tissue displays an unfavourable
                   
mediator of the metabolic disturbances in obesity
(Wajchenberg, 2000; Arner, 2005a). A better understanding of the gene sets that underlie the metabolic
difference between subcutaneous and visceral adipose
tissue may highlight new targets for treating the metabolic disturbances in visceral adipose tissue. Our
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in silico analysis of the adipocyte secretome genes,
based on known annotation and pattern of expression
     
  "
    
(>3) that were also differentially expressed between
visceral and subcutaneous adipose tissue. These genes potentially contribute to the adipose tissue depot
differences in metabolism. They include the abovementioned ITIH5, WISP2, and GPNMB, which are expressed at lower levels in visceral adipose tissue, and
C4A which is expressed at higher levels in visceral
adipose tissue. In addition, the top-score genes include
FIGF, which is expressed at higher levels in visceral
adipose tissue and promote angiogenesis (Bahram and
&  !\   '*<*>   CFD, another complement component.

of the proteins a time-dependent release from fat cells
has not yet been established. The presence of a protein
in medium from adipocyte cultures does not necessarily mean that the protein is secreted (Lehr et al., 2012).
The protein could origin from fragmenting cells. Second, mRNA expression pattern is not the only mean
of assaying functional importance. Post-translational
changes in proteins (phosphorylation, protein interactions, etc) also indicate altered protein action. Third,
proteomic screens cannot identify all proteins in a solution.

In conclusion, analysis of the adipocyte protein secretome highlights the importance of fat cells as a source
of extracellular matrix proteins in adipose tissue, and
   ITIH5, WISP2, GPNMB, SERPINE2, C4A
"           - and FIGF as novel potential adipokine candidate redict new adipokines. We compared our results with gulators of obesity and adipose regions. These genes
those adipose secretome genes predicted by mic- should be prioritized in future functional adipokine
roarray. Mutch et al. (2009) used global transcripto- studies. The functions ascribed to these genes pin       !           points extracellular matrix, adipogenesis, and angioproteins among genes differentially expressed in hu- genesis as potentially important function of adipocyte
man primary pre-adipocytes undergoing adipogenesis secretome genes. Finally, the majority of the adipo(Mutch et al., 2009). Among genes up-regulated du- kines are regulated by obesity, and/or adipose depot.
ring differentiation of adipocytes, Mutch et al. (2009)
noted enrichment for complement genes. Similarly, Declaration of interest
   
  
  ^_`               ` 
      
 #&<£ &< &<{ &'         ¤   ~|~} }!`!
&^ &_~ &` &|   &>@  !       !'**`!~ # @ ! @ >           {     &  
complement genes during adipocyte differentiation
Marianne
and Marcus Wallenbergs’ foundation and
points to an important role in fat cells. A total of 33
predicted adipocyte secreted proteins that are found in   {  &  &   #~>@ @|@ @@
human plasma are listed in the paper by Mutch et al. H.S., and P.A. report no declaration of interest. J.E.
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#'**><<  ^^
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 ^_`       
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Abstract
While white adipose tissue (AT) is an energy storage depot, brown AT is specialized in energy dissipation.
Uncoupling protein 1 (UCP1)-expressing adipocytes with a different origin than classical brown adipocytes have been found in white AT. These “brite” (brown-in-white) adipocytes may represent a therapeutic
target to counteract obesity. Bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs) play a role in the regulation of adipogenesis. Based on studies with murine cells, BMP4 is assumed to induce stem cell commitment to the white
adipocyte lineage, whereas BMP7 promotes brown adipogenesis. There is evidence for discrepancies between mouse and human AT. Therefore we compared the effect of BMP4 and BMP7 on white-to-brown
transition in primary human adipose stem cells (hASCs) from subcutaneous AT. Long-term exposure of
hASCs to recombinant BMP4 or BMP7 during differentiation increased adipogenesis, as determined by
lipid accumulation and >>%#? expression. Not only BMP7, but also BMP4 increased =/>" expression
~{&      "
    !    @/&!". The ability of hASCs to induce
=/>" in response to BMP4 and BMP7 markedly differed between donors and could be related to the
expression of the brite marker CD137. However, mitochondrial content and oxygen consumption was not
   ~{&    }_ }`@              
BMP4 has similar effects on white-to-brown transition as BMP7 in our human cell model. Thus, the roles
of BMP4 and BMP7 in adipogenesis cannot always be extrapolated from murine to human cell models.
   



    

Introduction
Adipose tissue (AT) plays a crucial role in the regulation of energy homeostasis. Functionally, AT can
be subdivided into white AT and brown AT. While
white AT is the main site of energy storage and provides substrates in terms of energy needs by releasing
free fatty acids and glycerol, brown AT metabolizes
triglycerides to generate heat in adaptation to a cold
environment (32). This unique function of brown AT
is due to a high mitochondrial density and to the presence of uncoupling protein 1 (UCP1). Until recently,
brown AT was believed to play a negligible role in the
adult human. However, it gained substantial interest
since active brown AT has been shown to be present in
       #_ '^ ^¡ _* _^>
and brown AT activity was negatively associated with
  #'^ ^¡ _^>@   =/>"-expressing brown-like adipocytes have been discovered
within white AT after cold exposure (31). These so

 

  

@

called “brite” (brown-in-white) adipocytes arise from
white preadipocytes (19), whereas classical brown
           #' 
35). Both increasing brown AT activity and promoting
the induction of brite adipocytes in white AT represent strategies to counteract obesity. Pharmacological
agents, like peroxisome proliferator-activated recep#}}~>
#¡ '*>   
#^>
(12), cardiac natriuretic peptides (CNPs) (1) and bone
morphogenetic protein (BMP) 7 (27) have been reported to induce brite adipocytes in humans.
BMPs belong to the transforming growth factor beta
#!>           
developmental processes. BMP signaling is complex
and dependent on the receptor composition of a cell
and the presence of intra- and extracellular antagonists
(3). Selected members of the BMP family play an important role in the regulation of white vs. brown adipogenesis and energy homeostasis (16). While BMP4
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induces commitment of pluripotent stem cells to the
     #' <*>     tiation of white preadipocytes (9), BMP7 plays an important role in brown adipocyte lineage determination
   
&^<*<'    
differentiation of murine brown preadipocytes (37).
Evidence from transgenic mouse models suggests,
that BMP7 plays an important role in whole energy
homeostasis, since BMP7 knockout mice displayed a
decrease in brown AT mass (37) and systemic BMP7

           
expenditure and reduced food intake accompanied by
weight loss (36). Therefore, it is currently assumed
that BMP4 and BMP7 differentially regulate white
vs. brown adipogenesis. However, BMP4 might also
induce a white-to-brown switch and have positive effects on energy homeostasis (21). Qian and colleagues
       !     "  
BMP4 leads to induction of brite adipocytes and increased energy expenditure in mice. Furthermore, murine 3T3-L1 adipocytes challenged with BMP4 during
differentiation displayed a brite phenotype with increased mitochondrial content and expression of brown
adipose tissue markers (21).
There is evidence that the molecular signature from
human adipose tissue depots differ from mouse adipose tissue depots (42), raising the question if results
from mouse studies investigating mechanisms of
browning of white AT can be extrapolated to humans.
Furthermore, the effects of different BMPs on white
vs. brown adipogenesis seem to be dependent on the
AT depot and species studied. The impact of BMP4
and BMP7 on browning of white preadipocytes has not
yet been explored in parallel in a human cell culture
 @             
time the effect of BMP4 on the white-to-brown transition of primary human adipose stem cells (hASCs)
in comparison to the known browning factor BMP7.
In this study, hASCs were isolated from the subcutaneous depot of different donors and challenged with
BMP4 or BMP7. In contrast to mice, in humans both
BMP4 and BMP7 we found to induce a brite adipocyte phenotype, suggesting substantial differences in
adipose tissue plasticity between different species.

Material and methods
Isolation and culture of primary hASCs
Subcutaneous AT (from the abdominal and mammary
region) was obtained from healthy lean or overweight
  #  « ^¡     " '¡@¡  *@` 2,
 ^^  >      @ cedure was approved by the ethical board of Heinrich-

Heine-University, Düsseldorf, Germany. Human adipose stem cells (hASCs) were isolated by collagenase
digestion of AT as previously described by our group
(6). Isolated cell pellets were resuspended in adipo       #>     |!<'
(GIBCO, Grand Island, NY) supplemented with 14
 &^ ^^     <`  |!
   !  
<*&{#&>
7.4, seeded in six-well plates and maintained at 37°C
 &'@\          rentiation was induced with adipocyte differentiation
medium (BM supplemented with 66 nM insulin, 1 nM
 !! 
<**  <*!
    *    >       
¬       ^ @  
was changed every 2-3 days and cells were differentiated for 14 days or as indicated. Recombinant human
BMP4 or BMP7 (R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN)
          
          
    * @
Oil Red O Staining
For Oil Red O Staining cells were cultured in 6-well
plates and differentiated with or without BMP4 or
BMP7. After 14 days, cells were washed in PBS and
"   '         
 `<   
 #>'_  #>    #>@~               
with PBS and lipids were subsequently stained with
*@^     *  <*
 @   
           
  <**          ** @



For immunocytochemistry, hASCs were cultured on
<'"<'      *@<  @~ter 12 days of differentiation, adipocytes were washed
 }{ "  ^  < 
at room temperature. Afterwards, cells were washed
three times with PBS for 5 min and incubated with
    #}{ 
<{~ *@<
  ª!<**><     @ 
anti-human MTCO2 (Abcam, Cambridge, UK) was
   <<**            
4°C over night. After 3 washes for 5 min with PBS,
        ! ~ "_¡¡
#       &  &~>    <** 
blocking solution for 1 h at room temperature. Nuc      <¬|~}#     > }{<*      @ 
coverslips were mounted with ProLong Gold Antifade reagent (Life Technologies). Cells were analyzed
 ¢       #  
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Germany) equipped with a Axio Cam MRc5. Images
were acquired with AxioVision rel. 4.3 with equal set    
      
Image J software.

re addition of freshly trypsinized cells. Measurements
were done in duplicates and performed in 2 ml of
    
 <*&{ ^`&
under continuous stirring. After observing a steady   "           
Generation of concentrated supernatants
    !_!   " For generation of supernatants, hASCs were seeded
#&''*{ !~ { @ >   
in 75 cm2          
- maximal respiration. Finally, respiration was inhibited
ation for 14 days. Subsequently, cells were incubated with 2.5 μM of the complex III inhibitor, Antimycin
 <*#&>'_@~   ~#~¡`_{ !~ >@"     
            <'** normalized to cell number and analyzed with the Or    <**! ~  ®¤ !_ oboros software. Antimycin A-sensitive oxygen conCentrifugal Filter Units with Ultracell 3 membrane sumption was considered as basal respiration.
(Millipore, Billerica, MA). Concentrated supernatants
were diluted in Laemmli buffer and subjected to im- RNA isolation and quantitative real-time PCR
munoblot analysis.
hASCs underwent adipogenic differentiation for 14
days with or without the addition of BMP4 and BMP7
Immunoblot analysis
and total RNA was isolated by using the RNeasy LiTotal cellular proteins were dissolved in lysis buf- pid Tissue kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). Equal
   
 '*  }{ '  ~   amounts of RNA were reverse transcribed with the
|~<    <  ª!<**- Omniscript Reverse Transcription kit (Qiagen) acplete protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche, Basel, Swit- cording to the manufacturer’s protocol. To determine
zerland) and PhosStop phosphatase inhibitor cocktail mRNA expression levels of genes, quantitative RT# >`@*@      ' _& PCR was performed using GoTaq qPCR Master Mix
     <*@***"'* @}  - (Promega, Madison, WI) and QuantiTect Primer Ascentration was determined by using Bradford protein  #£  >}}~# ³}}~³<{>¤&}<
 # !  &~> <*¬   # ³¤&}<³^³{>&'<# ³&'<³'³{>¢&<
    {|{!}~   <*      @ # ³¢&<³<³{>}&!<# ³}}~&<~³<{>
}
           -   ´!  # ³~&³'³{>         
ride membrane (Millipore) in a semidry blotting sys- &|<^`# \  
@        !  5’- AGCTGTTACAACATAGTAGCCAC, reverse 5’ {~ { 
*@< <  TCCTGCAATGATCTTGTCCTCT) on a Step One
RT and probed with the indicated primary antibodies Plus cycler (Applied Biosystems, Carlsbad, CA). Amovernight at 4°C. After washing, membranes were in-                  & '
cubated with a secondary HRP-coupled antibody and  _*  &< !¡&^*  *&
processed for enhanced chemiluminescence detection ^* @~           @" using Immobilon HRP substrate (Millipore). Signals sion of genes was normalized to ß-actin mRNA accorwere visualized and analyzed on a BioRad VersaDoc          #¶&>@
_***}   @~         !}_ #^^~>    <<***          
 !}`# !^*{ &   { - ~
  
  ~  '<**  &&~>  <'** ! {~|<¡ lyzer (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA) using
#¯<<& {   |   ~>  <<*** Agilent RNA Nano chips. Only RNAs with a RIN
  !ª}{  #{*_~>   score of 7.5 or higher were used for analysis. Syn<<*** !  #'`~>@

  |~      *@ ¬    
~     '*¬   £ High-resolution respirometry
tiTect Reverse Transcription Kit (Qiagen) according
For oxygen consumption measurements, hASCs were to the manufacturer’s instructions. Thermal cycling
   ' ±        
   <_   }&          
days under control conditions or with the addition of  § ~`   }&^¡_   *  }_  }` #²| {  >@ "  orescence plate reader (Applied Biosystems). Speconsumption was measured using the Oroboros Oxy-    ®   "   ~   #~ 
graph-2k (Oroboros Oxygraph, Insbruck, Austria).     >  }|< # **''`_³<> }}~&         ^*  - ~ # **_`^³<> }&!<´ # **<``³<>
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human preadipocytes undergoing adipogenic differentiation (9), suggesting that BMP4 may be a secreted
factor acting on adipocyte differentiation in a parac   @      "  }_  
levels in primary hASCs undergoing adipogenic differentiation. BMP4 is constitutively expressed during
differentiation of primary hASCs, with a trend towards
a decrease at later stages of differentiation (Figure 1
~>@           }_
Statistics
is secreted from differentiated hASCs, as determined
     "
       {@  ! by immunoblot of concentrated supernatants from 7
ANOVA (post-hoc test: Bonferroni or Dunnett’s) was different donors (Figure 1C). The detected band for
      
    @ ~ - BMP4 has a molecular weight of 47 kDa, correspontistical analyses were done using GraphPad Prism 5 ding to the uncleaved propeptide of BMP4 (UniProt
   !    *@*  
 entry P12644). We also assessed BMP7 protein levels
  @
during adipogenesis of hASCs. We found that BMP7
#¤ }  }<¡*`> 
 *|
Results
representing the precursor (data not shown), and as
BMP4 is secreted by human adipocytes.
  <@` |            BMP4 has been shown to induce commitment of plu- ture protein (Figure 1B). Levels of mature BMP7
 
 &^<*<             #'                
33). Furthermore, BMP4 mRNA is induced in primary adipogenesis (Figure 1B). Interestingly, we could not
< # **<'^<³<> ~ # **'`^^`'³ <>
ª<# **'*'³<>¤&}'# *<*`''`³<>
¤&}^ # *<<**'³<> &©&{ # *<¡¡`_³<>
§|~&<# *<^<'_³>~}|# *'`¡<³
<> ´! # *<**³<>   @" sion levels of genes were normalized to GAPDH and
ß-actin as housekeeping genes and related to control
samples.
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show secretion of BMP7 from differentiated hASCs,
since BMP7 was not detectable in the same concentrated supernatants used for detection of BMP4 (Figure
1D).
In order to compare the effect of BMP4 to BMP7
on the white-to-brown shift of hASCs, we determined equipotent concentrations of BMP4 and BMP7.
Therefore, undifferentiated hASCs were challenged
with different concentrations of BMP4 or BMP7 for
^*  {~|<¡       gnaling pathway activated by BMPs, was measured.
We observed a dose-dependent increase of BMP4  }`!   {~|<¡    
   " }_`    #  
'~>@   {~|<¡    -

ced by BMP4 and BMP7 was time-dependent (Figure
2B). For long-term treatments we chose a concentra   *   }_   }`     "  {~|<¡    @ }   
studies in preadipocytes and mesenchymal stem cells
   }    # <* < '< '` 
37).
      !   "  #$ %
It is known that BMPs play a role in preadipocyte
commitment and also promote differentiation of alrea    #'¡>@     
           }_` "  
  ~{&   
  @ |  
    
 ~{&            ! 
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BMP4 and BMP7 treatment, as indicated by Oil Red
O Staining (Figure 2C) and >>%#? expression (Figure
3A).

cantly upregulated by BMP4 and BMP7 (Figure 3F).
While >/" expression was also not enhanced by
BMP4 and BMP7 (Fig. 3E), >/" expression was
     }_ }`# @^>@
Moreover, BMP4 and BMP7 induced a brown-like Since mitochondrial content and function is enhanced
~ "      ~{&       in brite adipocytes (19), we studied mRNA expression
       =/>" expression (Figure levels of further genes encoding for transcriptional re^>    "
    !   - gulators of mitochondrial function and mitochondrial
ker @/&!" (Figure 3C). ZIC1, a marker for classical proteins. The transcription factors #&" and @&%\,
brown adipocytes derived from the myogenic lineage which are involved in mitochondrial biogenesis (25),
was not altered (Figure 3D). The transcription factor were not affected by BMP4 or BMP7. Expression of
PRDM16 is a key regulator of brown adipogenesis some genes like CYCS and =/>!     
     }}~  <#}&!<>  enhanced by BMP4 and BMP7, whereas expression
   }&!< }&!<#^*>   of #" and =/> was downregulated in BMP4- and
in the regulation of mitochondrial function (24). The BMP-treated hASCs (Figure 3F).
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The ability to induce UCP1 in response to BMP4 and
BMP7 was highly variable between donors (1.4 – 13.9
fold and 1.5 – 17.2 fold, respectively) (Figure 4A).
Recently, CD137 and TMEM26 have been described
as brite adipocyte-selective markers and murine precursor cells expressing high levels of CD137 showed
a higher potential to induce browning in response to
   
      #_'>@    
we measured CD137 mRNA levels in undifferentiated
hASCs of nine donors and separated them into CD137
low and high expressing donors (Figure 4B). Interestingly, the mean BMI was similar in the CD137 low
   "
#'@^<@^2 '¡@

<@'2, respectively). CD137 high expressing do           =/>"
in response to BMP4 and BMP7 than CD137 low ex
  #  _|>         cant difference in >>%#? expression between the two
groups (Figure 4C).
Mitochondrial content and function are not increased in hASCs by BMP4 and BMP7
Next we aimed to assess if the observed browning effects of BMP4 and BMP7 on =/>" and mitochondrial gene expression resulted in a higher mitochondrial

     @¤  ª}{
antibody cocktail, we observed that BMP4 and BMP7
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In addition to mitochondrial protein content, mitochondrial function was measured by high-resolution
respirometry. Basal and uncoupled respiration were
increased by 2-fold in BMP4 and BMP7 challenged
hASCs compared to untreated hASCs (Figure 5C).
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and BMP7 treated differentiated hASCs compared to
control differentiated hASCs (Figure 5D).

relative protein abundance

      ª}{  "    
by 2-fold, as well as the single complexes I-IV by 1.6^! #   ~>@ \        ª}{
complexes were upregulated during adipocyte differentiation (Figure 5B). Upregulation of mitochondrial content during adipogenesis of hASCs was also
       
  !
      #&*'>     
stronger staining in differentiated, lipid-loaden hASCs
compared to undifferentiated hASCs (Figure 5D). Fur-

Figure 5: Mitochondrial content and function in differentiated hASCs is not increased by BMP4 and BMP7`%/ 
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switch of hASCs challenged with BMP4 and BMP7.
A previous study in primary human preadipocytes deA large number of adipokines act on adipose tissue
rived from the subcutaneous depot, showed similar ef    !      "    
fects of BMP7 on =/>" and a differentiation marker.
   #`  ^_>@         }_    
Furthermore, this study provided evidence that the
adipokine secreted from hASCs. BMP4 is expressed
subcutaneous depot in mouse and human AT displays
and secreted from proliferating A33 cells, which is
the highest capacity to undergo a white-to-brown tran           
 <*<'  
sition (27). All hASCs used for this study were isolaline (2). Furthermore, BMP4 mRNA is induced in
ted from the subcutaneous AT.
human preadipocytes undergoing differentiation. The
inhibition of adipogenic differentiation by the BMP4 An interesting observation of this study was the vainhibitor noggin strongly suggests a paracrine func- riable ability of different donors to induce =/>" extion for BMP4 in adipogenesis (9). Our results con-         }_`@       
  }_     
 ~{& surface protein CD137 has been described as a new
and promotes adipogenic differentiation of hASCs. It brite-selective marker gene in mice. CD137-selected
should be noted, that we observed secretion of a 47 murine preadipocytes displayed elevated expression
kDa BMP4 peptide, corresponding to the uncleaved levels of =/>" and a higher ability to induce a brite
propeptide of BMP4. BMPs are described to be fully phenotype in response to the recently described horprocessed to their mature form before secretion (26). mone irisin (42). We detected a stronger potential to
However, BMP4 and other BMP members can form induce =/>" "        }_` 
complexes with their prodomains after cleavage and those donors highly expressing CD137. Thus, CD137
be secreted in this form (3). Since we were not able to might also be a marker for brite precursor cells in hushow BMP7 secretion, BMP7 does probably not act mans. However, the comparability between mouse
  
   !  @   and human AT depots is currently puzzling. Wu and
       }_   }`       colleagues suggested, that brown AT from the adult
accumulation in murine brown preadipocytes (37) and human consists of brite adipocytes rather than of clasBMP7 promoted adipogenesis of human preadipocy- sical brown adipocytes derived from a myogenic orites derived from WAT (27).
gin (42). However, recent studies provided evidence
   "
   ~  # 
Besides the effect of BMP4 and BMP7 on adipogenic
<< <^>       ~  
differentiation of hASCs, we observed gene expressiof brite and classical brown adipocytes. It should be
on patterns which have been described for brite adiponoted that active brown AT cannot be found in all hu #< '*>@@/&!" has been described as a white         #'^ ^¡ _^>@
           
Vice versa, brown AT can be recruited in humans and
murine preadipocytes chronically challenged with
morbidly obese patients negative for brown AT becarosiglitazone triggering functional features of brown
me brown AT-positive after weight loss. Interestingly,
adipocytes (19). We observed reduced expression of
not all patients were able to recruit brown AT (39). In
@/&!" in hASCs treated with BMP4 and BMP7. Imline with that, our results indicate, that not all indiviportantly, @/&!" was a marker independent of difduals might have the ability to induce thermogenically
ferentiation in our model system. However, =/>"
active adipocytes. To counteract human obesity by tarmRNA expression was differentiation-dependent and
   ~         
       #<' < '`>@ 
the developmental origins of these tissues in humans
raises the question whether the observed increase of
and to identify markers which label cells capable to
=/>" expression induced by BMP4 and BMP7 is soinduce thermogenically active adipocytes.
lely related to the BMP4 and BMP7 mediated promotion of adipogenic differentiation. Nevertheless, the Assessment of white-to-brown transition solely based
BMP4 and BMP7 induced increase of =/>" mRNA on =/>" expression without any functional readout
(6.2 and 7.7 fold, respectively) was higher than their is critical, since expression of =/>" mRNA does not
effect on differentiation, as determined by lipid accu- necessarily lead to increased energy dissipation (17).
mulation (2.5 and 2.6 fold, respectively) and >>%#? To strengthen this study we analyzed mitochondrial
mRNA level (4.2 and 4.1 fold, respectively). Thus, biogenesis and function, which are enhanced in brite
increased expression levels of =/>" together with adipocytes. Increased mitochondrial biogenesis can
decreased expression levels of the differentiation-in- be induced in human adipocytes by certain stimuli,
dependent marker @/&!" indicate a white-to-brown  &} #<>^#<'> }}~
#¡ '*>@

Discussion
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      }_ }`  ªPHOS complexes in hASCs. This effect probably re         
    }_
and BMP7, since mitochondrial content is upregulated
during differentiation of 3T3-L1 adipocytes (41), rat
adipocytes (14) and also in our human cell model. Im     
&*'    
         &*'     
the differentiated lipid-loaden hASCs treated with and
  }_`@    "    
 }_`    ~{&           
related to the differentiation effect of the BMPs. Mitochondrial biogenesis in AT is mainly controlled by
members of the PGC-1 family (24). Of note, PGC", but not >/" was upregulated in differentia ~{&   }_`    @        
}&!<         
    
  ~  }&!<
    ~      #<¡>@
Nevertheless, BMP7 is able to enhance mitochondrial biogenesis in murine brown preadipocytes accompanied by increased >/" expression (37) and
overexpression of BMP4 in murine white AT increased >/" mRNA levels and mitochondriogenesis
(21). Thus, BMP4 and BMP7 can affect mitochondrial biogenesis in murine models, but were not able
to increase brown-related mitochondrial biogenesis in
our human cell model. To our knowledge, there are no
reports on the role of BMP4 and BMP7 on mitochondria in primary human adipocytes. Taken together,
we showed here that BMP4 and BMP7 induce a brite
gene expression pattern in hASCs, but do not induce
a full white-to-brown transition with increased mitochondrial function. AT plasticity is a complex scenario and other AT-derived factors may be necessary to
synergize with BMP4 and BMP7 to induce complete
browning in human white AT.

longer treatment with BMP7 was necessary to induce browning in human preadipocytes than in murine
preadipocytes and the effect on =/>" expression was
less strong (27). Furthermore, only a slight effect of
BMP7 on UCP1 expression has been observed in hu     !      #'*>@\ 
also show a slight effect of BMP7 on =/>" expression and no enhancement of mitochondrial biogenesis, suggesting a lower potency of BMP7 to induce
browning in human preadipocytes compared to murine cells. Moreover, BMP4 did not suppress =/>"
expression in hASCs, but exerted similar effects as
BMP7 on all aspects of white-to-brown transition in
primary hASCs. The inhibitory effect of BMP4 on
brown adipogenesis, as shown in murine brown preadipocytes (37), has never been investigated in human
white preadipocytes. Furthermore, there was recent
evidence that BMP4 plays a different role in white
    ~@           ~!   
overexpression of BMP4, mRNA levels of =/>" and
the key factors of brown adipogenesis >/" and
PRDM16 were strongly increased in white AT, while
the expression of these genes were decreased in brown
AT (21). The myokine irisin is another example uncovering differences between mice and humans. While
irisin induced browning in murine preadipocytes derived from white AT (42), we recently showed that irisin
has no effect on white-to-brown transition in human
white preadipocytes (22). Comparing our results with
these previous studies supports the idea, that there are
discrepancies of the action of BMPs between human
vs. murine models and white vs. brown AT precursor
cell origin (summarized in Figure 6). Additionally, AT
plasticity is a complex scenario and rather a cocktail
of factors than BMP4 and BMP7 alone may be necessary to induce a complete white-to-brown transition in
human white AT.

         }_ 
a player in white adipogenesis and BMP7 as promo     
 #<  '¡  ^`>@   
this view is based on different studies using different
     #  @  ~ @
white AT) and the effects of BMP4 and BMP7 have
been compared only in a few cases. In the study by
   @ #'**¡> #^`> }_   }`   
same effect on lipid accumulation in murine brown
        }`       cantly induce =/>" expression whereas BMP4 suppressed expression of =/>" in these brown preadipocytes. The induction of =/>" mRNA expression
by BMP7 has also been shown in primary human
preadipocytes derived from subcutaneous AT. But a

Given this and taking into account, that BMP signaling is dependent on the receptor composition, the
presence of ligands and extracellular antagonists (3),
it is likely that BMP4 and BMP7 might have a similar
effect on precursor cells derived from white AT but
play a differential role in brown precursor cells. In
addition, BMP4 and BMP7 may be more potent inducers of browning in mice than in humans. Furthermore, we here show that BMP4 is a new adipokine and
acts on adipogenesis and white-to-brown transition in
  !  @       
that BMP4 expression is higher in WAT from lean
compared to obese humans (21). Therefore, BMP4 re

        
        ~    
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be addressed in further studies. Finally, our results indicate that not all donors have the ability to strongly
induce =/>"    }_`      
was related to CD137 expression. To promote whiteto-brown transition of human white AT as a therapeutic approach, it is essential to know which cells can
be targeted. Thus, markers labeling human cells which
possess a high potential to undergo browning should
be investigated.
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Abstract
Background/Objectives: Promoting the induction of UCP1-expressing brown-like (brite/beige) adipocytes
within white adipose tissue (WAT) may increase energy expenditure and represent a strategy to counteract
 @ !       #&!}¤~ >   !^  "       
on WAT oxidative metabolism and may impact white-to-brown conversion of adipocytes. Since serum n3/n-6 LC-PUFA ratios are decreased in obese and type 2 diabetic subjects, we aimed to compare the effect
of n-3 and n-6 LC-PUFAs on white-to-brown conversion in human adipocytes.
Subjects/Methods: Primary human adipose-derived stem cells (hASCs) isolated from the subcutaneous
depot of different female donors were exposed to 20 μM of the n-3 PUFAs eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA)
and docosahexaenoic acid (DHA), arachidonic acid (ARA,n-6) and oleic acid (OA,n-9) during adipocyte
differentiation (12 days) or from day 8 to 12 of differentiation. A potential white-to-brown conversion was
assessed on the molecular and functional level.
Results: Treatment of hASCs during adipogenesis with EPA, DHA and ARA increased adipocyte differentiation. Exclusively EPA upregulated UCP1 and CPT1B mRNA expression, along with increased citrate
synthase activity and maximal cellular respiration. ARA had no effect on brite marker genes, but increased
~ "     !    TCF21, led to enlarged lipid droplets and decreased spare
     ~{& @      }~ UCP1 and CPT1B expression were abrogated when hASCs were exposed to combined EPA and ARA (ratio 1:2). Moreover, EPA even triggered
brite gene expression in hASCs when applied from day 8 to 12 of differentiation.
Conclusion: EPA induces browning of primary hASCs, providing a novel mechanism for the anti-obesity
effects of dietary n-3 LC-PUFAs. Moreover, we observed a divergent regulation of brite and white adipogenesis by EPA and ARA, indicating that the low EPA/ARA ratios in plasma of obese patients may even
enhance the progression of obesity and associated disorders.
Keywords: Polyunsaturated fatty acids, bone morphogenetic protein 4, adipogenesis, brite adipocyte, mitochondrial function

Introduction
Obesity is a major global health problem resulting
from excess energy intake. The adipose organ, consisting of two functionally different types, plays an important role in the regulation of energy homeostasis.
Excess energy is stored as lipids in white adipose tissue
(WAT), while brown adipose tissue (BAT) maintains
body core temperature by producing heat in a process
called non-shivering thermogenesis (NST) (1). This
unique function of brown adipocytes is due to a high

density of mitochondria, containing uncoupling-protein 1 (UCP1) in the inner mitochondrial membrane.
During cold exposure, sympathetic neurons activate
brown adipocytes, which in turn oxidize stored lipids
and produce heat by UCP1-mediated uncoupling of
ATP synthesis (2). Recent studies showed that brown
adipocytes derive from Myf-5 positive myogenic precursor cells, distinct from that of white adipocytes
(3;4). In addition to these classical brown adipocytes,
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brite (brown-in-white) or beige adipocytes have been
described as second type of UCP1-expressing adipocytes, not derived from the myogenic lineage (5). In
mice, brite adipocytes appear in WAT depots in response to a cold environment (6) or can be induced
by several pharmacological and hormonal stimuli (7).
Increasing the abundance of classical brown or brite
adipocytes might augment energy expenditure and re

      @  ly, this may also be of high relevance in humans, since
active BAT (8-12) and both classical brown and brite
adipocytes are present in adult humans (13-15).
Besides pharmacological and hormonal stimulation,
nutritional factors such as long-chain polyunsaturated fatty acids (LC-PUFAs) may also affect white-tobrown conversion of adipose tissue (16). LC-PUFAs
from the n-3 and n-6 family possess several opposing
biological functions. In particular, the n-3 LC-PUFAs
eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA, 20:5n-3) and docosahexaenoic acid (DHA, 22:6n-3) exert anti-obesity effects
(17;18), potentially resulting from increased oxidative metabolism in WAT (19). In contrast, the n-6 LCPUFA arachidonic acid (ARA, 20:4n-6) is discussed
to promote the development of obesity (20). EPA and
ARA are both substrates for cyclooxygenase type 1
(COX1) and type 2 (COX2), giving rise to different
series of prostaglandins which partly mediate the divergent effects of EPA and ARA (17). Interestingly, it
has recently been shown that COX2 is involved in the
regulation of cold-induced white-to-brown conversion
in mice (21).
The effects of n-3 LC-PUFAs on WAT oxidative metabolism, as well as the role of COX2 in WAT browning
suggest an impact of LC-PUFAs on brite and white
adipogenesis. However, the effect of n-3 and n-6 LCPUFAs on WAT browning in humans remains unclear.
This may be of substantial relevance, since plasma
EPA/ARA ratios have been found to be decreased in
obese and type 2 diabetic subjects (22;23). Therefore, the aim of this study was to compare the effects
    !^  !&!}¤~     nesis in primary human adipose-derived stem cells
(hASCs). Herein, we found a differential regulation
of white versus brite adipogenesis by the n-3 member
EPA and the n-6 member ARA. Moreover, EPA can
even trigger white-to-brite conversion at a late stage
of adipocyte differentiation. Our results highlight the
importance of a balanced EPA/ARA ratio in diet for
adipose tissue functionality and energy homeostasis,
and contribute to explain the association of a high n-6
intake with obesity and type 2 diabetes.

Materials & Methods
Isolation and culture of primary hASCs
Subcutaneous AT (from the abdominal and mammary
region) was obtained from healthy lean or moderately overweight women undergoing plastic surgery. The
procedure was approved by the ethics board of Heinrich-Heine-University, Düsseldorf, Germany. hASCs
were isolated by collagenase digestion of AT as previously described by our group (24). Isolated cell pellets
were resuspended in adipocyte basal medium (BM),
which was DMEM/F-12 (GIBCO, Grand Island, NY)
supplemented with 14 nmol/l NaHCO3, 33 mmol/l
biotin and 17 mmol/l D-panthothenic-acid and 10%
FCS (GIBCO) at pH 7.4. Cells were maintained at
37°C and 5% CO2. Three days after seeding, hASCs
were induced for adipocyte differentiation with a differentiation induction cocktail (BM supplemented
with 2.5 % FCS, 100 nmol/l insulin, 1 μmol/l dexamethasone, 0.25 μmol/l troglitazone and 200 μmol/l
isobutylmethylxanthine (all from Sigma-Aldrich, St.
Louis, MO). At day 7 of differentiation, medium was
switched to a maintenance medium without the addition of troglitazone and IBMX. Cells were challenged
during the whole differentiation period of 12 days
with fatty acids or BMP4 (R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN) as indicated. Medium and treatments were
replaced every 48 hours.
Preparation and handling of fatty acids
Stock and working solutions of EPA, DHA, ARA and
OA (all obtained from Sigma-Aldrich) were prepared
as previously described by us (25). If not indicated
otherwise, hASCs were treated with 20 μM of fatty
acids and DMSO/BSA as vehicle (veh) according to
the fatty acid concentration used. Fatty acids were replaced freshly every 48 hours to prevent lipid peroxidation.
Neutral red uptake assay
To test the effect of fatty acids on cell vitality, hASCs
were seeded in 12-well cell culture plates (100.000
cells/well), treated as indicated and neutral red uptake
(NRU) assay was performed as previously described
(25). After elution of the neutral red dye, staining was
           _* @
Oil Red O Staining
hASCs were cultured in six-well plates and differentiated for 12 days with the indicated treatments and
Oil Red O staining was perfomed as described (24).
  
       
with 100% isopropanol and measuring absorbance at
500 nm.
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Nile Red Staining and assessment of lipid droplet
size
For microscopy, hASCs were seeded and differentiated on 12 x 12 mm coverslips coated with 0.1 % gelatine. At day 12 of adipocyte differentiation, cells were
      }{ "  ^ hyde for 15 min at RT. Afterwards, cells were washed
3x for 5 min with PBS and incubated with 10 μg/
ml Nile Red dissolved in PBS for 20 min. After washing twice with PBS coverslips were mounted with
ProLong Gold Antifade reagent (Life Technologies,
Carlsbad, CA). Lipid droplets were analyzed using a
¢       #   ny) equipped with a Axio Cam MRc5. Five randomly
taken images were acquired per condition with Axio§   @_@^ _*"   @    meter was measured using the Image J software.

FCCP (1 μM) and a cocktail of Antimycin A and Rotenone to block mitochondrial respiration (1 μM each).
OCR values were normalized to cell number, which
was determined after the assay using the CyQUANT®
Cell Proliferation Assay Kit (Life Technologies). Basal OCR and maximal OCR (after injection of FCCP)
were corrected for non-mitochondrial respiration (after Antimycin A/Rotenone injection). Spare respirato        "    
calculated as the quotient of FCCP-induced maximal
OCR and basal OCR.

Citrate synthase assay
Total protein was extracted at day 12 of differentiation
using the CellLytic MT Lysis Reagent (Sigma-Aldrich, C3228) and citrate synthase activity was measured as indicator of mitochondrial content and function
with a commercially available Citrate Synthase (CS)
Western Blot
assay kit (Sigma-Aldrich, CS0720) according to the
Total cellular proteins were extracted and separated manufacturer’s protocol. Total CS activity was meaby SDS-PAGE as previously described (24). Membra- sured after the injection of 100 μM oxaloacetate as
nes were probed over night at 4°C with the following substrate and normalized to protein content of each
primary antibodies: Adiponectin 1:2000 in 5% BSA sample.
(Abcam, Cambridge, UK, ab22554), HSL 1:5000 in
5% BSA (Cell signaling, Danvers, MA, #4107), anti- Statistics
OXPHOS cocktail (Abcam, MS604) diluted 1:1,000, Results are expressed as mean ± SEM. One-way
ANOVA (post-hoc test: Bonferroni or Dunnett’s) was
and anti-beta actin (Abcam, ab6276).
      
    @ ~ Quantitative RT-PCR
tistical analyses were done using GraphPad Prism 5
Total RNA of hASCs was isolated by using the RNea- considering a p-value of less than 0.05 as statistically
sy Lipid Tissue kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) accor  @
ding to the manufacturer’s protocol. Equal amounts
of RNA were reverse transcribed with the Omniscript
Reverse Transcription kit (Qiagen) and mRNA exResults
pression levels measured by quantitative RT-PCR
using SYBR green Master Mix and QuantiTect Primer Effect of n-3 and n-6 LC-PUFAs on adipocyte differentiation and morphology
Assays (Qiagen) as described (24).
LC-PUFAs are prone to lipid peroxidation and DHA
Measurement of cellular respiration
has been shown to induce apoptosis in 3T3-L1 preadiFor assessment of cellular oxygen consumption rate pocytes (26). Long-term treatment of hASCs with 20
(OCR), hASCs were plated (10.000 cells/well) in μM of EPA, DHA and ARA did not impair cell vitality
XF96 V3-PS cell culture microplates (Seahorse Bios- #{@ <>@&!}¤~         cience, North Billerica, MA) and started for adipoge-           
   }}~
nic differentiation 2 days after seeding. Prior to the and have been reported to play a role in the regulation
assay, cells were washed twice with assay medium of 3T3-L1 adipocyte differentiation (27). Here, both,
(XF-DMEM containing 17.5 mM D-Glucose, 2 mM the n-3 LC-PUFAs EPA and DHA, as well as the n-6
sodium pyruvate and 2 mM glutamine) and maintai- &!}¤~~~        ned in 180 μl of assay medium per well for 1h at 37°C lation in differentiated hASCs, to a comparable extent
without CO2. After 1 h in a CO2-free environment, as the well-known promotor of adipogenesis BMP4
 &       ª " - (28;29) (Figure 1a). Moreover, levels of the adipocyzer (Seahorse Bioscience). After equilibration, basal
!       
     #{>
respiration was measured, followed by injection of se- were increased after EPA, DHA, ARA and BMP4
veral mitochondrial inhibitors (Seahorse Bioscience): treatment (Figure 1b+c). In line with recent studies in
ATP synthase inhibitor oligomycin (1 μM), uncoupler mouse (30), rat (31) and human adipocytes (32), only
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the n-3 LC-PUFAs EPA and DHA increased adiponectin protein expression in differentiated hASCs (Figure
1b+d). In addition, a shift towards larger lipid droplets
              ter was observed in ARA challenged hASCs compared
to vehicle (Figure 1e+f). The non-essential monounsaturated fatty acid OA had no effect on any of the
investigated aspects of adipocyte differentiation.

          &!}¤~       
brown marker gene expression were observed. Expression levels of the transcription factors >>%#?
and /<V>, which are crucial for white and brown
adipogenesis, were increased in hASCs challenged
with EPA and DHA, but not with ARA or OA (Figure
2a+b). Interestingly, solely the n-3 LC-PUFA EPA, but
  |~ ~~       UCP1 and
CPT1B mRNA expression (Figure 2c+d). In contrast,
Treatment with EPA during differentiation promotes ARA treatment upregulated expression of the whitea brite gene expression pattern
   TCF21 in differentiated hASCs (FiguDespite similar effects of EPA, DHA (n-3) and ARA re 2e). Since EPA and ARA are COX2 substrates and
(n-6) on parameters of adipocyte differentiation, spe- COX2 has recently been shown to be involved in ad-
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Figure 1: Effect of LC-PUFAs on adipogenesis and lipid droplet size. hASCs were challenged with the fatty acids EPA,
DHA, ARA and OA (20 μM) or BMP4 (50 ng/ml) during the differentiation period of 12 days. (a) Cells were stained with
Oil Red O, the dye was extracted with 100% isopropanol and absorbance was measured at 500 nm. Data are mean values
± SEM and expressed relative to control, n=5. (b-d) Protein abundance of HSL (c) and adiponectin (d) was assessed by
  `   _  j      q
     J Y`#      
values ± SEM, n=6.). Representative Blots are shown top (b) (e+f) Nile Red Staining was performed to assess lipid droplet
 |*    J]xq0 Y[  *_       `       z
SEM, n=4. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001 vs. vehicle; #p<0.05, ##p<0.01, ###p<0.001 vs. control.
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Figure 2: EPA induces a brite gene expression pattern in primary hASCs. Gene expression of several white and brite
marker genes was analyzed in hASCs chronically treated with EPA, DHA, ARA, OA (20 μM each) or BMP4 (50 ng/ml)
via qRT-PCR. At day 12 of differentiation, mRNA expression levels of the adipogenic markers PPARG (a), CEPBA (b),
=/>"JY   ' *   />@"VJY  [    @/&!"J Y*q*0  
* !J/!YJ'Y[     `<q    ' 0 0   _  j #%   `     
mean values ± SEM and are expressed relative to control, n=7-8. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001 vs. vehicle; #p<0.05,
##p<0.01, ###p<0.001 vs. control.

aptive thermogenesis and browning of WAT (21;33),
we assessed mRNA expression of this enzyme. COX2
~             &!
}¤~              ~{&   ated with the browning inducer BMP4 (Figure 2f).
Similar to adipogenesis, OA had no effect on white
and brown marker gene expression. Taken together,
our data indicate that solely EPA induces a brite gene
expression program in primary human adipocytes and
that ARA rather promotes white adipogenesis.
Effect of EPA, DHA and ARA on mitochondrial
function
In order to meet the requirements for thermogenesis,
brown and also brite adipocytes have a higher number
of mitochondria compared to white adipocytes. Thus,

we assessed protein abundance of OXPHOS complexes after LC-PUFA treatment. While total OXPHOS
complexes were not altered by any of the fatty acids
(Figure 3a), we observed a differential regulation of
the single OXPHOS complexes. Complex I showed
a trend towards a decrease in ARA treated hASCs
   " §          
~{&    ~~ |~#{@ 
3b+e). In contrast, EPA increased complex III levels
in hASCs, while no difference was observed in com " §    #{ ^! >@
Activity of citrate synthase (CS) was measured as an
additional indicator of mitochondrial content, and was
      ~{&  "  }~ 
BMP4. No effect of DHA, ARA and OA on CS activity was observed (Figure 3b).
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To further assess mitochondrial bioenergetics, the in    &!}¤~    "       
(OCR) in hASCs was analyzed in real-time. The components of total cellular OCR were determined using
             "  # gure 3c). Basal OCR was increased in differentiated
hASCs after chronic treatment with all LC-PUFAs,
but not after OA exposure. BMP4 and troglitazone,
used as additional positive control, increased basal
OCR in hASCs as well. Maximal respiration of differentiated hASCs was solely higher in EPA treated cells
and in those exposed to BMP4 and troglitazone. Spare

                "         ~~   ~{& @
ARA abrogates the EPA-mediated effect on brite
gene expression
Besides the total amounts of n-3 and n-6 LC-PUFA
intake, it has been debated if rather a certain n-3/n-6
ratio is of importance to prevent metabolic diseases
and we observed a differential regulation of brite gene
expression by EPA and ARA. Therefore, we tested if
EPA/ARA combination (ratio 1:2) could abrogate the
EPA-mediated effects on marker gene expression. In-

Figure 3: Effect of LC-PUFAs on mitochondrial content and function. hASCs were challenged with fatty acids (20
μM), BMP4 (50 ng/ml) during the differentiation period of 12 days and several mitochondrial parameters were measured.
(a) Protein abundance of total OXPHOS complexes by immunoblot with a commercially available OXPHOS antibody
 `   _  j      q
     `#       
± SEM, n=6. (b) Citrate Synthase (CS) activity in whole cell lysates. CS activity was normalized to the protein content of
each sample. Values are means ± SEM out of n=5 independent experiments and expressed relative to control. (c) Real-time
measurement of oxygen consumption rate (OCR), normalized to cell number, at baseline and after injection of different
mitochondrial inhibitors. Chronic troglitazone treatment (1 μM) was included as additional positive control. (d-f) Calculations for basal respiration (d), maximal respiration (e) and spare respiratory capacity (f). Results represent mean values
± SEM, n=6-7, *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001 vs. vehicle; #p<0.05, ##p<0.01, ###p<0.001 vs. control.
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Figure 4: Combinatory effects of n-3 and
n-6 LC-PUFAs on brite and white marker
genes. hASCs isolated from different donors
were chronically treated (day 0-12 of differentiation) with EPA (n-3), ARA (n-6) or
a combination of EPA:ARA (ratio 1:2) at a
   '!x¢\`%' "!* 
RNA was isolated from differentiated hASCs
and mRNA expression levels of CEPBA (a),
UCP1 (b), CPT1B (c) and TCF21 (d) were
assessed via qRT-PCR and normalized to
j  #%    `        
values ± SEM and are expressed relative to
control, n=4-5, *p<0.05, **p<0.01 vs. vehicle; #p<0.05 vs. EPA.

deed, the enhancement of =/>"/<V>and CPT1B
mRNA expression by EPA was strongly diminished in
the EPA/ARA combination (Figure 4a-c). Moreover,
relatively low levels of ARA in the combination were

     TCF21 expression to a similar
degree as ARA alone (Figure 4d).
EPA but not BMP4 is able to trigger white-to-brown
conversion of differentiated hASCs
In addition to brite adipogenesis, direct conversion
of white to brite adipocytes has been discussed as a
second process contributing to the browning of WAT
during cold exposure (34). In order to investigate the
effect of LC-PUFAs on direct conversion of differentiated white adipocytes to brite adipocytes, hASCs
were exposed to LC-PUFAs or BMP4 from day 8 to
12 after induction of adipocyte differentiation. Again,
20 μM of LC-PUFAs was used, since 100 μM also
           
 #{@  
1b). In contrast to the chronic treatment model, fatty
acids or BMP4 treatment at later stages of differentiation had no effect on general adipogenesis. Lipid
accumulation and HSL protein abundance in differen ~{&            ase after LC-PUFA treatment from day 8-12 (Suppl.
 _»>@        
   
were still increased after the shorter EPA and DHA

   #{@ _>@   "
 
levels of white and brite marker genes after late LCPUFA treatment showed the same effect (Figure 5) as
under chronic treatment conditions (Figure 2). Hence,
UCP1 as well as CPT1B expression were still upregulated in differentiated hASCs after 4 days of EPA
treatment, but not after exposure to DHA, ARA or OA
(Figure 5c+d). Accordingly, mRNA levels of TCF21
        ~~   ~{& # gure 5e). BMP4, which is able to induce a white-tobrown shift when added to hASCs from the beginning
of adipocyte differentiation (Figure 2) (24), was not
able to increase UCP1 and CPT1B expression or decrease TCF21 mRNA levels when applied in the late
stage of adipocyte differentiation.
We next assessed if the 4 day treatment of hASCs at
the late stage of differentiation also impacts mitochondrial functionality. Similar to the chronic setting, total
OXPHOS complex abundance was not changed by
any treatment (Figure 6a). However, single OXPHOS
complexes (data not shown) and CS activity (Figure
6b) were also not affected after terminal LC-PUFA or
BMP4 exposure. Real-time measurement of cellular
&              
increased after EPA, DHA and ARA treatment, but not
after OA or BMP4 treatment (Figure 6c+d). However,
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Figure 5: EPA, but not BMP4 triggers a brite gene expression pattern at a late stage of differentiation. hASCs isolated
from different donors were induced for adipogenic differentiation and EPA, DHA, ARA, OA (20 μM each) or BMP4 (50 ng/
ml) were included in the medium from day 8 to 12 of differentiation. Total RNA was isolated and gene expression levels of
PPARG (a), CEPBA (b), UCP1 (c), CPT1B (d), TCF21 (e) and COX2 (f) were measured via qRT-PCR. Expression levels
' 0 0   _  j #%   `       z<\  q
    
control, n=7-8. **p<0.01, ***p<0.001 vs. vehicle; ##p<0.01, ###p<0.001 vs. control.

maximal respiration was not changed by n-3 and n-6
LC-PUFAs and tended to be increased in EPA and
DHA challenged hASCs (Figure 6e). As previously
suggested (35), the positive control troglitazone increased basal and maximal respiration in hASCs. Interestingly, the 4 day treatment with ARA in the late stage
  
    
       piratory capacity (Figure 6f).

Discussion
Opposing effects of dietary n-3 and n-6 LC-PUFAs
on the development of obesity have been discussed
(17;20). However, the underlying mechanisms are
not fully understood and a potential impact of n-3 and
n-6 LC-PUFAs on WAT browning in humans remains

   @   
      
      }~# !^> ~~# !>  rentially regulate white-to-brown conversion and mitochondrial function in primary hASCs.
Many factors known to promote browning have been
described to enhance adipogenesis, such as BMP4 and
BMP7 (24;36) or rosiglitazone (5). We observed an
augmented adipocyte differentiation by both n-3 and
n-6 LC-PUFAs, indicated by increased lipid accumulation and HSL protein levels. This effect was comparable to the pro-adipogenic effect of BMP4, which is
able to induce browning in murine and human white
preadipocytes (24;37). In line, a recent study in 3T3L1 adipocytes also observed a positive effect of EPA
and DHA on adipocyte differentiation (38). In cont-
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rast, it has been proposed, that the anti-obesity effect
of EPA and DHA may be mediated by a decrease of
total adipocyte cell number per fat pad (18) and other
studies showed inhibitory actions of EPA and DHA
(at 100 μM) on 3T3-L1 differentiation (26;39;40).
DHA even exerted this effect by inhibiting mitotic
clonal expansion and inducing apoptosis in 3T3-L1
cells (26). These heterogenous results may be due to
different model systems and it has been shown that

the adipogenic effect of LC-PUFAs in vitro depends
on the medium composition (27). Moreover, we used
relatively low concentrations of 20 μM, which did
not reduce cell vitality, in contrast to at least 100 μM
(26;39;40). Despite similar effects of EPA, DHA and
ARA on adipocyte differentiation, we and others observed differential effects on protein expression of the
insulin-sensitizing adipokine adiponectin (30-32).

Figure 6: Effect of LC-PUFA treatment at the late stage of differentiation on mitochondrial content and function.
hASCs were challenged from day 8 to 12 of differentiation with the different fatty acids (20 μM) or BMP4 (50 ng/ml) prior
to measurement of several mitochondrial parameters. (a) Protein levels of total OXPHOS complexes by immunoblot with
a commercially available OXPHOS antibody cocktail. Data are normalized to ß-actin protein levels and expressed relative to control (ctrl). Results represent mean values ± SEM, n=6. (b) CS activity in whole cell lysates, normalized to the
protein content of each sample. Values are means ± SEM out of n=5 independent experiments and expressed relative to
control. (c) Real-time measurement of oxygen consumption rate (OCR), normalized to cell number, at baseline and after
injection of different mitochondrial inhibitors. (d-f) Calculations for basal respiration (d), maximal respiration (e) and
spare respiratory capacity (f). Results represent mean values ± SEM, n=6-7. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001 vs. vehicle;
##p<0.01, ###p<0.001 vs. control.
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In addition to differential effects of n-3 and n-6 LCPUFAs on adiponectin levels and lipid droplet size, we
found opposing effects of EPA and ARA on brite marker gene expression. The n-3 LC-PUFA EPA upregulated UCP1 and CPT1B "
      
results obtained in mouse subcutaneous adipocytes,
where EPA increased thermogenic gene expression
(41). In contrast, ARA did not increase expression of
any brite marker gene but did increase the expression
   !    TCF21. In line with this
observation, a negative regulation of brite adipogenesis by ARA has been previously shown in human
multipotent adipose-derived stem cells (hMADS), an
established model to study browning (35). ARA inhibited white-to-brown conversion of hMADS when
added simultaneously with rosiglitazone at the end
of differentiation (42). Taken together, EPA and ARA
differentially regulate brite adipogenesis, and ARA
even inhibits the EPA mediated effects on brite gene
expression when added in combination (EPA:ARA
ratio1:2) to hASCs. Furthermore, EPA was still able
to increase UCP1 and CPT1B expression in the late
stage of adipocyte differentiation in hASCs, similarly
as recently observed in primary murine brown adipocytes (41). On the other hand, the growth factor BMP4
had no effect on mature adipocytes and is likely to act
primarily on hASCs in the early stage of differentiation. Likewise, BMP7 induced commitment of murine
precursor cells to brown adipocytes when added prior
to the induction of differentiation (36).
The differential regulation of white-to-brown conversion by EPA and ARA was also translated into differences of mitochondrial function. Though protein levels of total OXPHOS complexes were not changed,
EPA upregulated complex III levels. Moreover, increased CS activity in EPA challenged hASCs indicates
a higher supply of NADH for oxidative phosphorylation. Indeed, maximal OCR was solely increased in
EPA challenged cells. ARA on the other hand, decreased complex IV protein levels, had no impact on CS
activity or maximal respiration, and decreased spare
respiratory capacity. Surprisingly, the observed differences between EPA and ARA in terms of CPT1B expression, OXPHOS complexes and CS activity had no
impact on basal OCR, which was equally increased by
EPA, DHA and ARA. Only upon injection of the uncoupler FCCP, mimicking increased energy demand,
the observed differences of EPA and ARA on mito        @   
that spare respiratory capacity is an important deter        "         
(43), ARA may promote mitochondrial dysfunction in

adipocytes. Importantly, ARA was also able to impair
mitochondrial function after treatment from day 8 to
12 of differentiation only, indicated by reduced spare
respiratory capacity. However, the effects of EPA on
brite gene expression in this shorter treatment model
             " mal OCR. Thus, longer treatment with EPA seems to
be necessary to impact mitochondrial function.
          ! !  
effects of n-3 and n-6 LC-PUFAs are mostly due to
the formation of a functionally different series of eicosanoids, involving the enzymes COX1 and COX2.
Because EPA and ARA compete as substrates for
COX1 and COX2, changing the ratio of n-3/n-6 intake
and phospholipid composition will result in a modi       #<`>@  !^   
DHA is no substrate for COX enzymes and did neither
alter brite gene expression nor mitochondrial function
in hASCs, indicating a role for COX-mediated eicosanoid synthesis in brite adipogenesis. In line, COX2
has been implicated in adaptive thermogenesis (21;33)
   ~~!         }'   }'
diminished UCP1 expression and oxygen consumption in hMADS induced for brite adipogenesis (42).
Although LC-PUFA treatment did not directly affect
COX2 expression in hASCs, a change in the EPA:ARA
supply could modify prostaglandine composition. The
observation that the EPA-induced promotion of brite
adipocyte formation is inhibited when combined with
ARA also supports an involvement of COX2.
Already in 1995, it has been speculated that PUFAs
regulate BAT function. Feeding of mice with a diet
rich in LA (18:2n-6) and ALA (18:3n-3) at a 2.3:1 ratio increased UCP1 protein content in BAT and raised
capacity for NST (44). Later on differences between
!^  !}¤~    
   
time, since UCP1 expression in BAT was greater after
a diet rich in n-3 compared to n-6 PUFAs (45). However, these early studies could not narrow down the
effects to a single PUFA. We here provide evidence
that EPA rather than DHA regulates brown and brite
adipocyte recruitment and function. Distinguishing
     }~ |~    tary recommendations has also been a topic of a recent
discussion (46). In addition to differentiating between
the n-3 members EPA and DHA, our study indicates
         !^ !     
especially that of EPA:ARA. This is further highlighted by recent clinical studies describing decreased
EPA:ARA ratios in type 2 diabetic patients (22) and
obese subjects (23).
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liferator-activated Receptor gamma (PPAR gamma)
In conclusion, differential effects of n-3 and n-6 LCActivation of Epididymally Derived White AdipoPUFAs on white-to-brown conversion are mainly decyte Cultures Reveals a Population of Thermogetermined by EPA and ARA and most likely mediated
nically Competent, UCP1-containing Adipocytes
by their functionally different eicosanoids. Since EPA
Molecularly Distinct from Classic Brown Adipocyalso partly promotes white-to-brown conversion of
tes. Journal of Biological Chemistry 2010; 285/10:
adipocytes in the late stage of differentiation, it may
7153-7164.
have a higher impact on whole adipose tissue function
than BMP4, which only targets cells in the preadipo- 6 Smorlesi A, Frontini A, Giordano A, Cinti S. The adipose organ: white-brown adipocyte plasticity and mecyte stage. Future studies should further analyze the
    @     '*<'  <^ { '
      &!}¤~     83-96.
ry recommendations in the context of obesity-associated diseases.
7 Bartelt A, Heeren J. Adipose tissue browning and metabolic health. Nat Rev Endocrinol 2014; 10/1: 24-36.
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Suppl. Figure 1: Effect of chronic and shorter LC-PUFAs treatment on cell vitality. (a) Model for chronic fatty acid
(FA) treatment of hASCs. Neutral Red Staining was performed in hASCs treated with different fatty acids at concentrations
'!x£\"xx£\`JY@    '%/ [ ''       '&%     0 '''    J*
8-12) and assessment of cell viability by Neutral Red Uptake assay. Data represent mean values ± SEM, n=4,, **p<0.01,
***p<0.001 vs. vehicle
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Suppl. Figure 3: Effect of LC-PUFAs on mitochondrial OXPHOS complexes. After 12 days of differentiation hASCs
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Abstract
Brown adipose tissue has gained interest as a potential target to treat obesity and metabolic diseases. Irisin
  
                  
improves systemic metabolism by increasing energy expenditure in mice. The discovery of irisin raised
expectations of its therapeutic potential to treat metabolic diseases. However, the effect of irisin in humans
is unclear. Analyses of genomic DNA, mRNA and expressed sequence tags revealed that & /|, the gene
encoding the precursor of irisin, is present in rodents and most primates, but shows in humans a mutation
in the conserved start codon ATG to ATA. HEK293 cells transfected with a human & /| construct with
ATA as start codon resulted in only 1% full-length protein compared to human & /| with ATG. Additio                      
increase in >/" mRNA expression. However, & /| mRNA level was not altered. & /| mRNA
expression in muscle biopsies from two different human exercise studies was not changed by endurance
or strength training. Preadipocytes isolated from human subcutaneous adipose tissue exhibited differentiation to brite human adipocytes when incubated with bone morphogenetic protein (BMP) 7, but neither
   |&         @                  
                      @

Introduction
Obesity and the involved risk of developing metabolic
diseases represent a major global public health challenge. In obese patients glucose homeostasis is disturbed due to an imbalance between energy intake and
energy expenditure. Although the understanding of
the role of genetics in obesity and type 2 diabetes is
increasing [1–3], roughly 60% of all cases of diabetes
can be directly attributed to weight gain [4].
Brown adipose tissue (AT) has drawn attention as a
novel preventive and therapeutic target to treat obesity
and metabolic diseases like type 2 diabetes. Whereas
white AT is the primary site of triglyceride storage,
brown AT is specialized in energy expenditure. In order to maintain body temperature in a cold environment, brown AT oxidizes fatty acids and generates
heat [5] by the mitochondrial uncoupling protein 1
(UCP1). Thus, UCP1 knock-out mice are cold sensitive and tend to develop obesity, even when fed a
control diet [6], whereas experimental approaches ai-

ming to increase the amount and activity of brown AT
reduce the development of obesity [7]. Brown AT has
also been detected in humans and is found in anatomically discrete depots, with the most common location
in adults in the cervical-supraclavicular depot [8–12].
Brown adipocytes and skeletal muscle cells arise
from progenitors expressing myf5 [13] and their dif 
                    }|< ½<_¾ }&< ½<¾  
others [16–19]. Chronical stimulation of mouse preadipocytes derived from epididymal white AT with ro    }}~          
competent population of UCP1-expressing adipocytes
[20]. These cells do not represent classical brown adipocytes, because they do not express typical brown
AT transcription factors such as ZIC1 and ># \"`
Instead, these cells appear to be a particular type of
adipocytes termed as ‘brite’ (brown-in-white) adipocytes. Thus, the possibility to switch from white AT
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nously administered irisin might have a therapeutic
potential in the treatment of obesity and diabetes in
humans. Thus, the aim of our present study was to
analyze the human & /| gene and to explore its
          @        
Boström et al. published a promising mechanism for
that great caution is needed when extrapolating data
the induction of brite adipocytes in white AT depots
regarding FNDC5/irisin from rodent to the human si  "      @   "
   }&< 
tuation.
mice skeletal muscle as well as exercise induced expression of the & /| gene [21], a gene which has
scarcely been studied before. In 2002 two different
           & /| Materials and Methods
[22,23]. In adult murine tissues, & /| is highly ex- The study to obtain biopsies from m. vastus lateralis
pressed in heart and brain and less in skeletal muscle was approved by the Regional Committee for Re[22,23]. FNDC5 is described as a protein containing a search Ethics, Trondheim, Norway. Written informed
            - consent was obtained from all participants. The study
pathy analysis revealed a hydrophobic region, which to obtain biopsies from m. trapezius was approved by
is likely to encode a transmembrane domain. Previous the Regional Committee for Research Ethics, Oslo,
studies linked the gene to differentiation of myoblasts Norway and written informed consent was obtained
and neurones [23,24], and it has been suggested that from all participants. The procedure to obtain subcutaFNDC5 is located in the matrix of peroxisomes [23]. neous adipose tissue was approved by the ethical comHowever, Boström et al. showed that the transmemb- mittee of the Heinrich-Heine-University, Düsseldorf
rane protein is cleaved by transfected HEK293 cells and all the donors provided written informed consent.
and the extracellular part of the protein is released,
Sequence Alignment
which acts as novel molecule called irisin [21]. Viral
ClustalW was used for multiple alignments. Blast
delivery of & /| in mice caused browning of subsearches were done using NCBI-BLAST intercutaneous fat, stimulated oxygen consumption, and
face. FNDC5 exon 1 sequences were obtained from
diminished diet-induced weight gain and metabolic
ENSEMBL (Exon1_human: ENSE00001862258;
dysfunction [21]. Thus, irisin induced a thermogenic
Exon1_gorilla: ENSGGOE00000102667; Exon1_
mechanism in white AT, which improved whole body
gibbon:
ENSNLEE00000033119;
Exon1_rat:
energy balance in mice. This initial report of irisin
ENSRNOE00000220327; Exon1_mouse: ENSlinked the & /| gene to browning in mice.
MUSE00000333154. The Exon1_chimp had an gap.
Furthermore, Boström et al@          Therefore this gap was sequenced internally using 3
this gene in humans [21]. The bioinformatics analy- independent Chimp genomic DNAs (Exon1_chimp:
sis of the & /| gene performed by us revealed that ENSPTRE00000406642,
ENSPTRE00000351668
divergent sequences have been published. Until the and sequenced by us). All other Exon1 sequences were

      {   '*<'   obtained from Ensembl. The protein sequences were
UniProt database entry FNDC5/Q8NAU1 represented obtained from Uniprot in case of the human, mouse
the full-length protein as described by Boström et al. and rat sequences (FNDC5_HUMAN_o: Q8NAU1
½'<¾@  ¤ }             - old version until 2012_08; FNDC5_HUMAN_c:
               @ Q8NAU1 current version since 2012_08; FNDC5_
Now, two potential protein sequences are available at mouse: Q8K4Z2; FNDC5_rat: Q8K3V5). The gorilla
the UniProt database. Ivanov et al. described human and gibbon sequences were obtained from ENSEMBL
& /| as a gene with a mutation in the start codon (FNDC5_gorilla: ENSGGOP00000009792; FNDC5_
to ATA [25], encoding isoleucin, instead of ATG, en- gibbon: ENSNLEP00000003686), the chimp secoding methionine. Using this non-canonical start site quence was a combination of ENSEMBL and in-house
would generate the full-length protein. The translation sequence. Single nucleotide polymorphism data were
     
            ! obtained from NCBI and ENSEMBL. UNIPROT was
frame ATG start codon of the & /| ORF, but as this searched for annotated non-canonical start sites in huATG is located 76 codons downstream the resulting man proteins. The search for hairpin structures close
protein would be a truncated irisin protein.
to the start codon was done with the public tool AUG_
Although, the initial description of irisin was focused hairpin (http://wwwmgs.bionet.nsc.ru/ mgs/programs/
on mice, Boström et al. raised the hope that exoge- aug_hairpin/).
to brite AT and to identify mechanisms that can activate white to brown trans-differentiation in response to
pharmacological compounds is highly attractive in the
context of obesity treatment.
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Overexpression of FNDC5 constructs in HEK293
cells
HEK293 cells were seeded in six-well plates coated
        
  _"<*5 cells/well in
DMEM, high glucose containing 10% (vol./vol.) fetal
calf serum and 1x Pen/Strep 24 h prior to transfection.
The HEK293 cells were transfected with human or
mouse & /| cloned into pcDNA5-FRT-TO_cEGFP
expression vector (Figure S5). An additional vector
was generated by single point mutation in the naturally occurring start codon ATA of human & /| to
ATG. Transfection of HEK293 cells with 2 μg DNA
was done as described by the manufacturer using jetPRIME reagent (Polyplus). After 24 h cells were lysed
in an ice-cold lysis buffer containing 50 mmol/l Tris/
HCl (pH 7.4), 1% (vol./vol.) NP-40, 0.25% (vol./vol.)
sodium-deoxycholate, 150 mmol/l NaCl, 1 mmol/l
EDTA, 1 mmol/l Na3VO4, and protease inhibitor
cocktail (Roche). Deglycosylation of glycoproteins
in the cell lysates using PNGase F was performed as
        #     >@
Samples were analysed via SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting using standard methods. Antibodies against
irisin/FNDC5 were from Phoenix Pharmaceuticals
and against GFP from Rockland.

               vices with a cut off of 3 kDa (Millipore). Irisin protein
                   
using EIA kit from Phoenix Pharmaceuticals according to the manufacturer´s instructions.

Culture of murine C2C12 cells
C2C12 myoblasts were seeded in six-well culture dishes at a density of 1×105 cells/well and cultured to
!     |      

10% (vol./vol.) fetal calf serum (FCS). The cells were
then differentiated in DMEM containing 2% (vol./
vol.) horse serum until day 5 of differentiation and
followed by overnight starvation in DMEM without
serum.

Subcutaneous AT was obtained from healthy lean or
moderately overweight women (aged 40.4 ± 4.2 years,
BMI 28.0 ± 1.1, n = 17) undergoing plastic surgery.
Preadipocytes were isolated by collagenase digestion
of AT as previously described by our group [51]. Isolated cell pellets were resuspended in basal medium
(DMEM/F12 medium supplemented with 14 nmol/l
NaHCO3, 33 mmol/l biotin, 17 mmol/l D-panthothenic-acid and 10% (vol./vol.) FCS, pH 7.4), seeded in
six-well plates and maintained at 37°C with 5% CO2.
~              
washed and further incubated in an adipocyte differentiation medium (basal medium supplemented with

Electrical pulse stimulation
EPS was applied to fully differentiated myotubes in
six-well dishes using a C-Dish combined with a pulse generator (C-Pace 100; IonOptix). The instrument
emits bipolar stimuli to the carbon electrodes of the
C-dish, which are placed in the cell culture medium.
The human skeletal muscle cells were stimulated (1
Hz, 2 ms, 11.5 V) for 24 h after overnight starvation
 ! ½^*¾@      
directly before stimulation.

Human interval training study (endurance training)
Skeletal muscle biopsies were obtained from a subgroup of 6 untrained men (aged 40.8 ± 2.1 years; BMI:
26.1 ± 1.8 kg/m2) before and after 10 weeks of aerobic interval training (NCT00839579) [48]. Shortly,
the participants performed endurance training on a
treadmill 4 × 4 min intervals at ~90% of maximum
heart frequency (HRpeak) with 3 min active recovery
period at ~70% of HRpeak between each interval, 3
times weekly. Needle biopsies of m. vastus lateralis of
Culture of primary human skeletal muscle cells
fasting subjects were obtained at least 4 days after the
             
last training session. Total RNA was extracted using
(three males, 16, 21 and 47 years old; two females,
Trizol and RNeasy Mini kit (Qiagen).
33 and 37 years old) were supplied as proliferating
myoblasts (PromoCell, Lonza and Tebu). For an indi- Human strength training study
vidual experiment, myoblasts were seeded in six-well Seven healthy, untrained men (aged 28.3 ± 4.2 years;
culture dishes at a density of 1×105 cells/well and cul- BMI: 23.1 ± 2.4 kg/m2) participated in a strength-trai   !    !   Á   - ning program 3 times weekly for 11 weeks [32,49].
#>Á !<'   
    Before study start and at least 48 h after the last traimuscle cell growth medium supplement (PromoCell). ning session, needle biopsies were obtained from m.
            
      - trapezius. Total RNA was prepared based on a modining 2% (vol/vol) horse serum (Gibco) until day 5 of           &  
differentiation and followed by overnight starvation in and Sacchi [50].
   @
Adipocyte culture and immunodetection

Detection of irisin
Supernatants of primary human and C2C12 myotubes
were collected for 24 h in serum free medium. The
medium was centrifuged at 1,100 rpm for 5 min and
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66 nM insulin, 1 nM triiodo-L-thyronine, 100 nM cortisol, 10 mg/ml apo-transferrin, 50 mg/ml gentamycin) for 14 days. Medium was changed every 2–3 days
   ¬        
days. Adipocytes were incubated with 50 ng/ml BMP7
(R&D systems), 200 and 1000 ng/ml FNDC5 (Abnova and Phoenix), 60 and 600 ng/ml irisin (Phoenix),
and 60 and 600 ng/ml irisin (Cayman Chemical) during differentiation, respectively. Immunoblotting of
lysates was performed as described in [30]. Oxphos
antibody cocktail was provided by MitoSciences.
RNA-isolation and quantitative real-time PCR
Cells were lysed by Tripure (Roche Applied Science),
RNA was isolated and reverse-transcribed using kits
(RNeasy Mini, Omniscript Reverse Transcription,
Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
Gene expression was determined by quantitative realtime PCR using primers as described in Table S1 and
GoTaq qPCR Master Mix (Promega) with 0.016 to
20.00 ng cDNA on a cycler (Step One Plus; Applied
Biosystems). Expression of the investigated genes
was normalised to actin or GAPDH and analysed via
 ¶¶&  @

          ~      
#    {'              Man assays).
Statistics
Data are expressed as mean ± SEM. One-way ANOVA (post-hoc test: Tukey’s multiple comparison test)
and unpaired student’s t-test were used to determine

    @ ~ 
      
done using GraphPad Prism 5 considering a p-value
   *@*  
   @

Results

Start codon of FNDC5 gene is mutated in humans
A multi-species sequence alignment of the & /|
exon 1 demonstrated that & /| genes from different species like rat, mouse, gibbon, gorilla and chimp
display a conserved ATG translation start site, except
for the human sequence (Figure 1A). In contrast, at the
position of the start codon the human sequence shows
an ATA, encoding isoleucin (I), instead of the conserved ATG, encoding methionine (M). Using 5´-RACE}&      "         
For human muscle biopsy samples, total RNA was re- within the start codon as ATA in human brain and
versely transcribed into cDNA on a Gene Amp PCR skeletal muscle samples (Figure S1). According to the
9700 thermal cycler with the High Capacity cDNA current UniProt entry Q8NAU1 (Figure 1B, FNDC5_
reverse Transcription kit (Applied Biosystems Foster human_c) this is potentially a non-canonical start site
City, CA). Quantitative real-time PCR was performed and could still produce to full-length FNDC5, which
with reagents and instruments from Applied Biosys- might be later proteolytically cleaved to release irisin.
tems in the 96-well format using a 7900HT Fast instruBefore translation start, the ribosome recognizes a
ment and the SDS 2.3 software (Applied biosystems)
conserved mRNA sequence as the start site for pro[52]. Predeveloped primers and probe sets (TaqMan
tein translation, called Kozak consensus sequence
assays, Applied Biosystems) were used to analyze
(GCCXCCATGG, X=A or G). However, Kozak et al.
mRNA levels of FNDC5 (Hs00401006_m1) and larshowed that a mutated start codon to ATA, even in a
ge ribosomal protein P0 (RPLP0, Hs99999902_m1).
perfect context (GCCXCCATAG, X=A or G, Figure
Relative target mRNA expression levels were calcula1A), was highly unlikely to serve as a translation site
ted as 2-[Ct(target)-Ct(RPLP0))], thereby normalizi             ½'¾@  
ng data to endogenous control RPLP0. For expression
next in-frame downstream ATG (M, marked in red in
studies in human tissues the human FNDC5 probe set
Figure 1B) is a non-Kozak ATG and located within the
Hs00401006 from Life Technologies Corporation was
sequence that was annotated as irisin (irisin sequence
used. Total RNA samples from different human tissumarked in blue, Figure 1B). Thus, an N-terminal trunes were purchased from Clontech Laboratories, Inc.
cated FNDC5 (represented by cDNA sequences NP_
         
715637/NM_153756) and truncated irisin would be
RNA integrity was tested on an Agilent 2100 Bio- generated. In addition there are three upstream paranalyzer using Agilent RNA Nano chips. Only RNAs tial Kozak ATGs in this mRNA that are not in frame
with a RIN score of 7.5 or higher were used for analy- with the & /| open reading frame (ORF) and
sis. Synthesis of cDNA was done from 0.5 μg of each would therefore strongly reduce translation from this
total RNA preparation in a volume of 20 μl with the new start site (Figure S3). It has been experimentally
Quantitect Reverse Transcription Kit from Qiagen ac-              !  
cording to the manufacturer’s instructions. Thermal sites can be increased, if a hairpin slows down the
   }&          scanning ribosome [27], as described for FGF2 (Ficards on a ViiA7 Real Time PCR 384 well cycler and gure S4A). Based on this observation, an ATG hairpin
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program predicts if there are stem-loop structures in
an appropriate distance to the ATA [28], which would
          @     man & /| no eligible hairpin structures were found
(Figure S4B).
A comparison of the full-length human FNDC5 protein sequence published by Boström et al. (Figure
1B, FNDC5_human_o, [21]) with mRNA, expressed
sequence tags, genomic DNA and single-nucleotide

             
acids (MRR, Figure 1B) do not match human genomic DNA. We excluded that this is due to differential splicing, because 20 expressed sequence tags and
two Ref_Seq cDNAs that cover this region, perfectly
matched the annotated exon 1 region (Figure S2). We
analyzed public single-nucleotide polymorphism data,
                
altered.

& +) # # &@3%J   88  8 #        #  )J%Y\   0  
'   q"        ¦_%@     '& /|  `@   %@
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   ' ''        0 [      ` & /|¨ ¨        * V   `.
& /|¨ ¨         = .   \ {       0      [    
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   [=> J¤%="¨Y \##`@               '  
 `    {    '  0   '  %& /| *`
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& # # &@3%J 0# $$   
is not translated into protein
Nevertheless, & /| mRNA is expressed in human
tissues, predominantly in the heart, less in muscle and
brain (Figure S5). In certain cases, translation initiation can occur at codons differing from ATG by a single
nucleotide, like ATA [25]. To verify whether human
FNDC5 was translated into full-length protein with a
non-ATG initiation, the human gene was cloned into
the expression vector pcDNA5-FRT TO-cEGFP. In

addition to this vector with ATA as start codon (ATAhFNDC5-GFP), a second vector with ATG as classical
start codon (ATG-hFNDC5-GFP) (Figure S6) and as a
control murine FNDC5 (mFNDC5-GFP) was cloned.
All vectors were transfected into HEK293 cells.
Although transient transfection of HEK293 cells with
the expression vectors of mFNDC5-GFP and ATG|&!}        scence signal due to the expression of GFP-FNDC5
fusion protein, most importantly, for ATA-hFNDC5-

& V) Y &@3%J 0#  $$        8 #     /  0  )
J%Y      '    & /|     `= 0   %@%@%   ' 
& /| 00 [ &>[   '  0 & /| JY`@  '[  %@   [ 
     & /|  ' JY`\  & /|[ %@    00 [ &>JY
[  &>J Y`JVY<q '& /|<¦!   `/    '  [     0 & /|
&>0  [ %@%%@    [   & /|&>0  [  *_ !]'   '  `
/ *  [  *_ *    0  0  & /|&>`/ *  [     
[ > &  0* *   `J/Y    '* /!/"!*  [    '
!]  '      x' 0  ' 0   `        
   [      0<% `\    [     *[    .{|}}}~x`xx"`
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GFP transfected cells the signal was hardly detectable
(Figure S7A, B).
Analysing the protein level of transfected HEK293
cells revealed that the human construct with ATG as
start codon produced similar amounts of full-length
protein compared to murine FNDC5. The protein can
be detected in two distinct bands of 52 and 56 kDa
as shown by western blot analysis (Figure 2B). Fulllength FNDC5 protein seems to be glycosylated, because incubation of cell lysates with N-glycosidase F
(PNGase F) resulted in merging of the two bands into
                 _¡
kDa. In contrast, the human transcript with ATA as start
codon resulted only in 1% full-length protein as compared to ATG-hFNDC5-GFP. Instead the downstream
in-frame ATG (represented by NP_715637, starting
with MLRFIQEVN, Figure 2A (b)) was translated


   `   @    ~         cy and was apparently not glycosylated.
Additionally, at a molecular size of 36 kDa a very
weak band was detected possibly representing the second downstream ATG of human FNDC5 (aa131) or
murine FNDC5 (aa128), (Figure 2A (c), starting with
MASKNKDE, Figure 1B).

A comparison of the irisin protein levels released by
differentiated primary human skeletal muscle cells
compared to murine C2C12 cells showed substantially lower irisin protein levels in the supernatant of
human cells compared to murine cells (Figure 2C).
&@3%J      /      #mans
>/" gene expression is induced in muscle by exercise [29] and & /| gene expression was reported to
 }&<!      ½'<¾@  tion-regulated gene expression, we previously developed an in vitro contraction model using electrical pulse
stimulation (EPS) of primary human skeletal muscle
cells [30]. By using this EPS model, >/" mRNA
"
            '_  
EPS in primary human skeletal muscle cells (1.5fold,
Figure 3A). However, & /| mRNA expression was
not altered (Figure 3A). This EPS-protocol, induced a
     \^ mRNA level (encoding myosin heavy chain (MHC) isoform 1 protein,
1.6fold), while \! (encoding MHC2a) and \"
(encoding MHC2x) were unaltered (Figure 3B).
The gene expression of & /| in human muscle biopsies was examined before and after extensive and
documented training in two different cohorts. We

& ') &@3%J Z@$  /         !    
         
or strength training in humans. J%YJVY>*        [  ''    \<\ 0
!J``Y   '[ * 0    ©   <>'!]  '   J"_!
 ""`|Y`#   0   q '>/"& /|J%Y\"!^JVY[    *        
>/#J#@>/#Y`% q  [  _   .{|J%Y{"xJVY.}}~x`x"`   J
<>Y. <>`J/Y#@>/#*  '& /| q `
  '* 0   * 
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found no & /| gene activation by neither 10 weeks
of interval endurance training among 41±2 years old
males (Figure 3C) nor 11 weeks of strength training
in 28±4 years old males with normal body weight (Figure 3D).
Z  &@3%J    #/  88  
#  88   8 #   
We isolated preadipocytes from primary human subcutaneous AT and differentiated these cells to mature
adipocytes in the presence of recombinant FNDC5
(200 ng/ml), irisin (60 ng/ml) or BMP7 (50 ng/ml) as
a positive control, respectively. FNDC5 was obtained
from Abnova, which also was used by Boström et al.
[21] and Wu et al. [31]. In addition, we used recombinant FNDC5 protein obtained from Phoenix.

BMP7 potently induced a brite gene program in cultured adipocytes. Incubation with BMP7 during differentiation induced an increased expression of the ge   
       
 }}~
(3.6fold) (Figure 4A). Notably, UCP1, known as a
brite marker, was even stronger enhanced (6.4 fold,
Figure 4A). Additionally, the mRNA expression of
@/&!"½'*¾  ~    
reduced after BMP7 incubation (Figure 4A). ZIC1 is
a marker for classical brown AT of myogenic origin
in mice [20] and its expression was unaltered after
BMP7 incubation of human adipocytes (Figure 4A).
Neither recombinant FNDC5 nor irisin had an effect
on mRNA expression of >>%#? =/>" @/&!" or
ZIC1 (Figure 4A).
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In addition to UCP1, the transcription factor >/"j,
which regulates mitochondrial biogenesis, and //
(cytochrome c), an electron carrier protein of the mitochondrial electron transport chain, were both signi           }` #  
4B), while FNDC5 and irisin did not alter the mRNA
level of these targets. Even higher concentrations of
recombinant FNDC5 (1000 ng/ml) and irisin (600
ng/ml) as well as recombinant irisin obtained from a
second company (Cayman Chemical, 60 and 600 ng/
>     ¤&}!< }}~~  
(Figure S8).
The most prominent effect on UCP1 mRNA expression was observed in cells highly expressing / " ^,
a novel recently described marker of preadipocytes
which are susceptible to browning [31] (Figure 4C,
D). Our present study includes experiments with adipocytes of more than 10 different donors. Analyzing
expression of / " ^ on day 0 revealed that the donors may be clustered in a / " ^-low expressing and
a / " ^-high expressing group (Figure 4C). / " ^high expressing adipocytes were more sensitive to
BMP7-induced brite differentiation, as indicated by a

higher UCP1 induction compared to the expression of
the general differentiation marker >>%#?(Figure 4D).
In marked contrast to the gene activation by BMP7,
no effect of FNDC5 and irisin on classical brown and
brite AT markers could be observed (Figure 4A, B).
The / " ^ expression level had no impact on the
FNDC5 response of adipocytes (Figure 4D). Moreover, we monitored the protein level of all four complexes of the mitochondrial respiratory chain and the ATP
synthase to evaluate the results of the expression of
mitochondrial target genes. Incubation of adipocytes
 }`   
       
enhanced mitochondrial protein level (1.6fold), while
FNDC5 and irisin had no effect (Figure 4E, F).
In order to assess the potential induction of genes by
FNDC5 and irisin which are different from those previously measured (Figure 5), we performed a micro     "     
37 genes associated with adipocyte differentiation or
browning. Several genes were upregulated by incubation with BMP7 during differentiation including
adiponectin (% >¤), /<V>, &%V>V], leptin
(LEP), and perilipins (>¥"!] and 5) (Figure 5A).
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on vector using ATG as start codon produced similar
amounts of full-length protein compared to mouse
FNDC5. In contrast, the human transcript with ATA
as start codon resulted in only 1% full-length protein
Discussion
compared to mouse FNDC5. Instead the downstream
Targeting irisin and its downstream signaling pa- in-frame ATG (represented by the cDNA sequence
thways might represent an interesting strategy to in- NP_715637) was translated into protein. However,
crease energy expenditure in humans and to combat   ~             @
obesity by inducing browning of white AT. Due to a Using this downstream ATG, the protein has lost the
high homology between the murine and human DNA signal peptide, which leads proteins towards the secresequence, it has been speculated that translation from tory pathway, and almost 50% of the irisin sequence.
the mouse model to a human therapeutic approach is Using an optimized expression system with a strong
possible. Boström et al. stated that the cleaved and                 
released part of FNDC5, the hormone irisin, is high- the natural situation in human tissue. Our data suply conserved and identical in all mammalian species port that in humans no or only very low translation of
sequenced [21]. Indeed, the & /| gene is well con- human & /| mRNA into protein is occurring and
served between organisms with one exception repor- primarily a truncated version without signal peptide is
ted here, namely a mutation in the start codon of the produced. Consequently, irisin should not be detectable or at rather low concentrations.
human gene.
None of these genes were differentially regulated by
FNDC5 or irisin. Genes that were not regulated by
}`|&    
  @

Examining the human genomic sequence revealed that
the start from UniProt entry FNDC5/Q8NAU1 (fulllength protein as described by Boström et al. [21]) is
not matched by an ATG codon and that the upstream
conserved ATG of other species is mutated to an ATA
codon in humans. Ivanov et al. performed an algorithm based analysis of the 5’-UTRs of human Gen  { ~     !~    
humans [25]. They used sequences 5´ of the annotated
start-codon and compared these to other vertebrate sequences. In this bioinformatic analysis FNDC5 ranks
high in their list, as the 5´ human amino acid sequence
is almost identical to that in mouse.

Thus, we suggest that the human & /| gene might
be a transcribed pseudogene that has substantially lost
the ability to be translated into the full-length FNDC5
protein and possibly is unable to be processed to irisin. As a result, the mutation in the start codon of the
human & /| gene may result in low translation ef     "         
observed from primary human myotubes as compared
to murine myotubes.

Physical activity promotes a more oxidative phenotype in skeletal muscle and is characterized by increased
expression of >/" in skeletal muscle [29], which
may enhance expression of & /| [21]. Inducing
Nevertheless, Kozak et al. have shown the presence of              ~~       ½'¾@~ - cantly enhanced secretion of the well-known myokipin program predicted no eligible stem-loop structure nes interleukin-6 and vascular endothelial growth facor hairpin for human & /|. These hairpin structures tor [30]. Although using this protocol led to enhanced
               >/" expression in human myotubes, this did not
down the scanning process as helicases need time to          & /| expression.
   
resolve these structures and give the ribosome more  }{       
time to misread the codon as an ATG start codon [27]. acute exercise as shown by enhanced \/ mRNA
In higher eukaryotes non-canonical start sites are rare. level and enhanced mitochondrial content [30]. SimiA search using Uniprot and a specialized website that lar results were obtained from two different training
is based on NCBI data for annotated non-canonical cohorts. Neither 10 weeks of interval endurance traiATA start sites (http://bioinfo.iitk.ac.in), resulted in ning nor 11 weeks of strength training in healthy men
only three human genes, which are translated to the resulted in increased & /| mRNA expression in
skeletal muscle biopsies. However, strength training
protein level (Q02447, Q15561, Q99594).
                 <<
Nevertheless, to challenge this bioinformatic analysis,
myokines in m. trapezius such as plasminogen actiwe monitored the ability of the human transcript to
vator inhibitor 1, follistatin-like 1 and secreted probe translated into protein. Overexpression of human
tein, acidic and rich in cysteine [32]. Boström et al.
FNDC5 in HEK293 cells with ATA as start codon
observed enhanced & /| mRNA levels (2-fold) in
provided the conclusive proof on the protein level.
a cohort of older, obese subjects after a 10-weeks proHEK293 cells transfected with the human expressi-
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running [41] and free wheel running [21]. Several lines of evidence have suggested that bone morphogenetic proteins (BMP) induce adipose cell fate determination in mammalian cells (reviewed in [42]). BMP7
               
mesenchymal cells into the brown adipocytes lineage,
    "    !     
such as ># \" and UCP1 [7]. Embryos of BMP7
     "      
Another study showed that circulating irisin levels
AT and nearly complete absence of UCP1 expressiwere only slightly increased (about 1.2fold) after 2 or
on while adenoviral-mediated expression of BMP7 in
3 sets of double sprints after one week and not after 8
                 
weeks of exercise [34]. However, this study measured
white AT and leads to an increase in energy expenditucirculating irisin levels after exercise in human plasre [7]. Primary human adipocytes differentiated in vitma by using a commercially available ELISA kit. The
ro have a low basal level of UCP1 gene expression, as
reported irisin levels in human blood samples [34–37]
described for white AT [43]. However, incubation of
            |&   
primary human preadipocytes with BMP7 during diftranslated into full-length protein due to the non-ATG
            }}~ "
 
start codon. We recommend that these data has to be
and an even more pronounced increase in UCP1 and
considered with caution and that available ELISA/
// expression as well as enhanced mitochondrial
EIA kits have to be reappraised by other methods e.g.
content resulting in a brite phenotype of the adipocymass spectrometry analysis.
tes. Since ZIC1, a marker for classical brown adipoBoström et al. [21] and Sharma et al. [38] used Wes- cytes [20], was not altered by incubation with BMP7
tern blot analyses to detect irisin in human and murine and ># \"was barely detectable, the differentiated
serum. The antibody used by the authors was obtai- adipocytes subjected to BMP7 incubation display no
~        &!   classical brown phenotype. In addition, BMP7 incuregion of the FNDC5 protein (the peptide used for bation decreased @/&!" mRNA level, a marker for
immunization/antibody synthesis was sequenced and white adipocytes [20].
is highlighted in Figure 1C). FNDC5 is described as
Wu et al. isolated adipose progenitor cells from mua transmembrane protein with the C-terminal tail lorine subcutaneous white AT, immortalized the cells,
cated in the cytoplasm, whereas the extracellular Ngenerated clonal cell lines derived from single cells
terminal part is supposed to be cleaved and released
and analyzed the gene expression pattern of multiple
as irisin. Thus, an antibody binding to the C-terminal
cell lines after induction of differentiation and treatregion of the FNDC5 protein is unlikely to detect iri       ½^<¾@       

sin in plasma samples.
pool of progenitors within white AT that can give rise
A study with heart failure patients determined high- to cells expressing UCP1 upon an adequate stimulus.
er expression of both >/" and & /| in subjects These brown-like or “brite” cells are similar, but not
with high aerobic performance, whereas no correlation identical, to classical brown fat cells and express britewas found in patients with low aerobic performance selective genes, including a developmental transcrip½^¾@       !     "   tion factor (@q"), a component of lipid metabolism
}&<             - pathways (!^"), as well as molecules known to
ase in FNDC5 mRNA level [21] which might suggest             
         }&<     (/ ]x and / " ^). Thus, murine brite cells have a
activate the downstream target & /|. Until now, gene expression pattern distinct from either white or
only Boström et al. have reported a robust activation  ~@ &|<^`            
of & /| after exercise in humans as measured by brite adipocyte precursors and / " ^-high expresquantitative real-time PCR in skeletal muscle biopsies sing cells showed substantially elevated expression of
[21].
UCP1 after incubation with irisin-Fc and recombinant
Exercise enhanced the appearance of putative brown FNDC5 compared to / " ^-low expressing cells
adipocyte progenitor cells in brown AT [40] and was [31]. In our study we observed a ‘britening’ effect of
described as novel physiological stimulus for brow- human adipocytes after incubation with BMP7 with
ning of visceral fat in mice after controlled treadmill the most prominent effect in / " ^-high expressing
cells. However, neither recombinant FNDC5 nor the
tocol of endurance exercise [21]. However, using gene-chip probe sets Timmons et al. demonstrated that
& /| induction in skeletal muscle occurred only in
highly active elderly subjects compared to sedentary
controls (1.3fold), which were a minority of exami   @          sed & /| gene expression after aerobic exercise in
younger subjects [33].
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cleaved protein irisin triggered a brite differentiation
of adipocytes in / " ^-high- or / " ^-low-expressing cells. Our results are supported by data recently
presented at the Annual Meeting of the American Diabetes Association by Lee et al. showing that neither
FNDC5 nor irisin induces browning of human and
mouse adipocytes [44].
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Wu et al@ "      "
    
brown fat from 11 adult humans and unexpectedly
             
cells than to that of mouse classical brown cells [31].
However, the presence of classical brown AT in humans has recently been shown by three independent
groups [43,45,46]. The gene expression of classical
markers of mouse brown, brite, and white adipocytes in adult human brown AT isolated from the sup    ½_^¾      
fat [45] suggests that human brown AT might consist
of both classical brown and recruitable brite adipocytes. In addition, Lidell et al. provide evidence for
an anatomically distinguishable interscapular brown
AT depot in human infants that consists of classical
brown adipocytes [46]. When thinking about pharmaceutically targeting brown and brite AT as a therapeutic approach to counteract human obesity it is of
importance to clearly identify the developmental origin of these tissues in humans. Moreover, Cannon and
Nedergaard raised the question how certain white-like
adipocytes, which in general possess very few mitochondria, suddenly enhance their mitochondrial complement during the britening process and from where these adipocytes originate [47]. These crucial key
questions should be addressed in future studies.
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Sequence not provided by supplier
Sequence not provided by supplier
Sequence not provided by supplier
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Browning of white fat: does irisin play a role in humans?
Manuela Elsen, Silja Raschke, Jürgen Eckel
Paul-Langerhans-Group, German Diabetes Center, Duesseldorf, Germany

Abstract
The discovery of irisin as an exercise-regulated myokine inducing browning of WAT has gained interest as
a potential new strategy to combat obesity and its associated disorders, such as type 2 diabetes. However,
there are inconsistencies regarding the relevance of irisin in humans. The regulation of FNDC5 mRNA expression by exercise and contraction could not be reproduced by a number of human studies using several
exercise protocols and in vitro approaches. Furthermore, the nature of FNDC5 fragments and the presence
                     cially available ELISA kits. Most importantly, the information regarding the concentration of circulating
irisin in humans is not clear, as different studies using different kits measure irisin levels in a wide range.
|                         
cases, changes in irisin levels have been observed; they were only moderate in 10–20%. Independent of
the presence and regulation of FNDC5/irisin in humans, the application of recombinant irisin could still
 
         @          dels reveal that FNDC5/irisin has no effect on browning of the major WAT depots in humans and is likely
to selectively target a small subpopulation of adipocytes, which are located in classical BAT regions, such
as the supraclavicular adipose tissue. Thus, other candidates, such as BMP7 or CNPs, seem to be more
prominent candidates as inducers of browning in humans.
Keywords: adipocyte, diabetes, exercise, obesity, muscle

Introduction
White adipose tissue (WAT) and brown adipose tissue (BAT) exert inverse functions in that WAT stores
energy, whereas BAT, characterized by a large number of mitochondria containing uncoupling protein 1
(UCP1), mediates adaptive thermogenesis and contributes to the maintenance of body temperature. In
'**             sence of BAT in adult humans (Cypess et al. 2009, van
Marken Lichtenbelt et al. 2009, Saito et al. 2009, Virtanen et al. 2009, Zingaretti et al@'**>   
the existence of an inverse correlation between BMI
and BAT activity. These observations have aroused
considerable interest in the therapeutic potential of
brown adipocytes for inducing weight loss, and recent
         ~ "      
         "   # let et al. 2012). The classical view of brown and white
       '*<*     
Cannon/Nedergaard group describing a third type of
fat cells termed ‘brite’ (brown-in-white) adipocytes
(Petrovic et al. 2010). These cells share biochemical
features and the thermogenic potential with brown
adipocytes, but are derived from different precursor
cells (Seale et al. 2008).

The possibility to differentiate adipose stem cells into
brite adipocytes (browning of white fat) and to induce
thermogenic activation and augment energy expenditure is currently considered as an important promising approach to combat obesity and obesity-related
complications.
A novel hormone-like myokine termed irisin has
recently been described to activate such a whitetobrown shift in adipocytes (Boström et al. 2012a). As
this molecule was originally reported to be released
after physical activity, it gained huge interest as a
potential mediator of the health-promoting effects of
physical exercise. Irisin is a 112 amino acid peptide
             

protein 5 (FNDC5), a type I membrane protein which
was claimed to be upregulated by exercise training in
both mice and humans (Boström et al. 2012a). When
writing this review, more than 100 papers dealing
with irisin have been found in PubMed. However, the
physiological role and the potential therapeutic value
of irisin have remained highly controversial. In this
review, we analyzed the current literature regarding
exercise regulation and the functional impact of irisin
in humans. We conclude that: i) the nature and con-
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Thus, exercise intervention is likely to have no effect
on classical BAT in rodents. Regarding the browning
of WAT, an increase in the number of mitochondria
     "
    !    
 
the visceral epididymal WAT of mice have been de     "   #ª et al. 2011). Another
study
carried out on rats also observed induction of
Impact of exercise on browning of
UCP1 expression in the visceral but not the subcutawhite adipose tissue
neous WAT after 3 weeks of training (Roca-Rivada
As noticed before, the exercise-regulated myokine et al. 2013). Boström et al. (2012a) demonstrated the
   
          most prominent effect of exercise on the subcutaneous
exercise and the promotion of WAT browning (Bo- WAT and the data obtained were in contrast to the two
ström et al. 2012a). It is well known that the transcrip- above-mentioned studies.
     }&<        
response to exercise in rodents and humans (Goto et In addition to these studies on rodents, a potential inal. 2000, Pilegaard et al. 2003). Therefore, transge- duction of WAT browning in response to exercise renic mice overexpressing Pgc1a (Ppargc1a) in skeletal         @~   
muscle can be used as an exercise model (Boström et performing a 12-week training intervention in humans
al. 2012a). Interestingly, these transgenics exhibited could not detect any alterations in WAT. Thus, ex         !     
increased expression of the brown marker genes Ucp1 
and cell death-inducing DFFA-like effector A (Cidea) genes, such as UCP1 and PRDM16, were not signionly in the inguinal depot, suggesting that muscle              
activity promotes remodeling of subcutaneous WAT. the intervention (Norheim et al. 2014). Hence, studies
Indeed, UCP1 expression was also strongly upregula- assessing the impact of exercise on WAT browning in
                
ted in the subcutaneous inguinal depot of mice after 3 
WAT
depot
that undergoes remodeling in response to
weeks of wheel running.
exercise. Furthermore, the browning of WAT in resFrom a physiological point of view, the induction of ponse to exercise has not yet been demonstrated in
brown-like fat in response to exercise appears to be humans and, hence, further studies in humans are nesurprising due to several factors. First, exercise itself cessary.
is an energy-consuming process and skeletal muscle is
supplied with energy sources from other organs, such
as free fatty acids released from WAT during physi- Exercise regulation of FNDC5 mRNA
cal activity. In this context, Kelly (2012) raised the
in skeletal muscle - in vivo studies
question as to why physical activity would induce a
program that burns fat stores, which are needed for the In the initial report by Boström et al. (2012a), irisin is
exercising muscle. Secondly, it has been discussed by         }&<!      " Cannon & Nedergaard (2004) that there should be a cise-responsive myokine. This conclusion was based
diminished demand for non-shivering thermogenesis             Fndc5 mRNA leduring exercise, as heat is generated by skeletal mu- vels from mice after 3 weeks of free wheel running
scle contraction. In accordance, several studies on rats were enhanced compared with sedentary mice (about
have demonstrated that treadmill running has no effect 2.8-fold). Moreover, enhanced Fndc5 expression
on Ucp1 mRNA levels in BAT (Scarpace et al. 1994, was accompanied by increased Pgc1a mRNA levels
Segawa et al. 1998, De Matteis et al. 2013) as well as (about 2.5-fold). Additionally, the expression levels of
on BAT mass (Segawa et al. 1998). The interscapular FNDC5 and PGC1A were examined in muscle biopBAT of the Pgc1a transgenic mice used by Boström sies from human subjects before and after 10 weeks
et al. (2012a) was also not altered when compared of endurance training. Expression of both genes was
with WT mice. Furthermore, even a trend toward a enhanced after the training session (about twofold)
decrease in Ucp1 mRNA expression in BAT has been (Bostro¨m et al. 2012a).
observed in rats after 3 weeks of endurance exercise
After this initial description of FNDC5 and irisin
(Roca-Rivada et al. 2013). By contrast, only one stuas exercise-regulated proteins in mice and humans,
dy demonstrated that treadmill exercise training of
FNDC5 mRNA expression in skeletal muscle was
mice leads to enhanced expression of certain brown
analyzed in several human exercise cohorts (Table 1).
  !    
  ~ #ª et al. 2011).
centration of circulating FNDC5 fragments remain
unclear and ii) irisin has no effect on major WAT depots in humans and may only target a small subpopulation of adipocytes.
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Intriguingly, most of these studies performed in humans failed to reproduce enhanced FNDC5 mRNA
levels after exercise. The upregulation of FNDC5 in
skeletal muscle by exercise was only demonstrated in
four out of 15 studies, including the study by Bostro¨m
et al. In this context, they reported the most prominent
increase in FNDC5 mRNA expression after exercise
(twofold) (Boström et al. 2012a), whereas three other
studies reported only a moderate increase of 1.3- to
1.4-fold (Timmons et al. 2012, Pekkala et al. 2013,
Norheim et al. 2014).
Timmons et al@#'*<'>         ce a substantial training-induced increase in FNDC5
expression, neither in young men after endurance
training nor in a different cohort (20–80 years old
subjects) after resistance training. However, it is possible that FNDC5 mRNA expression can be induced
by exercise in a subset of individuals, as older active

subjects had a 30% higher FNDC5 expression than sedentary control subjects, while no difference was observed in younger subjects (Timmons et al. 2012). As
|&            }&<!   
(Boström et al. 2012a), this early study by Timmons
et al. (2012) has been criticized for including exercise intervention studies without reported induction of
PGC1A expression in muscle (Boström et al. 2012b).
 }&<         "    "        @
In line with this suggestion, exercise intervention studies reporting increased muscle PGC1A expression
would potentially clarify the relation between FNDC5
and PGC1A mRNA expression in skeletal muscle. Recently, Norheim et al. (2014) compared the effects of
acute and chronic exercise and assessed the correlation between PGC1A and FNDC5 expression in these
exercise types. Therefore, a cohort of 13 sedentary

Table 1: Human exercise cohorts analyzed for FNDC5 mRNA expression in skeletal muscle after different modes of
exercise
Study
(reference)

Patients/subjects

n

Exercise
mode

Intervention

Main results

Boström et al.
2012a

Healthy adults

8

A

10 weeks of supervised
endurance training

2fold increase of FNDC5 mRNA expression in muscle

Besse-Patin et
al. 2014

Obese, non-diabetic
subjects

11

A

8 weeks of supervised
endurance training

No change of FNDC5 mRNA expression
in muscle

Kurdiova et al.
2014

Sedentary, obese
individuals

16

A

12 week strength/endurance training

No change of FNDC5 mRNA expression
in muscle

Sedentary vs
Trained

7 vs
8

B

1h 75% of maximal capacity

No change of FNDC5 mRNA expression
in muscle

Normoglycaemic,
sedentary men

13

A

12 week combined endurance and strength training

1.4fold increase of FNDC5 mRNA expression in muscle

Normoglycaemic,
sedentary men

13

B

45 min cycling at 70% VO2
max

No change of FNDC5 mRNA expression
in muscle

Healthy, untrained
male

17

B

1 hour acute low intensity
aerobic exercise

No change of FNDC5 mRNA expression
in muscle

Healthy, young male

10

B

single resistance exercise
bout

1.4fold increase of FNDC5 mRNA expression in muscle

Healthy, old male

10

B

single resistance exercise
bout

No change of FNDC5 mRNA expression
in muscle

Healthy, untrained
middle-aged male

9

A

21 weeks combined
endurance and resistance
exercise

No change of FNDC5 mRNA expression
in muscle

Young, sedentary
males

6

A

10 weeks of aerobic interval
training

No change of FNDC5 mRNA expression
in muscle

Young, sedentary
males

7

A

11 weeks of strength
training

No change of FNDC5 mRNA expression
in muscle

Young sedentary
males)

24

A

6 weeks intense endurance
cycling

No change of FNDC5 mRNA expression
in muscle

20-80 years old
subjects

43

A

20 weeks supervised resistance exercise study

No change of FNDC5 mRNA expression
in muscle

Young vs older
sedentary and agematched endurance
trained

10 vs
10

-

-

1.3fold increase of FNDC5 mRNA expression in muscle of older trained compared
to older sedentary subjects

Norheim et al.
2014

Pekkala et al.
2013

Raschke et al.
2013

Timmons et al.
2012

A: long-term exercise intervention; B: acute exercise
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men, aged 40–65 years, underwent a 12-week intervention of combined endurance and strength training.
Muscle biopsies were taken after an acute endurance
workload, both before (acute) and after (chronic) the
12-week intervention period. Interestingly, after 12
weeks of exercise, PGC1A was slightly activated (1.2fold) and FNDC5 mRNA levels were additionally
increased (1.4-fold) (Norheim et al. 2014), being in
line with the initial report by Boström et al. However,
acute exercise intervention performed by the same
subjects gave different results. Regardless of the prominent increase in PGC1A mRNA levels (7.4-fold),
FNDC5 mRNA expression levels did not differ at all
(Norheim et al. 2014). Prominent effects on PGC1A
mRNA expression have also been described in other
acute exercise cohorts (twofold and fourfold (Pekkala
et al. 2013)), whereas chronic exercise had a moderate effect (1.2-fold (Norheim et al. 2014) and 1.5-fold
(Boström et al. 2012a)).
In conclusion, the regulation of FNDC5 expression
by exercise could not be reproduced by the majority
of studies performed in humans (Table 1). Furthermore, even a strong increase in gene expression of the
transcriptional coactivator PGC1A occurring after
acute exercise does not necessarily lead to an activation of FNDC5 expression (Pekkala et al. 2013, Norheim et al. 2014).

model is well established and primary human myotubes subjected to EPS are characterized by enhanced
PGC1A mRNA expression, enhanced mitochondrial
biogenesis as well as enhanced secretion of the wellknown myokines IL6 and VEGFA (Lambernd et al.
'*<'>@      }{        

model rather than acute exercise as shown by the enhanced MYH1 mRNA level and enhanced mitochondrial content (Lambernd et al. 2012, Raschke et al.
2013). Similar to the results obtained with exercise
mimetics, FNDC5 mRNA expression was not signi              
EPS, although PGC1A "
      
increased (Raschke et al. 2013).
To sum up, all of these in vitro studies performed with
primary human skeletal muscle cells failed to demonstrate an increase in FNDC5 expression using several approaches to mimic exercise in vitro. The lack of
}&<    
       
of augmented FNDC5 expression can be excluded, as
PGC1A   "          
in all models.
Taken all described human in vivo and in vitro studies
together, discussing all these discrepancies between
PGC1A activation and FNDC5 mRNA expression,
Norheim et al. (2014) speculated that FNDC5 is not
   }&<         
in skeletal muscle in vivo via secondary mechanisms.

The initial characterization of a candidate myokine
is frequently limited to the detection of mRNA expression in skeletal muscle tissue, as it has also been
          }&< |& done for FNDC5. Moreover, determination of gene
expression in human skeletal muscle cells, in vitro expression or protein level in skeletal muscle biopsies
studies were performed on primary human myotubes
                   
(Besse-Patin et al. 2014, Raschke et al. 2013, Nor- muscle contains extended layers of connective tissues,
heim et al. 2014).
capillaries, and nerve cells among others. Thus, gene
Treatment of primary human myotubes with drugs mi- expression studies must be followed by the detection
micking the activation of exercise signaling pathways,               
      
          -    @@     
cantly increased PGC1A expression. However, this etal muscle tissue sections. Finally, for full validation
induction of PGC1A mRNA expression was not ac- of a protein as a myokine, secretion from skeletal mucompanied by enhanced FNDC5 expression. Indeed, scle cells has to be demonstrated.
FNDC5 mRNA was reduced after incubating the myotubes for 24 h with these exercise mimetics (Norheim
et al. 2014). In line with this, a second study also de- Exercise regulation of circulating iri          FNDC5 expressi- sin in humans
on levels in primary human myotubes challenged with
Key points in the study by Boström et al. (2012a)
ionomycin and forskolin (Besse-Patin et al. 2014).
were that the irisin fragment was present in the plasma
To circumvent exercise mimetics as an in vitro exer- of mouse and and humans and that circulating levels
cise model, electrical pulse stimulation (EPS) has been were enhanced following exercise, as observed for
performed to induce muscle contraction in vitro. This skeletal muscle FNDC5 expression in this study (Bo-

Exercise regulation of FNDC5 mRNA
in skeletal muscle: in vitro models
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ström et al. 2012a). The presence of irisin protein in
plasma was based on Western blots using an antibody
which detects the transmembrane segment of FNDC5
and thus would fail to detect the C-terminally cleaved,
secreted irisin fragment (Erickson 2013; Raschke et
al. 2013). However, later on, several ELISA assays to
detect circulating irisin became commercially available and were used to quantify irisin concentrations in
human exercise studies (Table 2).
Using these ELISA kits, some of these human studies
reported moderately increased serum irisin levels after exercise intervention. Thus, Kraemer et al. (2014)
reported transiently elevated circulating irisin levels
in response to moderate aerobic exercise during the
     "   #'*   > #   et
al@'*<_>@       et al. (2012)
observed a moderate increase in circulating irisin level
30 min after a sprint running session (18% increase)
(Huh et al. 2012) and Norheim et al. (2014) demonstrated slightly increased irisin levels after 45 min cycling (20% increase) (Norheim et al. 2014). In contrast
to FNDC5 mRNA data, enhanced circulating irisin levels were found in acute exercise studies rather than in
long-term training studies.

Impact of irisin on WAT browning
The idea of irisin as an exercise-regulated myokine
in humans and the physiological role of exercise-mediated browning of WAT have been discussed in the
previous section. Independent of the potential regulation of circulating irisin and skeletal muscle FNDC5
expression in response to acute or chronic exercise,
the functionality of irisin in humans remains to be elucidated. Boström et al. (2012a) initially demonstrated
that recombinant irisin and FNDC5 induce browning
of WAT-derived murine preadipocytes in vitro. In the
 "            
against obesity and its associated metabolic diseases,
it is crucial to prove that irisin has an effect on whiteto-brown transition in human cell models. Therefore,
functional studies investigating the potency of irisin
as an inducer of browning, performed in rodents and
humans, will be discussed in this section.

~         }&<!   "  !
regulated proteins/myokines in mice, Boström et al.
(2012a) assessed their potential as inducers of brow      |&        te. To study browning of WAT in vitro, murine preadipocytes were isolated from the inguinal fat depot
Despite these three reports, 12 out of 15 studies failed and treated with commercially available recombinant
to demonstrate that exercise affects circulating irisin FNDC5 (Abnova, Taiwan, China) during adipogenic
levels in humans, neither after an acute bout of exer- differentiation. The inguinal depot is regarded as a
cise nor after chronic exercise training (Huh et al. subcutaneous and generally white fat depot, but has
2012, Aydin et al. 2013, Hecksteden et al. 2013, Mo- a high ability to undergo browning in response to a
raes et al. 2013, Pekkala et al. 2013, Kurdiova et al. cold environment (Walden et al. 2012) and hormonal
2014, Norheim et al. 2014). Recently, Hecksteden et stimuli such as BMP7 (Schulz et al. 2011). Treatment
al. (2013) have published a randomized control trial of primary murine subcutaneous preadipocytes with
and focused on the serum irisin concentrations. Sub- 20 nM recombinant FNDC5 increased the expression
jects performed two guideline-conforming training of the BAT marker genes Ucp1, Cidea, and Pgc1a as
interventions, either endurance or strength endurance well as oxygen consumption as a functional readout

'  @    
!   (Boström et al. 2012a). By contrast, FNDC5 failed to
              - enhance brown marker genes in classical brown adipomed (Hecksteden et al. 2013). Interestingly, although cytes isolated from the interscapular depot, suggesting
Norheim et al. (2014) observed an increased expressi !   !      |&@ 
on of PGC1A and FNDC5 after 12 weeks of exercise,              
this was not translated into chronically increased le- in vivo, as high-fat diet-induced obesity was reduced
vels of irisin in plasma and training for 12 weeks even by adenoviral-mediated overexpression of FNDC5 in
tended to reduce irisin levels.
mice (Boström et al. 2012a).
Summarizing the above-mentioned ELISA results, the
current data provide equivocal results for regulation
            "  @    
studies reported slightly increased irisin levels after
acute exercise, while the majority of studies failed to
reproduce the results obtained by Boström et al. (summarized in Table 2).

The idea of a tissue-dependent impact of FNDC5
on browning was further elucidated by a second study from the same group. They proposed that brite
or beige adipocytes display a distinct subpopulation
within white adipose tissue and are highly responsive
!          
adipocytes (Wu et al. 2012). In this context, CD137
(TNFRSF9) and TMEM26         ve cell surface marker genes highly expressed in bri-
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Table 2: Human exercise cohorts analyzed for circulating irisin levels after different modes of exercise.
Study
(reference)

Patients/subjects

n

Exercise
mode

Intervention

Main result

Boström et al.
2012a

Healthy adults

8

A

10 weeks of supervised endurance training

WB with Abnova antibody -> does not
detect irisin

Hecksteden et
al. 2013

Healthy adults:
control aerobic
training strength
training

A
39
23
40

26 weeks of supervised aerobic
endurance or strength endurance
training

No change in circulating irisin levels
between groups

Huh et al.
2012

Young, moderately
trained, healthy
males

15

B

1 week of exercise (2-3 sets of
two 80-m sprints)


     

induced (18%) 30 min after the exercise

Young, moderately
trained, healthy
males

15

A

8 weeks of exercise (three times
a week, 2-3 sets of two 80-m
sprints)

No change in circulating irisin levels

Kraemer et al.
2014

Healthy, young
male

7

B

90 min treadmill exercise


     
induced (20%) by 54 min exercise

Kurdiova et al.
2014

Sedentary vs
Trained

7 vs
8

B

1h 75% of maximal capacity

No change in circulating irisin levels

Moraes et al.
2013

Hemodialysis
patients

26

A

6 months supervised resistance
exercise

No change in circulating irisin levels

Norheim et al.
2014

Normoglycaemic,
sedentary men

13

A

12 week combined endurance
and strength training

No change in or trend to reduced circulating irisin levels

Normoglycaemic,
sedentary men

13

B

45 min cycling at 70% VO2 max

1.2fold increase in circulating irisin
levels directly after exercise

Healthy, untrained
male

17

B

1 hour acute low intensity aerobic
exercise

No change in circulating irisin levels

Healthy, young
male

14

B

single resistance exercise bout

No change in circulating irisin levels

Healthy, young
male

10

B

single resistance exercise bout

No change in circulating irisin levels

Healthy, untrained
middle-aged male

9

A

21 weeks heavy-intensity endurance exercise

No change in circulating irisin levels

Healthy, untrained
middle-aged male

9

A

21 weeks combined endurance
and resistance exercise

No change in circulating irisin levels

obese males vs
healthy males

7 vs
7

B

45 min of moderate outdoor running (5.5 km/45 min)

No change in circulating irisin levels

Pekkala et al.
2013

Aydin et al.
2013



A: long-term exercise intervention; B: acute exercise

te adipocytes, but with a low expression in classical
brown and white adipocytes. Interestingly, CD137sorted cells from the stromal vascular fraction isolated
from the inguinal depot of mice display a strong browning response toward 20 nM FNDC5 (Abnova) or 100
    
  !@      
cells expressing CD137 to a lesser extent did not show
       |&  !
indicating that only a subpopulation of preadipocytes
isolated from the subcutaneous depot, which highly
express CD137, is responsible for the browning effect
of irisin (Wu et al. 2012).
Another study using murine 3T3-L1 adipocytes and
primary rat adipocytes also observed a white-tobrown shift after exposure to 20 nM recombinant
irisin, which was produced in yeast using the human
irisin cDNA sequence (Zhang et al. 2014). Notably,
the irisin-mediated increase in Ucp1 mRNA expres-

sion was higher in 3T3-L1 adipocytes compared with
primary rat adipocytes (sevenfold vs fourfold), indicating potential differences in the action of irisin between species. Unfortunately, CD137 expression was
not assessed in this study. In line with these results in
murine and rat cell systems, a third study demonstrated the impact of irisin on browning of murine WAT.
Treatment of primary murine preadipocytes isolated
from the inguinal depot with 20 nM of a commercially
available FNDC5 peptide (Abcam, ab117436) enhanced the expression of Ucp1 and other brown marker
genes (Shan et al. 2013). However, the synthetic peptide from Abcam used for this study corresponds to
the C-terminal region of human FNDC5 and comprises the amino acids 149–178. This peptide is a part
of the transmembrane domain and does not share any
sequences with the irisin fragment, which comprises
amino acids 32–143 (UniProt entry Q8NAU1). There-
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fore, the results observed by Shan et al. (2013) with
this peptide are surprising and not related to the irisin
fragment.
Summarizing the current data assessing the role of irisin in rodents, there is evidence for an impact of irisin
on the browning of WAT. However, the function of
irisin has not yet been validated in a human cell system and remains unclear. In addition to the previously
described lineage-selective effect of FNDC5, potential differences in the molecular signature of adipose
tissue depots between mice and humans have been
proposed. Thus, Wu et al. (2012) observed that human adipose tissue from the supraclavicular region,
and proven to be BAT positive by [18F]FDG-PET/CT,
shares the molecular signature of murine beige adipose tissue rather than murine classical BAT with a
myogenic origin (Wu et al. 2012). However, three recent studies have provided evidence for the existence
of classical brown adipocytes in humans, suggesting
that the human neck adipose tissue depot is composed of both classical and brite adipocytes (Cypess et
al. 2013, Jespersen et al. 2013, Lidell et al. 2013). In
conclusion, these studies raise the question of whether
results about browning obtained in murine models can
be extrapolated to the human situation.

Relevance of irisin as an inducer of
browning in humans
Studies investigating the functionality of FNDC5 and/
or irisin in humans are rare and criticism has been
raised regarding the relevance of irisin in humans. In
this context, primary human preadipocytes isolated
from the subcutaneous depot of different donors did
not exhibit browning in response to irisin or FNDC5
(Raschke et al. 2013). The effects of three different
recombinant proteins obtained from several sources
(Phoenix, Abnova, and Caymen Chemicals) were
compared in this study to exclude any potential differences between the suppliers. However, none of the
proteins were able to induce browning, even when applied at high concentrations (1000 ng/ml for FNDC5
and 600 ng/ml for irisin). Moreover, preadipocytes isolated from donors highly expressing CD137
strongly induced the browning program in response
to BMP7, while no response toward irisin or FNDC5
was observed (Raschke et al. 2013).
Until recently, this was the sole study assessing the
direct effect of FNDC5/irisin on browning in primary
human adipocytes. More recently, a second study was
published investigating the potency of FNDC5 to in-

duce browning in primary human adipocytes from different depots. Lee et al. (2014) demonstrated a strong
induction of several brown marker genes in primary
human adipocytes isolated from neck biopsies after
FNDC5 treatment for 6 days. Moreover, FNDC5 treatment of neck adipocytes increased basal and uncoupled oxygen consumption rates and FNDC5-treated
cells were able to respond to b-adrenergic stimulation,
a crucial feature of brown adipocyte functionality. As
the myogenic marker ZIC1 was not detectable, these
neck adipocytes represent brite adipocytes rather than
the classical brown ones. Interestingly, the effect of
FNDC5 was only marginal or completely absent in
primary adipocytes isolated from the subcutaneous
and omental depots (Lee et al. 2014). In line with
the study by Raschke et al. (2013), adipocytes from
the subcutaneous depot do not appear to be able to
       |&  @ 
explanation could be the low expression of the brite     
 TMEM26 and CD137 in the
subcutaneous depot compared with deep neck adipose
tissue depots (Cypess et al. 2013, Lee et al. 2014).
However, high CD137 expression in human subcutaneous adipose tissue was not associated with a browning effect of FNDC5/irisin (Raschke et al. 2013).
The current data dealing with the effect of FNDC5/irisin on browning in humans lead to the suggestion that
the sensitivity toward FNDC5/irisin is potentially dependent on the adipocyte lineage and in consequence
the adipose tissue depot and the species (Fig. 1). Thus,
FNDC5/irisin does not activate classical brown adipocytes (Boström et al. 2012a) and has no effect on pure
white adipocytes (Wu et al. 2012, Raschke et al. 2013,
Lee et al. 2014). It is likely that only a small subpopulation of adipocytes, which are highly expressing bri!                
(Wu et al. 2012). In this case, the relevance of irisin
in humans and its potency as a pharmacological agent
to treat obesity is questionable, as the major human
adipose tissue depots (subcutaneous and omental)
are pure white depots with a low expression of brite           
FNDC5/irisin treatment. Probably, a subpopulation of
cells present in deep neck adipose tissue from humans,
which is suggested to be composed of classical brown
and brite adipocytes, responds to FNDC5/irisin. However, the contribution of these cells to whole-body
energy expenditure is not clearly determined. Moreover, other candidates seem to be more promising and
have been shown to induce browning in human subcutaneous adipocytes, such as CNPs (Bordicchia et al.
2012) or BMP7 (Schulz et al. 2011, Elsen et al. 2014).
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Figure 1: Classical brown adipocytes share a developmental origin with skeletal muscle cells and are derived from Myf5+
precursor cells. BMP7 is involved in lineage determination as well as differentiation of classical brown adipocytes which
express UCP1 and myogenic markers like ZIC1, while irisin does not promote classical brown adipocyte differentiation.
White adipocytes develop from Myf5- precursor and give also rise to beige adipocytes in response to certain stimuli, such
as BMP7. Only a subpopulation of white precursor cells, potentially characterized by high expression of beige markers
such as CD137 and TMEM26, is likely to undergo browning in response to irisin, as proposed by Wu et al. (2012). (+),
    ''  .J®Y ''  `

As irisin has initially been described to protect against
diet-induced weight gain, mediated by browning of
In addition to the discovery of irisin as an exerciseWAT and thus increased energy expenditure, many
regulated myokine, which induced browning of WAT,
studies have investigated the correlation of circulaBoström et al@ #'*<'>         
ting irisin with obesity in humans. In line with the
effects of irisin on whole-body metabolism. Thus,
suggested protective role of the myokine irisin in the
adenoviral-mediated FNDC5 overexpression led to
development of obesity, negative correlations of cirbrowning of WAT in lean mice as well as diet-induculating irisin levels with the BMI have been reported
ced obese mice. In addition, a moderate increase in
in humans (Aydin et al. 2013, Choi et al. 2013, Morecirculating irisin levels by threefold augmented enerno-Navarrete et al. 2013, Polyzos et al. 2014). Howegy expenditure, reduced the body weight gain under
ver, controversy exists regarding the relation between
high-fat diet, and improved dietinduced insulin resisirisin levels and the BMI. Several studies reported a
tance (Boström et al. 2012a). These results suggested
positive correlation of serum irisin levels with BMI
a potential protective role of irisin in the development
(Liu et al. 2013, Stengel et al. 2013, Crujeiras et al.
of type 2 diabetes, one of the major obesity-associated
2014a, Liu et al. 2014, Park et al. 2014) or could not
metabolic diseases. In order to investigate the relevandetect a change in circulating irisin in obesity (Huh
ce of irisin in humans, many clinical studies have foet al. 2012, Gouni-Berthold et al. 2013, Kurdiova et
cused on the relation between circulating irisin levels
al. 2014). This could be related to different populatiand metabolic parameters and diseases. The following
ons analyzed in the different studies, as some include
section will give a comprehensive overview about the
obese subjects without metabolic disorders whereas
correlation of circulating irisin with metabolic paraothers enclose obese patients with metabolic diseases
meters in humans and highlight existing discrepancies
such as type 2 diabetes.
(Table 3).

Role of irisin in metabolic diseases
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However, recent intervention studies provide evidence
for a positive correlation between BMI and circulating
               ti-obesity effect of irisin. The earliest intervention study by Huh et al. (2012) assessed morbidly obese subjects undergoing gastric banding or gastric bypass and
blood samples were collected at baseline and 6 months
   @             
weight loss after 6 months, which was accompanied
by decreased circulating irisin levels. These lower irisin levels were attributed to a lower fat-free mass and
decreased FNDC5 mRNA expression in skeletal muscle (Huh et al. 2012). However, the reduction of fat
mass was not analyzed as a factor causing lower circulating irisin levels. The recent observation that irisin is
not only a myokine but also an adipokine (Roca-Rivada et al. 2013) raises the question if circulating irisin
can be solely attributed to skeletal muscle. Moreover,
secretion of irisin is higher from WAT of diet-induced
obese rats compared with lean controls (Roca-Rivada
et al. 2013), suggesting that adipose tissue, especially
in states of obesity, represents an important source of
irisin besides skeletal muscle. Two other interventi-

onal studies, both with 8 weeks of hypocaloric diet,
observed decreased irisin levels after weight loss (de
la Iglesia et al. 2013, Crujeiras et al. 2014b). In addition to a positive association between irisin and BMI,
irisin has been described to be positively associated
with waist circumference and fat mass. (Crujeiras et
al. 2014a). In summary, there is stronger evidence for
a positive correlation of circulating irisin with adiposi  @            
it is not clear which organ is the major source of irisin.
Besides the association of irisin with obesity, many
studies assessed the regulation of irisin in type 2 diabetes and other metabolic diseases. Similar to the
               
been discussed above, controversy exists. While some
studies reported decreased irisin levels in type 2 diabetic subjects compared with lean subjects (Choi et al.
2013, Liu et al. 2013, Kurdiova et al. 2014) and a ne     ~!     
levels in girls (Al-Daghri et al. 2013), other studies demonstrated a positive correlation of circulating irisin
 ~!#}et al. 2013, Ebert et al. 2014a).

Table 3: Correlation of circulating irisin with metabolic parameters
Metabolic parameter

Correlation with circulating irisin

reference

BMI

Pos. correlation (T2DM cohort)

Liu et al. 2014

T2DM

Pos. correlation (non-diabetics)

Liu et al. 2013

Pos. correlation (cross-sectional)

Park et al. 2014

Pos. correlation

Stengel et al. 2013

Pos. correlation

Crujeiras et al. 2014a

    

De Iglesia et al. 2013

Neg. correlation (non-diabetics)

Moreno-Navarette et al. 2013

Neg. correlation

Choi et al. 2013

 



Polyzos et al. 2014

 



Aydin et al. 2013

No correlation

Huh et al. 2012

No correlation

Gouni-Berthold et al. 2013


!"$ 



Choi et al. 2013

!"$ 



Liu et al. 2013

!"$ 
GDM

Kurdiova et al. 2014

!"$ 

   !"$

&'"$ '"$

Park et al. 2013

MetS

$ ? 

HOMA-IR

Pos. correlation

Park et al. 2013

Pos. correlation

Ebert et al. 2014a

Neg. correlation (girls)

Al-Daghri et al. 2013

No difference (NAFLD obese vs. obese)

Polyzos et al. 2013

@JZ["

Zhang et al. 2013

]"  

Wen et al. 2013

]" ^]" _

Ebert et al. 2014a

NAFLD

CKD



Liu et al. 2014
Ebert et al. 2014b

T2DM: Type 2 diabetes; GDM: gestational diabetes mellitus; MetS: Metabolic syndrome; HOMA-IR: homeostasis model
assessment-estimated insulin resistance; NAFLD: Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease; CKD: Chronic kidney disease.
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In line, increased irisin levels were found in subjects
with metabolic syndrome (Park et al. 2013) and higher circulating irisin concentrations have been reported in mothers with prior gestational diabetes (GDM)
compared with those without prior GDM (Ebert et al.
2014b). Besides, reduced circulating irisin levels have
been demonstrated in patients with chronic kidney disease (CKD) (Zhang et al. 2013) and non-alcoholic
fatty liver disease (NAFLD) (Wen et al. 2013, Ebert
et al. 2014a).
In addition to the different study populations, the different assays used to detect irisin may be a reason for
these controversial results. Criticism regarding the reliability of commercially available irisin/FNDC5 antibodies and non-validated ELISA kits has already been
raised (Erickson 2013). In this context, we summarized the cohort, the irisin concentrations measured,
and the assay used in each study to gain an overview
about the range of detected irisin concentrations (Supplementary Table 1, see section on supplementary data
given at the end of this article). Interestingly, there is
a wide range of irisin concentrations measured, from
very low concentrations of 38.86 ± 2.48 pg/ml (Choi
et al. 2013) to relatively high concentrations of 2157.9
± 600.7 ng/ml (Moreno-Navarrete et al. 2013) in lean
individuals. The concentrations measured in these different studies differ strongly, with about 50 000 times
higher concentrations measured in the study by Moreno-Navarette et al. compared with those values originating from Choi et al. This tremendous difference
between the circulating irisin concentrations indicates
that at least some of the available ELISAs are unspe     !      teins present in serum and plasma. Moreover, striking
differences are observed even when using the same kit
(Supplementary Table 1).

Is the irisin fragment present in humans?
Based on the huge variation in the current studies assessing circulating irisin concentrations in humans,
the physiological circulating irisin levels in humans
remain unclear. Moreover, the term irisin is often incorrectly and indistinctly used with FNDC5. The secretion mechanism of irisin by extracellular cleavage
of FNDC5 proposed by Boström et al. (2012a) and
the presence of a 12.6 kDa irisin fragment (theoretical molecular weight of the irisin chain amino acids
32–142 according to UniProt entry Q8NAU1) in the
circulation has not been proven. As mentioned previously, for the initial description of irisin. an antibody

raised against a peptide corresponding to amino acids
149–178 and thus mainly located in the transmembrane domain was used (Erickson 2013, Raschke et al.
2013). This antibody (ab117436, Abcam) is not predicted to detect irisin and is no longer available at Abcam. Nevertheless, a band of 22 kDa was designated
to irisin, which was detected in western blot of deglycosylated cell media from HEK293 cells transfected
with FNDC5 (Boström et al. 2012a). This molecular
  ''|        !  
FNDC5 (23.7 kDa, according to Q8NAU1) than irisin
#<'@|  >        
with the used antibody. A later study by Roca-Rivada
et al. (2013) used two different antibodies, one solely
against full-length FNDC5 (Abcam, raised against
amino acids 149–178) and the other also detecting
the irisin fragment (Phoenix Pharmaceuticals, raised
against amino acids 42–142), to discriminate between
these two proteins. With both antibodies, a band of 25
kDa was observed in conditioned media from rat skeletal muscle corresponding to full-length FNDC5. Interestingly, no additional band at the predicted lower
molecular weight of irisin was observed with the antiirisin antibody (Roca-Rivada et al. 2013), questioning
the release of the initially described irisin fragment.
Recently, a mass spectrometry approach has been
used to clarify the identity of FNDC5-immunoreactive bands in human serum samples, which underwent
deglycosylation. Several bands were observed with an
anti-FNDC5 antibody from Abcam (ab131390) detecting both FNDC5 and the irisin fragment; but exclusively in a band of 24 kDa, a unique peptide located
                        
|&
fragments of FNDC5 (Lee et al. 2014). Unfortunately,
this band was also designated as the irisin fragment,
although the molecular weight is 24 kDa and the band
could also represent other forms of FNDC5. Summarizing these studies, it remains unclear which fragments
of FNDC5 are present in the circulation of humans.
Additionally, sequence differences between species
have been reported. FNDC5 has already been described in 2011 to contain a non-canonical ATG start
codon in humans (Ivanov et al. 2011). In line, multispecies alignment of the FNDC5 exon 1 revealed that
the canonical ATG start site is conserved in mouse,
rat, gorilla, and chimp, but displays a mutation in the
human sequence to ATA (Raschke et al. 2013). In vitro               cy of full-length FNDC5 is strikingly reduced in this
case and in consequence also the release of FNDC5
fragments. Usage of the next in-frame ATG as an
alternative start site would lead to a truncated form
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in the FNDC5-immunoreactive band with a molecu     '_ | 
        try (Lee et al. 2014) is a part of this truncated form
(represented by NP_715637) described by Raschke et
al. Taken together, FNDC5 fragments are present in
humans, but the nature and the secretion mode have
           
   
initially described irisin peptide in humans is unclear.

Summary and conclusion
The discovery of irisin as an exercise-regulated myokine inducing browning of WAT has gained interest
as a potential new strategy to combat obesity and its
associated disorders, such as type 2 diabetes. However, there are inconsistencies regarding the relevance
of irisin in humans. The regulation of FNDC5 mRNA
expression by exercise and contraction could not be
reproduced by a number of human studies using several exercise protocols and in vitro approaches. Furthermore, the nature of FNDC5 fragments and the
presence of irisin in humans are questionable and
           
commercially available ELISA kits. Most importantly, the information regarding the concentration of
circulating irisin in humans is not clear, as different
studies using different kits measure irisin levels in a
wide range. Data about the role of irisin in states of
           
and, in some cases, changes in irisin levels have been
observed; they were only moderate with 10–20%. Independent of the presence and regulation of FNDC5/
irisin in humans, the application of recombinant irisin
  
        esity. However, the current data obtained from human
cell models reveal that FNDC5/irisin has no effect on
browning of the major WAT depots in humans and is
likely to selectively target a small subpopulation of
adipocytes, located in classical BAT regions, such as
the supraclavicular adipose tissue. Thus, other candidates, such as BMP7 or CNPs, seem to be more prominent candidates as inducers of browning in humans.
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3

Discussion

3.1

Characterization of the adipose tissue secretome – identification of novel
adipokines regulating adipogenesis

Obesity-related metabolic disturbances are linked to the dysfunction of WAT (12;108). WAT
is now recognized as active endocrine organ, secreting more than 300 different proteins (10).
The adipokine secretion pattern is altered in the obese state and plays a major role in the
development of type 2 diabetes (108). In particular, an increased secretion of inflammatory
cytokines is associated with WAT dysfunction and promotes insulin resistance (109). In
contrast, the adipokine adiponectin is one of the few factors whose secretion from WAT is
downregulated in obesity and which exerts beneficial effects on insulin sensitivity (110).
Despite the ongoing characterization of single adipose tissue-derived factors, there is limited
knowledge about the broad regulation of the whole secretome in human adipocytes. Several in
vitro studies contributed to describe the regulation of potential adipokines during adipocyte
differentiation (111-113), induced insulin resistance (114) or under in vitro hypoxic
conditions (111). However, the clinical role of the majority of these secreted factors and their
regulation in obesity in vivo is largely unknown. Therefore, we performed an in silico analysis
of the recently identified 347 adipocyte-derived proteins (10) in order to analyze their
regulation in obesity in vivo, and to score and identify adipokine candidates of high interest
for further functional analysis (11).
In order to identify novel adipokines of high interest, we have chosen scoring categories
which would describe a classical adipokine like adiponectin (11). Different cells present in
WAT contribute to the whole adipose tissue secretome, comprising cytokines, chemokines
and other hormones (8). However, it has been recommended to define a true adipokine as
factor being produced and secreted primarily from mature adipocytes (5). Therefore, the main
scoring criteria (i) regulated during differentiation of human adipocytes, (ii) regulated in
obesity (using human WAT samples and an obese animal model), (iii) highly expressed in
adipose tissue compared to other tissues, and (iv) annotated to be a secreted protein, were
defined. Proving the validity of this scoring system, adiponectin and leptin reached a high
score.
Expression levels of most of the 347 candidate adipokines were upregulated in subcutaneous
and visceral WAT from obese compared to lean female subjects (11). Adipose tissue
undergoes structural changes during expansion of fat mass and progression of obesity (8). The
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chronic low-grade inflammation of WAT, an enlargement of adipocytes and alterations of
extracellular matrix (ECM) components represent the main aspects of WAT remodeling
(115). Accordingly, numerous of the adipokine candidates which were strongly upregulated in
WAT from obese versus lean subjects could be allocated to ECM components, adhesion
molecules or factors of the acute inflammatory response (11).
An “unhealthy” expansion of fat mass due to a reduced generation of new adipocytes may
enhance the development of adipocyte hypertrophy, which is linked to WAT inflammation
(115) and metabolic dysfunction (18). Recent studies revealed that the annual adipocyte
turnover in vivo, and the capacity of subcutaneous preadipocytes to differentiate in vitro is
impaired in hypertrophic obesity (17;18). In line with these findings, several cytokines which
are upregulated in adipose tissue dysfunction exert inhibitory action on adipocyte
differentiation (116). Promoting adipocyte differentiation, as triggered by the PPAR agonist
drugs TZD, leads to hyperplasia of WAT along with the presence of smaller adipocytes and
allowing a “healthy” fat mass expansion (117). Recent research provided evidence that certain
adipose tissue-derived factors regulating adipogenesis in an auto-/paracrine manner are
dysregulated in the obese state (18;118). Hence, the identification of novel adipokine
candidates involved in the regulation of adipocyte differentiation is of particular interest in the
context of adipose tissue expansion.

WNT1-inducible signaling pathway protein 2 (WISP2)
The wingless-type mouse mammary tumor virus integration site family (WNT)-signaling
pathway governs several developmental processes and is highly conserved between species
(119). Secreted proteins of the WNT family activate canonical WNT/-catenine signaling by
binding to the transmembrane receptors of the Frizzled family and its coreceptor lipoprotein
receptor-related protein (LRP). In contrast to BMP signaling, WNT/-catenine signaling
negatively regulates adipogenesis by inhibition of PPAR and C/EBP (120), the key
transcription factors of adipogenesis (58). WNT-signaling needs to be abrogated to allow
induction of adipocyte differentiation. This is partially mediated by increased secretion of the
extracellular WNT antagonist Dickkopf-1 (DKK1) upon induction of adipogenesis of human
subcutaneous preadipocytes (118). However, other factors secreted from adipose tissue may
affect WNT-signaling and thereby regulate adipocyte differentiation in an auto-/paracrine
manner.
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WISP2 was one of the top score candidate adipokines in our study (11) and could represent a
novel factor regulating adipogenesis. Gene expression of WISP2 is induced by WNTsignaling (121). On the contrary, WISP2 mRNA expression has been described to be
suppressed during 3T3-L1 adipocyte differentiation along with inhibition of the WNTsignaling pathway (122;123). Accordingly, we also observed that WISP2 is regulated during
differentiation of primary human adipocytes. WISP2 has been previously validated as
adipokine primarily secreted from preadipocytes which inhibits adipocyte differentiation
(123). Secreted WISP2 activated canonical WNT/-catenine signaling (124) and
overexpression of WISP2 or addition of recombinant WISP2 protein inhibited differentiation
of 3T3-L1 adipocytes (123). Besides secreted WISP2, a cytosolic form of WISP2 coexists
which also suppresses adipocyte differentiation by binding the PPAR activator zinc finger
protein 423 (Znf423) (123). Interestingly, the proadipogenic growth factor BMP4
(83;118;125) is able to rescue a reduced adipogenesis mediated by WISP2 (118). We found
that WISP2 expression is upregulated in WAT from obese compared to lean subjects (11) and
a positive correlation between adipocyte size and WISP2 expression in subcutanoeus WAT
has been described (123). Keeping the concept of an “unhealthy” fat expansion in mind,
WISP2 might be a promising adipokine dysregulated in obesity and contributing to the
development of adipocyte hypertrophy by inhibition of de novo adipogenesis.

Chordin-like 1 (CHRDL1)
Another top score adipokine candidate found upregulated in the obese state was CHRDL1
(11). CHRDL1, alternatively called ventroptin or neurogenesin-1, gained our interest due to
its function as extracellular BMP antagonist (126-129).
BMP signaling plays a role in adipogenesis and other developmental processes. Temporal and
spatial regulation of the BMP ligand availability and the secretion of extracellular BMP
antagonists allows tight control of BMP signaling (78). BMP antagonists directly bind to the
BMP ligand in the extracellular space, thereby preventing or dampening binding of BMPs to
their cognate receptors (78). CHRDL1 was initially described as a secreted BMP4 antagonist
in chicken embryos and may be involved in the regulation of topographic retinotectal
projection (127). Besides BMP4, CHRDL1 has been shown to interact with other BMP family
members. The BMP2-induced osteogenic differentiation in MC3T3-E1 (130) as well as the
BMP7-induced osteoblastic trans-differentiation of myogenic C2C12 cells were inhibited by
CHRDL1 (131). BMP antagonists are very complex in their action and have partially been
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described to exert agonistic effects on BMP signaling as well (78). This may also be true for
CHRDL1, which enhanced BMP2-mediated effects on C2C12 cells while inhibiting those
effects induced by BMP7 (131). Since the BMP family members BMP4 and BMP7 are
assumed to have opposing effects on white and brite adipocyte differentiation (79), we
hypothesized that CHRDL1 may differentially regulate BMP4 and BMP7 action in
adipocytes.
To validate CHRDL1 as adipokine, we assessed expression of CHRDL1 on the mRNA and
protein level during differentiation of primary human adipocytes. We observed that CHRDL1
mRNA and protein expression were upregulated during in vitro differentiation of human
subcutaneous preadipocytes (Figure 5 a+b). This finding was confirmed by a recent study
assessing the expression pattern of several BMP antagonists during adipogenesis.
Interestingly, all antagonists were downregulated during adipocyte differentiation, except
CHRDL1 and noggin (132). Taking into account that CHRDL1 may have a dual function as
BMP agonist or antagonist (128;131), the strong upregulation of CHRDL1 during
adipogenesis raised the question if it is an endogenous antagonist of BMPs. To address this
question, we tested if recombinant CHRDL1 could affect the BMP4- or BMP7-induced
SMAD1/5/8 phosphorylation in primary human preadipocytes. We observed no impact of
recombinant CHRDL1 on canonical BMP-signaling (Figure 5 c+d). In accordance, a previous
study by Gustafson and colleagues found that overexpression of CHRDL1 in preadipocytes
did not alter adipocyte differentiation and no effect on BMP4-mediated SMAD1/5/8
phosphorylation was observed (132). Moreover, silencing of CHRDL1 even decreased
adipocyte differentiation and this effect was not rescued by addition of BMP4 (132).
In summary, the current data about the role of CHRDL1 in adipogenesis strongly indicate,
that CHRDL1 does not interfere with the BMP4-induced promotion of differentiation.
Moreover, CHRDL1 is likely to be no endogenous factor differentially regulating BMP4 and
BMP7 action on white and brite adipocyte differentiation. Nevertheless, expression of the
adipokine CHRDL1 is strongly upregulated in subcutaneous WAT from obese patients
compared to lean (11;132) and its function in adipose tissue should be further investigated.
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Figure 5: Regulation of CHRDL1 during adipogenesis and its effect on BMP signaling. (a+b) Primary human
preadipocytes were isolated from subcutaneous WAT of different lean female subjects and in vitro differentiated
for the indicated time points. CHRDL1 mRNA expression was assessed via qRT-PCR and normalized to -actin
mRNA levels (a). Protein levels of CHRDL1 during adipogenesis were analyzed by Western Blot and normalized
to -actin abundance (b). Data represent mean values ± SEM and are expressed relative to day 0 of
differentiation, n=4-5, *p<0.05 vs. day 0 (c+d) Subcutaneous preadipocytes were challenged with 10 ng/ml BMP4
(c) or BMP7 (d) for 1 hour with or without the addition of different concentrations of the potential agonist CHRDL1.
SMAD1/5/8 phosphorylation was determined via Western Blot. Values are normalized to -actin protein levels and
expressed relative to BMP treatment alone. Data represent means r SEM, n=3, *p<0.05 vs. BMP treatment
alone.

3.2

Role of BMP4 and BMP7 on white, brite and brown adipogenesis

The two BMP family members BMP4 and BMP7 were and may still be assumed to
differentially regulate white and brown adipocyte differentiation (79;83). The identification of
different developmental origins of brown and white adipocytes, the discovery of the brite
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adipocyte and the existence of potential differences between mice und human adipose tissue
depots complicated the interpretation of the role of BMP4 and BMP7 in the regulation of
adipocyte differentiation.

BMP4, but not BMP7 is an endogenous factor regulating adipogenesis
In 2004, BMP4 was initially proposed to induce commitment of murine pluripotent
C3H10T1/2 cells to the adipocyte lineage, indicated by the formation of lipid-laden cells and
increased expression of the key transcription factors PPAR and C/EBP (133). Moreover,
BMP signaling is required for stem cell commitment since overexpression of constitutively
active BMP receptor 1a (BMPR1A) or BMP receptor 1b (BMPR1B) allows adipogenic
differentiation of C3H10T1/2 cells in the absence of BMP2 or BMP4 (134). BMP4 is
expressed and secreted from A33 cells, an adipogenic subclone from murine pluripotent
10T1/2 cells. Adipocyte differentiation can be blocked in these cells by addition of the BMP4
inhibitor noggin (135), suggesting that BMP4 is a secreted factor regulating adipogenesis in
an auto-/paracrine manner. In line with this finding, BMP4 mRNA expression has also been
shown in primary human preadipocytes and adipogenesis was blocked after exposure to
noggin (118). Interestingly, the regulation of BMP4 during adipogenesis seems to be
dependent on the cell type and/or species. BMP4 mRNA expression is strongly suppressed
upon induction of differentiation in 3T3-L1 preadipocytes (118;136), while primary human
preadipocytes displayed increased BMP4 expression levels after adipogenic induction (118).
In contrast, we observed that BMP4 protein is constitutively expressed during differentiation
of primary human preadipocytes (125). Differences in the regulation of BMP4 expression
may be explained by the use of different cell culture media containing distinct supplements.
Nevertheless, we confirmed that BMP4 is a secreted factor by Western blot detection of
BMP4 in concentrated supernatants from in vitro differentiated human adipose-derived stem
cells (hASCs) (125).
In contrast to BMP4, less is known about the relevance of BMP7 as endogenous factor
released from adipose tissue. We were able to detect mature BMP7 protein in whole cell
lysates from hASCs as well as from differentiated hASCs, but failed to show secretion of
BMP7 (125). BMP7 mRNA and protein have also been detected in a subset of precursor cells
isolated from subcutaneous WAT from different female subjects (137), while a recent study
even found no mRNA expression of BMP7 at all in primary human preadipocytes and
adipocytes (132). Taken together, BMP7 has not been proven to be secreted from
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preadipocytes or mature adipocytes until now and one study was not able to show mRNA
expression at all. BMP4 and BMP7 are found in the circulation of humans (138;139) and may
therefore impact adipose tissue in an endocrine manner. However, BMPs are mainly acting
locally through formation of a growth factor gradient during adipose tissue development (83).
Given that BMP7 secretion from human adipocytes remains unclear, BMP7 is not likely to be
an important auto-/paracrine regulator of WAT plasticity, at least in humans.

BMP4 and BMP7 as regulators of white versus brite/brown differentiation
The initial studies describing BMP4 as a trigger for the commitment to the white adipocyte
lineage were mainly based on the assessment of lipid accumulation and expression of PPAR
and C/EBP (133-135). These are common features of in vitro differentiated white, brite and
brown adipocytes. Measurement of specific marker gene expression and functional features is
necessary to distinguish different types of adipocytes. Since knowledge about white, brite and
brown marker genes began to increase after 2009, it is possible that a potential effect of
BMP4 on brite adipogenesis has not been recognized before.
However, the fact that C3H10T1/2 cells pretreated with BMP4 and implanted into BALB/c
athymic mice developed into unilocular adipocytes strongly indicated that BMP4 promotes
commitment of pluripotent stem cells to the white adipocyte lineage (133). Further evidence
was provided by Tseng and colleagues in 2008, showing that BMP4 inhibited UCP1
expression in brown preadipocytes isolated from the interscapular BAT of lean mice, while
BMP7 increased UCP1 expression in those cells. Importantly, both BMP members induced
general adipocyte differentiation and lipid accumulation to the same extent (80). Supporting a
role for BMP7 in BAT development, implantation of BMP7 pretreated C3H10T1/2 cells into
BALB/c athymic mice leads to the appearance of multilocular UCP1-positive adipocytes in
regions of implantation (80). A recent study by Qian and colleagues highlighted that the effect
of BMP4 on the adipocyte phenotype may be dependent on the cell type, in particular
regarding the different developmental origins of classical brown and white adipocytes (84).
Thus, adipose tissue-specific fatty acid binding protein 4 (FABP4)-driven overexpression of
BMP4, resulting in equally increased BMP4 expression in WAT and BAT, had differential
effects in those tissues. BMP4 triggered the appearance of multilocular lipid droplets and
expression of UCP1 in WAT of transgenic mice, while decreasing UCP1 mRNA levels in
classical BAT (84). Therefore, the actions of BMP4 and BMP7 need to be compared within
the same cell system to conclude differences in their function.
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We showed for the first time that equipotent concentrations of BMP4 and BMP7 (50 ng/ml
each), determined by equal activation of canonical SMAD1/5/8 phosphorylation, exerted the
same effects on brite marker gene expression, mitochondrial abundance and function in
hASCs isolated from subcutaneous WAT (125). In line with previous observations in murine
brown preadipocytes (80), BMP4 and BMP7 both increased lipid accumulation and
expression of general markers of adipocyte differentiation in hASCs. In parallel, another
study directly comparing the effects of BMP4 and BMP7 was published. Xue and colleagues
proposed that both BMP4 and BMP7 induce the commitment of pluripotent C3H10T1/2 to
brown-like adipocytes. Supporting our findings, both BMP4 and BMP7 triggered expression
of thermogenic genes, mitochondrial genes and enhanced oxygen consumption in C3H10T1/2
cells (140). Moreover, BMP4 and BMP7 equally increased basal UCP1 expression in 3T3-L1
adipocytes (140). This novel role of BMP4 as a potential endogenous regulator of brite or
brown-like adipogenesis in humans is supported by a recent characterization of precursor cells
isolated from different human adipose depots. Adipocyte progenitor cells isolated from the
subcutaneous and deep neck depot display a distinct gene expression pattern. BMP4 was
identified as gene enriched in precursor cells from the deep neck depot, which underwent
differentiation into brown-like adipocytes (141).
BMP signaling is a complex scenario which is controlled on several levels. The secretion of
extracellular antagonists and the receptor composition of a certain cell type allow precise
regulation of a certain BMP ligand. Therefore, one could speculate that the differential
functions of BMP4 in white and classical brown adipocytes may be due to distinct BMP
receptor compositions. However, the expression pattern of BMP receptor isoforms displayed
no striking differences between murine white and classical brown adipocytes (80). BMP4 and
BMP7 share several BMP receptors (77). Nevertheless, BMP7 but not BMP4 has been shown
to activate the p38 MAPK/ATF2/PGC1 axis in brown preadipocytes (80), which is also
activated by -adrenergic control of UCP1 transcription (Chapter 1). In line with its beneficial
effects in WAT, BMP4 has also been shown to activate p38 MAPK signaling in murine white
preadipocytes (84), suggesting that other factors of the complex BMP signaling machinery
contribute to the cell-specific effects of BMP4 and BMP7. In contrast to these studies in mice,
we were neither able to show activation of p38 MAPK nor increased PGC1 expression in
primary hASCs after BMP4 or BMP7 treatment. Moreover, BMP4 and BMP7 did not induce
the full browning program with enhanced mitochondrial biogenesis, in accordance with the
lack of PGC1 upregulation (125). Our results indicate that the plasticity of precursor cells
isolated from human subcutaneous adipose tissue is lower than those from rodents.
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Supporting this idea, Schulz and colleagues showed that BMP7 treatment during the whole
differentiation is necessary to induce UCP1 mRNA in human precursor cells, while
pretreatment prior to the start of differentiation is sufficient in murine cells (82).
In conclusion, BMP4 is likely to play a minor role in the activation and recruitment of
classical BAT, which is mainly regulated by BMP7. In contrast to BAT, we and others have
shown that both BMP4 and BMP7 promote browning in WAT-derived precursor cells in mice
and men. The potency of BMP4 to induce browning and/or the ability to undergo browning
seems to be lower in human WAT precursor cells. The fact that BMP4 but not BMP7 is
expressed and secreted from murine and human in vitro differentiated adipocytes indicates a
role for BMP4 as endogenous factor regulating WAT plasticity in an auto-/paracrine manner.
Further studies should aim to understand the regulation of BMP4 expression itself as well as
the expression and function of endogenous regulators of BMP signaling. Moreover, a
potential dysregulation of BMP4 signaling in WAT in states of obesity and other metabolic
diseases should be assessed.

3.3

Differential impact of n-3 and n-6 LC-PUFAs on WAT plasticity

Adipogenesis and white-to-brown conversion is enhanced by several endogenous hormones
and pharmacological agents. Some dietary factors have been described to induce brite
adipocytes, such as resveratrol (142). Studies in rodents have shown that a HFD leads to an
increase of WAT mass and BAT mass as well (50;85;87). However, there is little knowledge
about the effect of specific fatty acids on BAT activity and their impact on white-to-brown
conversion has not been investigated so far. LC-PUFAs from the n-3 and n-6 family exert
divergent effects on several biological processes, due to the formation of different classes of
lipid-derived mediators (93) or activation of different receptors, such as the n-3 specific
receptor GPR120 (94). In the context of obesity, divergent functions of n-3 and n-6 LCPUFAs have been described as well. HFD-induced fat mass and body weight gain was
reduced in mice when HFD was supplemented with the n-3 LC-PUFAs EPA and DHA
(88;95). Analogously, transgenic fat-1 mice which are able to synthesize n-3 LC-PUFAs
endogenously are partially protected against HFD-induced obesity (143). In contrast to these
anti-obesity effects of n-3 LC-PUFAs, n-6 LC-PUFAs, in particular ARA, are suggested to
promote the development of obesity (144). In addition, decreased circulating EPA:ARA ratios
have been found in human subjects with visceral obesity (145) and type 2 diabetes (146).
Therefore, we hypothesized that n-3 and n-6 LC-PUFAs have divergent effects on WAT
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plasticity and aimed to assess potential differential effects of single LC-PUFAs on brite
adipocyte differentiation in primary human cells.

Adipose tissue expansion and adipogenesis
Many factors promoting brite adipocyte formation enhance general adipogenesis (69), as also
observed for BMP4 and BMP7 in the second study of this thesis. Thus, the impact of the n-3
family members EPA and DHA and the n-6 member ARA on general adipocyte
differentiation was investigated prior to the assessment of brite gene expression. We observed
increased adipocyte differentiation in hASCs after challenge with both n-3 (EPA and DHA)
and n-6 (ARA) LC-PUFAs, indicated by lipid accumulation and HSL protein abundance
(Study 3, (147)). There is a bulk of in vitro studies analyzing the role of EPA, DHA and ARA
on adipogenesis with highly contradictory results. Some studies describe an inhibition of
adipocyte differentiation by EPA and DHA (148-150), supporting the idea that the antiobesity effects of n-3 LC-PUFAs are partially due to inhibition of WAT growth and
cellularity (88;95). Along with our results, EPA and DHA have also been reported to promote
adipocyte differentiation in 3T3-L1 adipocytes (151). The same controversy exists for ARA.
Initially identified as one of the adipogenic components of serum and required for the
induction of adipogenesis (152), other studies reported inhibitory actions of ARA on
adipocyte differentiation (153;154). A recent study showed that the ability of LC-PUFAs to
induce adipocyte differentiation in vitro is dependent on the media composition (96),
providing a possible explanation for the abovementioned results. Moreover, different ARAderived prostanoids have divergent effects on adipocyte differentiation (154-156), indicating
that metabolism of ARA in a certain cell type may also affect the obtained results.
Nevertheless, we observed differences between individual LC-PUFAs on adiponectin
expression. EPA and DHA increased adiponectin protein levels in hASCs in accordance with
previous studies (157-159). ARA on the other hand, did not increase protein expression of the
insulin-sensitizing adipokine adiponectin and led to enlarged lipid droplets. Promotion of
adipocyte hypertrophy and alteration of the adipokine profile mediated by ARA could link
high dietary intake and circulating levels of ARA with obesity (145) and type 2 diabetes
(146).
Though no differences between EPA and DHA treatment on lipid accumulation, lipid droplet
size, and other aspects of adipogenesis were observed, in vivo studies in rodents indicate
differences between these two n-3 family members. The decreased HFD-induced growth and
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cellularity of WAT by n-3 PUFA supplementation is dependent on the abundance of EPA and
DHA in diet. Mice fed a HFD rich in DHA displayed a decreased total DNA content per fat
depot, while a HFD mainly supplemented with EPA did not decrease total DNA content (88).
Therefore, anti-obesity effects cannot be attributed to n-3 LC-PUFAs in general. Specific
differences between the impact of EPA and DHA on adipose tissue growth and other
processes may exist (160) and should be further explored.

Browning of WAT
In addition to their divergent impact on adiponectin and lipid droplet size, LC-PUFAs from
the n-3 and n-6 family may also differentially regulate white-to-brown conversion. By using
molecular and functional approaches, we could show for the first time that n-3 and n-6 LCPUFAs differentially regulate white and brite adipocyte differentiation in primary hASCs
(147).
Assessment of marker gene expression revealed that the n-3 LC-PUFA EPA increased UCP1
and CPT1B mRNA levels in hASCs, genes enriched in brite and brown adipocytes. In support
of our study, EPA has previously been shown to increase thermogenic gene expression in
murine adipocytes isolated from the subcutaneous depot as well (161). Besides these effects
on white-to-brown conversion, n-3 LC-PUFAs seem to be positive regulators of classical
BAT function. Accordingly, the increase of BAT mass and UCP1 content observed in mice in
response to HFD is further augmented when HFD is enriched with n-3 LC-PUFAs (87).
However, n-3 enriched diets contain a mixture of different n-3 PUFAs, not allowing the
attribution of the observed effects to a specific fatty acid. In this context, one major finding of
our study was that the induction of a brite phenotype was specific for EPA, while DHA failed
to alter UCP1 and CPT1B expression (147). Therefore EPA and not DHA seems to be the
active representative of n-3 PUFAs triggering WAT browning, as recently proposed in murine
cells (161). In contrast to EPA, ARA did not affect brite marker gene expression in hASCs
but increased expression of the white-specific marker TCF21. The observed gene expression
pattern of hASCs treated with ARA together with larger lipid droplets compared to EPA or
DHA treated cells indicates a promotion of a white adipocyte phenotype by ARA. This
concept is endorsed by the fact, that ARA decreases TZD-induced brite adipocyte formation
in human multipotent adipose-derived stem cells (hMADS) (162). Moreover, mice display
only a slight increase of UCP1 content in BAT in response to HFD enriched with a n-6 PUFA
mixture in comparison to a high UCP1 upregulation by n-3 PUFAs (87). Likewise, expression
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of the WAT-enriched marker gene leptin (53) was upregulated by the n-6 but not the n-3
containing HFD (87). Taken together, specifically EPA and ARA seem to have divergent
effects on white and brite adipocyte formation in humans.
The underlying mechanisms for the described effects of individual LC-PUFAs have not been
analyzed in this study, but the participation of COX-mediated formation of eicosanoids could
be speculated. Both EPA and DHA compete for incorporation into phospholipids with ARA,
but only EPA and ARA are substrates for COX1 and COX2 giving rise to functionally
different mediators. In addition, COX2 has been implicated in the regulation of cold-induced
thermogenesis (44;97). A potential role for COX-mediated synthesis of eicosanoids is
supported by the observation, that the ARA-mediated downregulation of UCP1 expression in
hMADS was abrogated by inhibition of COX enzymes (162). Thus, it is likely that COX
action contributes to the described differential regulation of white and brite adipocyte
differentiation by EPA and ARA in hASCs. Further experiments combining EPA treatment
with specific COX1 and COX2 inhibitors in hASCs should be performed to confirm this idea.

Mitochondrial function
In addition to the assessment of white-to-brown conversion based on gene expression
functional analyses were performed. Increased mitochondrial content and function in brown
and brite adipocytes is a prerequisite to meet the requirements for UCP1-mediated
thermogenesis. Following the described differences between EPA and DHA on UCP1 and
CPT1B gene expression, only EPA increased activity of the mitochondrial enzyme citrate
synthase and augmented OXPHOS complex III protein levels. This was translated into a
higher maximal oxygen consumption rate in EPA challenged hASCs. DHA had no influence
on citrate synthase activity, OXPHOS complexes or maximal respiration. In contrast to our
results obtained after long-term treatment in human cells, DHA as well as the basic n-3 family
member ALA increased expression of PGC1 and NRF1 in 3T3-L1 adipocytes after 24 hours
(95). However, EPA and DHA were not compared in this murine cell model and
concentrations were 10-fold higher compared to what applied by us (200 μM versus 20 μM,
respectively).
Independent of UCP1-mediated thermogenesis, improved oxidative metabolism in WAT has
been discussed to contribute to a “healthy” phenotype (163). On the contrary, obese rodents
(164;165) and humans (166;167) display a reduced mitochondrial content and impaired
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function in WAT. In contrast to an increased oxidative metabolism in hASCs triggered by
EPA, we observed that ARA significantly lowered OXPHOS complex IV levels and
decreased spare respiratory capacity in hASCs. Given that spare respiratory capacity is an
indicator of metabolic flexibility and stress resistance of cells (168;169), ARA triggered
impaired mitochondrial function in hASCs. Interestingly, spare respiratory capacity was
already decreased after a shorter ARA challenge at later stages of differentiation (day 8 to 12)
(147). In accordance with our findings in hASCs, ARA has been related to mitochondrial
dysfunction in other cell types. Mitochondrial activity declines with age in WAT (164;166)
and skeletal muscle (170). In this context, activity of OXPHOS complex I and IV have been
reported to decrease with age in skeletal muscle, along with increased presence of ARA and
DHA in muscle homogenates (170). ARA metabolism has also been linked to impaired
mitochondrial respiration in HepG2 cells (171;172), potentially mediated by ARA-induced
enhancement of ROS production (172). Although we did not directly measure ROS
production, this could be a potential cause of ARA-induced mitochondrial impairment in
hASCs. Hence, COX1 mRNA levels were upregulated in ARA challenged hASCs (Figure 6)
while COX2 expression was not altered. COX1 rather than COX2 has been implicated in the
oxidative stress response in endothelial cells (173), indicating different biological functions of
these two enzymes. In accordance, COX2 but not COX1 is considered to participate in the
regulation of adaptive thermogenesis (44) and brown adipocyte differentiation (174).

Figure 6: Effect of LC-PUFAs on COX1 gene expression. Primary hASCs were challenged during the whole
differentiation period (a) or from day 8 to 12 of differentiation (b) with 20 μM of EPA, DHA, ARA or OA.
Afterwards, COX1 expression was determined by qRT-PCR and normalized to expression levels of -actin.
Values represent mean values ± SEM, n=7, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001.
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In summary, this study showed that EPA and ARA exert divergent functions on white-tobrown conversion and mitochondrial function of primary human adipocytes. EPA triggered a
white-to-brown shift on the molecular and functional level, providing a novel underlying
mechanism for the anti-obesity effects of n-3 LC-PUFAs. A positive effect of n-3 LC-PUFAs
on browning may be mainly mediated by EPA, since DHA had no effect on brite adipogenesis
in hASCs. ARA on the other hand, induced aspects of WAT dysfunction, mainly indicated by
enlarged lipid droplet size and impaired mitochondrial function. These differential effects of
EPA and ARA contribute to explain the presence of decreased circulating EPA:ARA ratios
found in obese and type 2 diabetic patients and highlight the importance of a certain
EPA:ARA ratio in diet. Future dietary intervention studies should pay attention to the exact
LC-PUFA composition and consider specific effects of single LC-PUFAs.

3.4

Impact of the exercise-regulated myokine irisin on WAT browning

In addition to a balanced nutrition, physical activity is major aspect of lifestyle and exhibits
several health benefits. Regular exercise increases muscle strength and fitness, dissipates
energy, counteracts the development of obesity and type 2 diabetes and also improves glucose
metabolism in subjects with existing metabolic disturbances. These health benefits cannot
solely be assigned to increased energy expenditure and changes in skeletal muscle function
after exercise, and other tissues/organs undergo changes in response to regular exercise. In
rats, regular training prevented HFD-induced WAT hypertrophy and glucose-intolerance
(175). Several studies in rodents provide evidence that exercise also alters the plasticity of
white and brown adipose tissue. Classical BAT has been shown to be reduced in response to
exercise training (85) or was not affected (101;102;106). On the other hand, several studies
reported induction of brown-like features in the subcutaneous or visceral WAT depot after
exercise (85;103-105). These observations raised the question which factors are mediating
changes in the adipose organ in response to muscle contraction. Skeletal muscle has been
recognized as an endocrine organ releasing a vast amount of functionally different myokines
partly mediating the beneficial effects of exercise. In this context, Boström and colleagues
identified irisin, a cleaved product from fibronectin domain-containing protein 5 (FNDC5), as
an exercise-regulated myokine linking training to WAT browning (106). As novel factor
promoting browning in mice, irisin gained our interest and we aimed to validate its function
on white-to-brown transition in primary human cells.
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FNDC5 and irisin – does irisin exist?
During muscle contraction, PGC1 mRNA expression is upregulated in mice and men.
Transgenic mice specifically overexpressing PGC1 in skeletal muscle are considered as a
model mimicking exercise, and display protection against age-related obesity (176) and
browning of subcutaneous WAT (106). In order to screen for proteins regulated by exercise in
skeletal muscle and potentially mediating WAT browning, the irisin precursor FNDC5 was
identified as a promising candidate strongly upregulated in myotubes from PGC1
transgenics (106). The sequence of murine FNDC5 has already been described in 2002,
containing a signal peptide, a fibronectin type III (FNIII) domain, a hydrophobic region likely
to be a transmembrane domain and a short cytoplasmic domain (177;178). However, the
function of FNDC5 remained unclear.
Boström et al. reported that FNDC5 cleavage in the extracellular domain by an unkown
protease leads to the release of irisin (106), comprising the amino acids (aa) 29-140 of the
extracellular domain in mice (UniProt entry Q8K4Z2). Moreover, they were able to detect the
irisin fragment in human plasma samples and found increased circulating irisin levels after
exercise (106). However, several concerns about the concept of irisin as an exercise-regulated
myokine mediating browning of WAT have been raised. In particular the validity of the tools
to measure FNDC5/irisin protein has been questioned (179). Boström and colleagues detected
irisin with a commercially available antibody made against an extracellular part of FNDC5
(aa 149-178), not predicted to detect irisin (aa 29-140). Furthermore, an immuno-reactive
band of 22 kDa much larger than its theoretical molecular weight (~13 kDa) was designated
to irisin, doubting the nature of the initially described irisin fragment. Until now, several
studies failed to detect immuno-reactive bands corresponding to the molecular weight of irisin
in serum samples or supernatants from skeletal muscle cells (104;180;181). The presence of
multiple bands in Western blots indicates that the polyclonal antibodies used were highly
unspecific. Nevertheless, commercial ELISA kits based on these antibodies became available
and have been extensively used to analyze the association between circulating irisin levels and
exercise or several metabolic parameters. Keeping the antibody issue in mind, it seems not
surprising that the obtained results were highly controversial, as reviewed in study 5 of this
thesis (182) and by others (183). Importantly, circulating irisin levels even analyzed with the
same kits differed in a non-physiological range, strongly questioning the reliability of these
tools and in consequence the attained results.
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The existence and relevance of FNDC5 and irisin in humans was further criticized by a major
finding of this thesis (Study 4). Thus, the ATG start codon of the human FNDC5 gene is
mutated to a non-canonical ATA start codon (184). Although non-canonical start codons can
efficiently give rise to a protein due to the formation of hairpin structures (185), we observed
a negligible production of full-length FNDC5 protein from the human expression vector
construct (1% compared to the murine construct). Moreover, truncated forms of FNDC5 were
detected in lysates from cells containing the human construct, likely due to usage of the next
in-frame ATG as start codon (184). Based on these findings, we concluded that full-length
FNDC5 is not efficiently translated into protein in humans and consequently irisin is not or
only marginally produced by cleavage from FNDC5. However, a previous study claimed the
presence of irisin or at least fragments of FNDC5 in human plasma, by analyzing bands
corresponding to the theoretical molecular weights of FNDC5/irisin via mass spectrometry
(181). In support with our findings, Albrecht et al. recently failed to detect peptides
corresponding to FNDC5 or irisin in human serum samples by performing mass spectrometry
as well (180). Accordingly, irisin concentrations determined by ELISA did not correlate with
those obtained by Western blot quantification of bands potentially corresponding to
FNDC5/irisin (180). Taken together, no reliable and consistent data on the existence of irisin
in humans are available until now, strongly indicating that irisin is not an exercise-regulated
myokine in humans mediating WAT browning in an endocrine manner. Nevertheless, the role
of irisin in humans is still debated and polarizes the research community (186-189).

Irisin as inducer of browning in mice and men
Although there is evidence against the presence of irisin in humans and its regulation by
exercise, application of irisin and FNDC5 may represent a strategy to promote browning of
WAT in humans. In mice, recombinant FNDC5 has initially been described to induce
browning of subcutaneous preadipocytes, indicated by increased expression of UCP1,
PRDM16, PGC1 and other brown/brite marker genes. These changes were detected after
FNDC5 treatment (20 nM) during the whole differentiation period of 6 days. FNDC5 seems
to exert its effects during differentiation or rather in later stages, since challenge of murine
preadipocytes from day 3 to 6 was sufficient to enhance UCP1 expression (106).
Interestingly, FNDC5 or irisin had no impact on gene expression of murine classical brown
adipocytes (106). This would be in line with the notion that training of mice has no effect on
classical BAT while promoting WAT browning (85), as outlined above. Supporting a role of
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FNDC5 and irisin in the white-to-brown conversion in rodents, later studies were able to
reproduce the induction of UCP1 expression in 3T3-L1 adipocytes (190;191) and primary rat
adipocytes (190) by FNDC5 or irisin treatment in later stages of differentiation. However,
results obtained in the adipogenic 3T3-L1 cell line have to be interpreted carefully, since stem
cell-specific effects for FNDC5/irisin have been described. The study from Wu et al.
proposed the existence of a certain brite precursor cell, characterized by high expression of
CD137 or TMEM26 and displaying a strong browning response to FNDC5 and irisin
exposure (43). In contrast, CD137 low-expressing cells are not able undergo browning in
response FNDC5 or irisin (43). Taking potential cell- and depot-specific differences of the
action of FNDC5/irisin into account, studies in primary cells from different depots seem
better suited to understanding the impact of irisin on WAT browning.
In contrast to these studies in mice, there is less evidence for a role of FNDC5/irisin in
browning in human cell systems (Table 2). Using primary human preadipocytes isolated from
the subcutaneous depot of different donors, we were not able to show induction of UCP1
expression and other brite marker genes by FNDC5 or irisin treatment (184). Even in CD137
high-expressing donors, displaying a strong response to the positive control BMP7, UCP1
expression was not enhanced after FNDC5/irisin treatment during the whole differentiation
period. In accordance with our observations, Lee and colleagues also observed no significant
induction of UCP1 expression in human subcutaneous preadipocytes after 6 days treatment
with a high concentration of 100 nM FNDC5 (181). Supporting the proposed concept of cell/depot-specific effects of FNDC5/irisin, 100 nM FNDC5 has been shown to mediate a strong
browning response in human preadipocytes isolated from the cervical depot. These
preadipocytes possessed a classical brown and brite molecular signature (181), in line with the
idea that human deep neck adipose tissue is likely to be composed of brite and classical brown
preadipocytes (53). In contrast, one study claimed that irisin induces white-to-brown
transdifferentiation of mature human adipocytes (192). However, these primary cells were
isolated from the subcutaneous depot of severely obese individuals and classical brown or
brite marker gene expression, such as CD137, were not assessed to characterize the cells.
Moreover, and in contrast to all other studies in murine and human cell models, a strong
inhibition of adipogenesis by irisin was observed (192) (Table 2).
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Table 2: Effect of FNDC5/irisin on white-to-brown conversion in vitro
Study
Species
Cell type
Treatment
Boström et
al. 2012

Zhang et
al.2014
Wang et
al. 2014
Wu et al.
2013

Mouse

Subc preadipocytes

Duration

Effect

20 nM FNDC5

Day 0-6

20 nM FNDC5

UCP1 (~45fold), leptin ,
Differentiation {
UCP1 (~20fold)
UCP1 (~18fold)
UCP1{

20 nM FNDC5

Mouse

Interscapular
preadipocytes
3T3-L1

Day 3-4
Day 5-6
Day 0-6

20 nM irisin

Day 3-7

Rat
Mouse

Subc preadipocytes
3T3-L1

20 nM irisin
20 nM irisin

Mouse

Subc preadipocytes –
CD137 high

20 nM FNDC5

6 hrs
Day 1012
Day 0-6

20 nM FNDC5

Day 0-6

UCP1 (7fold),
Differentiation {
UCP1 (4fold)
UCP1 (1.4fold)
UCP1{
Differentiation {

UCP1 (~25fold),
Differentiation {
Huh et al.
Mouse
50 nM irisin
Day 0-8
Strong inhibition of
2014
differentiation
Raschke
Human
Subc preadipocytes
~45nM FNDC5*
Day 0-14
UCP1{
et al. 2013
Differentiation {
~50 nM irisin**
Day 0-14
UCP1{
Differentiation {
Subc preadipocytes –
~5nM irisin***
Day 0-14
UCP1{
CD137 high
Differentiation {
Lee et al.
Human
Subc preadipocytes
100 nM FNDC5
Day 5-11
UCP1 (2fold, n.s.)
2014
Omental preadipocytes 100 nM FNDC5
Day 5-11
UCP1{
Cervical preadipocytes
100 nM FNDC5
Day 5-11
UCP1 (~50fold),
differentiation {
Huh et al.
Human
Subc preadipocytes
50 nM irisin
Day 0-28
Strong inhibition of
2014
(from obese subjects)
differentiation
10 nM irisin
Day 28UCP1 (~23fold), leptin 
36
(~35fold)
* corresponds to 1000 ng/ml FNDC5; **corresponds to 600 ng/ml irisin and ***60 ng/ml irisin. upregulation,
downregulation, { no effect, subc: subcutaneous.
Subc preadipocytes –
CD137 low
3T3-L1

In conclusion, FNDC5 protein expression in humans is marginal due to a mutation in the start
codon and truncated forms of FNDC5 and thus irisin may exist. Moreover, the therapeutic
potential of irisin as inducer of WAT browning to counteract obesity remains unclear based
on the current data. FNDC5/irisin may only target a small subpopulation of cells present in
BAT of the neck region and its impact on whole body metabolism has to be elucidated.
Besides irisin, other skeletal muscle-derived factors, such as FGF21 (181) and the small
molecule myokine -aminoisobutyric acid (193) have been proposed to couple exercise to
WAT browning. Nevertheless, future studies should prioritize the question if exercise per se
alters BAT activity in humans and mediates recruitment of brite adipocytes, as observed in
rodents.
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3.5

Hormones, nutrition or exercise – different potentials to induce browning?

In this thesis, the impact of endogenous hormones and nutritional factors on white-to-brown
conversion was assessed in human adipogenic precursor cells isolated from the subcutaneous
fat pad, a depot displaying a high ability to undergo browning (30;82). Brite adipocytes can
either appear by de novo recruitment and differentiation from precursor cells or by direct
conversion of mature adipocytes (48;49). Since adipocyte cell number in WAT is kept
relatively constant in human adults (13), approaches promoting both brite differentiation as
well as white-to-brown conversion of mature adipocytes would represent the most effective
strategies. In this context, the present thesis revealed differences between the investigated
endogenous and nutritional factors on white-to-brown transition.
BMPs play an important role in the regulation of developmental processes and mediate
commitment of pluritpotent cells to a certain lineage. Thus, pretreatment of murine
pluripotent C3H10T1/2 cells with BMP7 triggers commitment to the brown adipocyte lineage
(80). In human preadipocytes isolated from the subcutaneous depot, long-term treatment with
BMP7 during the whole differentiation period is necessary to induce UCP1 expression (82).
Similar to BMP7, we identified BMP4 as promoter of browning in primary subcutaneous
hASCs when applied during the whole differentiation period (125). Since shorter BMP4
treatment of hASCs in the terminal stage of differentiation had no impact on brite gene
expression or mitochondrial function (147), BMP4 is likely to have no impact on
transdifferentiation of mature white adipocytes.
In contrast to BMP4, the n-3 LC-PUFA EPA was able to induce UCP1 and CPT1B
expression in the late stage of differentiation. Hence, EPA may target both preadipocytes as
well as mature adipocytes within WAT. Moreover, EPA also enhances UCP1 expression in
murine classical brown adipocytes (161), while BMP4 is likely to exert divergent effects on
classical brown and brite adipocytes (as outlined in chapter 3.2). Comparing BMP4 and EPA,
dietary EPA may represent a more potent regulator of adipose tissue plasticity and wholebody energy metabolism (Figure 7). An induction of brite gene expression in hASCs with
physiologically low concentrations of 20 μM EPA underlines the relevance of fatty acid
composition in diet.
Coherent with the beneficial effects of the n-3 LC-PUFA EPA on mature adipocytes, the n-6
LC-PUFA ARA exerts rather negative effects on mature adipocytes. Besides the induction of
the white marker TCF21, we show an impairment of mitochondrial function in differentiated
hASCs after 4 days ARA treatment. The fact that ARA inhibits the positive effects on brite
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gene expression and mitochondrial function mediated by EPA highlights the role of a
balanced n-3/n-6 ratio in diet, and represents an additional mechanism for the opposing
effects of n-3 and n-6 LC-PUFAs. Intriguingly, ARA has even been shown to inhibit the
TZD-induced white-to-brown conversion in hMADS (162), suggesting that the impact of a
certain browning inducer can be influenced by other factors. Thus, the effectiveness and
success of a pharmacological approach to increase thermogenesis in humans may be
dependent on nutrition and could be diminished by dietary ARA. This notion should be
considered when performing clinical trials and interpreting the results.
The exercise-regulated myokine irisin has gained considerable interest due to its function as
browning inducer in rodents and was regarded as a promising target to treat obesity in
humans. However, irisin is not likely to be expressed at physiologically relevant levels in
humans and seems to trigger white-to-brown conversion only in a specific subset of precursor
cells. The contribution of irisin-mediated browning of a subpopulation of precursor cells to
total thermogenic activity and whole body energy metabolism is questionable and remains
unclear.

Figure 7: Different potential of BMPs, LC-PUFAs and irisin to promote browning. The growth factors BMP4
and BMP7 enhance brite adipocyte differentiation, but have no effect on white-to-brown transdifferentiation of
mature white adipocytes. Differentiation of classical brown adipocytes is likely to be triggered only by BMP7, while
BMP4 may have inhibitory effects on classical brown adipocytes. The n-3 LC-PUFA EPA has beneficial effects on
both brite and brown adipocyte differentiation and may even induce white-to-brown conversion of mature
adipocytes, similar as TZDs. In contrast to EPA, the n-6 LC-PUFA ARA promotes white adipogenesis and inhibits
the action of EPA and TZDs.
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Summing up the currently available data about the role of BMP4, EPA and irisin in WAT
browning, EPA seems to be the most potent candidate since it impacts precursor cells and
mature adipocytes present in WAT depots and may also have positive effects on classical
BAT (Figure 7).

3.6

Perspective

In the first study of this thesis top score adipokine candidates playing a potential role in the
regulation of adipose tissue growth and obesity were identified. WISP2 was one of the top
score adipokines found upregulated in the obese state. In parallel, WISP2 was validated as
adipokine and characterized as an important factor regulating adipogenesis by the group of
Ulf Smith at the University of Gothenburg. Another candidate, CHRDL1 turned out to be no
inhibitor of the proadipogenic factor BMP4 in human adipocytes. Nevertheless, CHRDL1 is
strongly regulated in obesity and its paracrine function in adipose tissue as well as its
endocrine effects on other organs should be assessed in future studies.
The identification of the brite adipocyte and the possibility to induce brite adipocytes within
WAT depots gained considerable interest as potential strategy to prevent the development of
obesity. We here showed that BMP4 is produced and secreted from adipocytes. Different
from previous assumptions, BMP4 had similar effects as BMP7 and induced a brite
phenotype in hASCs from subcutaneous WAT. On the contrary, BMP4 and BMP7 seem to
have opposing functions in classical BAT. Thus, future studies should aim to understand
which intrinsic differences between white and classical brown adipocytes determine the
specific effect of BMP4. The regulation of BMP4 in obesity, WAT inflammation or insulin
resistance should be further assessed.
In the third study of this thesis the n-3 and n-6 LC-PUFAs EPA and ARA were identified as
regulators of brite and white adipocyte differentiation. In the near future, we will assess the
underlying mechanisms, especially the involvement of COX2-mediated synthesis of lipid
derived mediators. Another major finding of this study was that the n-3 LC-PUFA DHA had
no specific effect on white-to-brown conversion. Extrapolating our in vitro results to the in
vivo situation, dietary intervention studies should distinguish between single n-3 LC-PUFAs
to identify the active component within a fatty acid mixture. Dietary supplemention with EPA
rather than DHA may represent a non-pharmacological approach to reduce the development
of obesity and its associated metabolic disorders.
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Finally, we provide evidence that FNDC5 and irisin seem not to be expressed in humans, or if
at all, at marginal concentrations. Reviewing the currently available data about circulating
irisin levels, tools to measure irisin levels seem to be unreliable and irisin is no contractionregulated myokine in humans. Functionally, we and others observed that FNDC5 or irisin are
no potent inducers of WAT browning in humans. Importantly, the concept that exercise itself
mediates browning of WAT remains to be elucidated in humans. Thus, future studies should
assess if long-term exercise intervention has an impact on (i) BAT activity using PET-CT
scans and (ii) browning of WAT by analyzing expression levels of marker genes in biopsies
from subcutaneous WAT.
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